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Abstract

Proteins are involved in essentially any cellular process and constitute key players
in the regulation of biological systems. The analysis of their abundance level,
modification state and how they interact with each other is therefore indispensable
for the precise understanding of biological mechanisms in a cell. The scope of
this Ph.D. thesis focusses on novel computational methods that support analytical
approaches for the identification and quantification of proteins.

Liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC-MS) represents a
very popular technique for the characterization of protein mixtures. Initially, proteins
are digested into smaller peptide elements where the masses of the generated pep-
tides are precisely measured by LC-MS. Subsequently, tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) determines the identity of selected peptides. In a high throughput mode,
shotgun proteomics approaches have the potential to collect thousands of peptide
identifications by repeated MS/MS analysis in the course of an LC-MS experiment.
However, current problems in shotgun proteomics experiments include the identifi-
cation of proteins at very low concentrations and the accurate quantification of their
abundance changes across different LC-MS measurements.

We address here the challenges of shotgun proteomics approaches through the
development of a novel computational framework for the in-depth analysis of high
mass precision LC-MS data. This thesis describes the software SuperHirn, which
detects peptides independent of MS/MS information and tracks these across multiple
measurements. Furthermore, we introduce the concept of the MasterMap, which
constitutes a comprehensive repository for the storage of extracted and processed
peptide signals. We illustrate the functionality of SuperHirn and the MasterMap
in the MS/MS independent quantification and classification of protein abundance
changes in complex biological samples.

The convenience of the developed computational methodology is further illus-
trated by different applications addressing emerging topics in protein-centered
biology. In a first example, we present a novel strategy for the quantitative analysis
of protein-protein interactions. Based on peptide signals archived in a MasterMap,
the presented results provide biological insights into the protein interaction network
of the human forkhead transcription factor FoxO3A. In particular, the mechanistic
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regulation of the transcription factor is deciphered by the identification of a growth
state dependent association of the phosphatase PP2A with FoxO3A.
In a second application, SuperHirn quantitatively assesses the specificity and
reproducibility of three common methods for the enrichment of peptides containing
phosphorylations sites. Comprehensive analysis of the acquired LC-MS data shows
that every method reproducibly isolates phospho peptides where on the contrary a
different set of phospho peptides is enriched by the individual methods. This study
highlights therefore the importance of how experiments analyzing phosphorylated
peptides are designed in respect to the applied enrichment methods.
Finally, the MasterMap is exemplified as a generic system for the MS1 based detec-
tion of peptides containing post-translational modifications. Applying this approach
to the analysis of phosphorylated peptides, data mining of the MasterMap combined
with phospho peptide directed subsequent targeted MS/MS analysis demonstrates
the strength of the approach in identifying a higher number of phosphorylated
peptides compared to classical shotgun proteomics experiments.

In conclusion, we present a generic, flexible and MS1 based computational
framework for the quantification of LC-MS data. The power of the framework is
illustrated through its application to the analysis of different types of biological
experiments. In particular, the developed framework supports the implementation of
a novel workflow in mass spectrometry based proteomics experiments by shifting
the protein identification paradigm from a stochastic to a targeted mode.



Einleitung

Proteine sind in alle zellulären Prozesse verwickelt und stellen Schlüsselelemente in
der Regulation von biologischen Systemen dar. Die Untersuchung dieser Prozesse
beinhaltet neben der Proteinidentifizierung auch die Bestimmung der Proteinkonzen-
trationen, der Modifikationszustände von Proteinen sowie der Wechselwirkungen
von Proteinen untereinander. Die gesamtheitliche Betrachtungsweise von diesen
Aspekten in der Proteinanalytik ist unabkömmlich für das Verständnis von biolo-
gischen Mechanismen einer Zelle. Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit befasst sich mit
neuen rechnerischen Methoden, welche die Identifizierung und Quantifizierung von
Proteinen in analytischen Verfahren unterstützen.

Die Kombination von Flüssigchromatographie und Massenspektrometrie (LC-MS)
ist heutzutage eine populäre Methode zur Charakterisierung von Proteingemischen.
Proteine werden in kleinere Peptide verdaut, und die Massen der entstandenen
Peptide werden präzise mittels LC-MS gemessen. Mit Hilfe von Tandem Massen-
spektrometrie (MS/MS) kann anschliessend die Identität eines Peptides bestimmt
werden. Sogenannte ”Shotgun Proteomics” Experimente sammeln während einer
LC-MS Messung tausende von MS/MS-Analysen und erlauben so die automatisierte
Identifikation von Peptiden. Probleme bereiten hier jedoch die Identifikation von
Peptiden in geringer Konzentration sowie die exakte Quantifizierung der Konzentra-
tion von Peptiden über den Verlauf von grösseren Messreihen.

Diese Dissertation setzt sich mit den heutigen Herausforderungen von Shotgun
Proteomics Experimenten auseinander. Das Ergebnis zeigt sich in der Entwick-
lung eines neuartigen, rechnergestützten Systems für die eingehende Analyse von
hochpäzisen LC-MS Messungen. Diese Arbeit beschreibt die neue Software Super-
Hirn und deren Einsatz in der MS/MS-unabhängigen Erfassung von Peptidsignalen
sowie der Verfolgung der ermittelten Signale über mehrere Messungen hinweg.
Wir führen zudem das Konzept der MasterMap ein, welche als eine umfangreiche
Datenstruktur zur Verwaltung der extrahierten Peptide dient. Zudem erläutern wir
die Funktionalität von SuperHirn und der MasterMap in der MS/MS-unabhängigen
Quantifizierung und Klassifizierung von Proteinkonzentrationsänderungen in kom-
plexen biologischen Proben.

Die umfangreiche Funktionsfähigkeit der entwickelten Software wird anhand
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von mehreren Anwendungen in aktuellen Bereichen der Biologie erklärt. Wir zeigen
einen neuen Ansatz für die quantitative Analyse von Protein-Protein Interaktionen.
Die präsentierten Resultate eröffnen biologisch wichtige Einblicke in das Interak-
tionsnetzwerk des humanen Transkriptionsfaktors Foxo3A. Des Weiteren wird durch
die Identifizierung einer spezifischen Wechselwirkung zwischen FoxO3A und der
Phosphatase PP2A die mechanistische Regulation des untersuchten Transkriptions-
faktors entschlüsselt.
Im Zentrum einer weiteren Anwendung von SuperHirn steht der Vergleich von
drei populären Methoden zur Anreicherung von phosphorylierten Peptiden. Die
detaillierte Analyse der gesammelten LC-MS Daten zeigt, dass jede der getesteten
Methoden sehr reproduzierbare Mengen an Phosphopeptiden isoliert, jedoch die
Methoden untereinander jeweils eine andere Teilmenge an modifizierten Peptiden
anreichern. Diese Studie unterstreicht deshalb die Wichtigkeit der Verwendung von
mehreren Isolationsmethoden in der Untersuchung von Phosphopeptiden.
In einer letzten Anwendung zeigen wir, wie die MasterMap als generisches System
genutzt werden kann, um in einem MS/MS-unabhängigen Ansatz Signale von
modifizierten Peptiden zu finden. Die Kombination von Datamining der MasterMap
und anschliessender gezielter MS/MS-Analyse veranschaulicht den Gewinn an
zusätzlichen Identifikationen von Phosphopeptiden im Vergleich zu klassischen
Shotgun Proteomics Experimenten.

Zusammenfassend präsentieren wir ein generisches und MS/MS-unabhängiges,
rechnergestütztes System für die Quantifizierung von grösseren LC-MS Messreihen.
Die beschriebenen biologischen Anwendungen unterstreichen nachdrücklich die
Stärke und Flexibilität der aufgeführten Konzepte und der resultierenden Software.
Die in dieser Dissertation entwickelte Methodik unterstützt die Implementation
eines neuen Arbeitsablaufes in LC-MS Experimenten durch die Verlagerung des
Identifikationsparadigmas von einem stochastischen zu einem gezielten Protein-
erkennungsprozess.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

From: Mueller, LN et al, J Proteome Res, 7(1):51-61, 2008 [100]
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2 1.1. INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMS BIOLOGY

1.1 Introduction to systems biology
Systems biology strives to understand biological processes at the level of the inter-
actions, dynamics and complexity of the molecular components in cellular systems
(reviewed in Hood et al [62]). Specifically, the aim is to capture the interplay of these
elements and how they are used for the exchange of information across different com-
plexity levels in the cell. Systems biology therefore reveals insights into some of the
most important cellular mechanism (cell signaling, energy homeostasis, cell growth
etc.) and provides clinical researchers a framework for drug development and a start-
ing point for the treatment of human diseases.
The focus of systems biology on a biological unit can be obtained from different
point of views. Mainly, these views can be summarized by the research fields of
metabolomics, genomics and proteomics. Metabolomics focuses on well known cel-
lular reactions and their corresponding small molecular weight components through
quantitative measurements and their integration into mathematical models. Another
view is addressed by the field of genomics, which studies the expression of genes and
how these expression patterns react upon environmental perturbations or changes be-
tween different cellular states. Proteomics approaches, however, are focussed on the
protein elements of a cell, which are the products of genes and fundamental compo-
nents of essentially any biological process.
To achieve the comprehensive analysis of specific biological mechanisms or even
whole cellular systems, an interdisciplinary approach integrating these different re-
search fields is required in order to tackle the complexity of biology on different
levels. Thus, unifying and comparing information obtained from metabolomics, ge-
nomics and proteomics studies is a key factor for the understanding of how signals
are transmitted through the different molecular levels in a cell. Finally, the goal is
to construct computational models of biological systems based on these interdisci-
plinary data sets. These models can then be used to artificially study the behavior
of a cell upon for example the failure of a protein or to predict in silico the outcome
of certain experiments. Importantly, a systems biology model represents also an ab-
straction level to overcome the complexity of the acquire data and allows to learn
more about the fascinating mechanistic relations in biology systems.
While metabolomics and genomics represent indispensable approaches in systems
biology, the in-depth analysis of the proteins and how patterns of proteins evolve in
the life time of a cell reveals major insights into the biology of different organisms.
Associated to such proteomics studies, the availability of sophisticated analysis rou-
tines in form of computer programs is very important in order to extract the biological
relevant information from the acquired data. This dissertation focusses therefore on
the development of computational techniques for the analysis or proteins addressing
newly emerging question in systems biology.
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1.2 Proteomics: facts about the living circum-
stance of proteins

Following the central dogma of biology, genes are transcribed into proteins. How-
ever, the translation of a gene into a protein does not follow a one to one relation
since one gene can lead to different protein isoforms due to alternative splicing and
protein post-processing. Considering these alternative routes a protein can undertake
during its life cycle, the proteomics view of a cell is more complex compared to the
genomic perspective. The challenge of proteomics lays in the analysis of all possible
routes a protein can undertake and all the variants it can adopt to. Furthermore, most
proteins in the cell are not present as an individual but rather associated into groups
of proteins. The interactions between the proteins often fulfill specific molecular
functions and it is therefore crucial to understand and analyze these connectivities in
proteomics experiments.

1.2.1 Translational modifications of proteins
An important aspect in biological systems is the decoration of proteins by transla-
tional modifications. There are currently more than 200 different protein modifi-
cations reported, which are attached to the protein during (co-translational) or after
(post-translation) the protein translation process (reviewed in Witze et al [155]). The
modification site is often very specific and defined by a distinct pattern in the protein
sequence. Furthermore, these modifications are added, modified and removed by spe-
cific enzymes which tightly control a defined subset of proteins in the cell. The fact
that roughly 5% of the human genome codes for these enzymes underlines their im-
portance in the regulation of protein modifications. However, the biological roles of
protein modifications are manifold and often not fully understood. The most impor-
tant functions covered by protein modifications comprise the localization, life time
and activity of proteins. Therefore, the understanding of co- and post-translational
modifications and how they alter the function of proteins represents fundamental
questions in biological studies.
While some protein modifications are dynamically attached and removed, others dis-
play a static behavior and are irreversibly added to the protein. A prominent represen-
tative for static modifications is N-glycosylation, which is co-translationally added to
asparagine residues. The function of N-glycosylation is important for protein folding
and cell-cell interactions administrated mainly by glycoproteins on the cell surface.
However, post-translational modification of the glycan core structure involves the re-
moval, modification and addition of carbohydrate moieties and is carried out as the
glycosylated proteins enter the golgi compartment. Other examples of static protein
modifications include N-terminal addition of pyroglutamatic acid, myristoylation,
sulfation of tyrosine residues, etc. On the other hand, other protein modifications are
often described as molecular on/off switches in cellular processes and their ability
to react quickly to external stimuli constitutes an important aspect in biological sys-
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tems. Probably, the currently most prominent post-translational modification (PTM)
constitutes the phosphorylation of the amino acid residues serine, threonine and ty-
rosine, increasing the mass of the protein by 79.97 Da. Phosphorylation of proteins
affects almost all basic cellular processes and it is estimated that roughly 30% of all
eukaryotic proteins contain this modification (reviewed in Ubersax et al [145]). Pro-
tein phosphorylation events are tightly controlled by the two enzyme classes kinases
and phosphatases, which reversibly attach and remove the phosphate group on the
protein sequence, respectively. Due to this important role of protein phosphorylation
in cellular mechanisms, a number of approaches have been undertaken to study the
different kinases and which protein phosphorylation sites they regulate [11, 12, 13].
Due to its interplay with phosphorylation and its involvement in many cellular pro-
cesses, the attachment of O-linked β-N-acetylglucosamine (O-GlcNAc) on serine
and threonine residues represents another important post-translational modification.
O-GlcNAc modifications are single sugar modifications and occur on intracellular
proteins. The characteristics of O-GlcNAc resembles very much the phosphorylation
since O-GlcNAc competes with phosphorylation for the same amino acid residues
(serine and threonine) and also displays a dynamic regulation on a short time scale.
Specifically, it has been reported that O-GlcNAc plays a very important role in the
nervous systems and might be involved in neurodegenerative diseases (reviewed in
Rexach et al [124]). Besides, other post-translational modifications such as acety-
lation, ubiquitinylation, methylation, etc. alter the structure and function of proteins
and represent important elements for the understanding of the regulation mechanisms
in cellular processes. Due to their dynamic behavior, it is however difficult to capture
these PTM events by experimental methods. Another factor is the concentration level
of modified proteins; often they are of very low abundant and are shadowed in com-
plex protein mixtures by their non modified counterparts. Different enrichment tech-
niques have been developed to fish out proteins containing a certain post-translational
modification from complex biological protein mixtures.

1.2.2 Protein-protein interactions
As aforementioned, biological processes require tight regulations in order to guar-
antee the stability of a cellular system. While post-translational modifications have
been discussed as an important mechanistic regulator, the assembly of proteins into
higher order structures is a highly conserved biological mechanism to modulate the
functions of proteins. Therefore, proteins are not only present as single molecules
but rather grouped into protein complexes, which consists of either an aggregation
of multimers of the same protein or different protein units. The presence of a pro-
tein complex or even its protein composition is highly dynamic and, interestingly,
the structure of a protein complexes is often more conserved across species than for
example the amino acids sequence of the components itself. Important question as
for example how protein complexes are built up, how they evolve over time, their cel-
lular functions etc. are nowadays central to biological studies and have lead to a new
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research field called Interactomics. Interactomics approaches target the large scale
mapping of protein-protein interactions to reveal the connectivity between proteins
in the cell. This has lead to the development of different techniques (yeast-2-hybrid,
chip based approaches, affinity purifications in combination with mass spectrometry
etc.) for the analysis of protein interactions (reviewed in Gingras et al [48]). Protein
interaction database are now available where increasing amounts of experimentally
retrieved protein-protein interactions are documented. Along with the acquisition
of such large data sets comes also an accumulation of incorrectly reported protein-
protein interactions. The rate of false positive (or also false negative) interactions
largely depend on the experimental techniques and statistical methods are therefore
important to estimate to degree of errors in the data. Finally, the availability of in-
teractomics data has also lead to the development of computational tools for the vi-
sualization and the mining of protein-protein interactions. Large scale interaction
networks allow to learn more from the acquired data where computational studies
address different questions such as which are the key components in the obtained
networks, how networks are conserved across species [7] and how protein interaction
networks change their topology between different cell states [125].

1.3 Mass spectrometry based proteomics
The introduction of mass spectrometry (MS) as a robust and sensitive technology for
protein analysis had a major impact on the field of proteomics. The mass spectrom-
eter allows precisely determining the mass of a given molecule during a MS scan.
Even though mass spectrometry allows to measure the precise mass of a protein, this
is not sufficient to uniquely identify a protein in a complex biological sample. There-
fore, a protein is first digested by a protease, which cuts the amino acid sequence
of the protein at distinct locations into shorter sub sequences called peptides. These
peptides have a smaller molecular mass compared to the original proteins and can be
readily measured by MS (reviewed in Aebersold and Mann [2]). The resulting set of
measured peptide masses represent then a specific characteristic pattern to identify a
protein in the sample.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the general setup of a mass spectrometer instrument. The first
step involves an ion source, which ionizes the analyzed molecular elements, in our
case the peptides (circles). There are different techniques for this process where prob-
ably the most common are Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI)
and Electro Spray Ionization (ESI) [92]. Subsequently, the ionized peptides are se-
ceded in the ion separator. Also this processes is performed by different methods
which all have in common to separate the different peptide ions according to their
molecular mass (Mr). Since, peptide ions exiting the ionizer are positively charged,
the separation is not performed directly on the molecular mass of a peptide but ac-
cording to its mass to charge ratio. Technically, the separation is achieved through
a combination of magnetic and electric fields or so called time-of-flight (TOF) com-
ponent (reviewed in Domon and Aebersold [35]). Finally, the peptide ions are then
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registered by the ion detector, which monitors the mass to charge (m/z) of the an-
alyzed peptides. It is worthwhile to mention that at this point, only the mass of the
peptides can be measured, where two peptides of identical molecular mass but ob-
tained from different proteins cannot be directly distinguished.
While the principle of the illustrated mass spectrometry setup has been mainly con-
served throughout the recent years, the newer generation of mass spectrometers have
greatly improved in their performance. MS instruments equipped with newer mass
analyzers provide higher mass resolution and allow to very precisely measure the
molecular mass of the analyzed peptides. High mass accuracy is thus a very crucial
factor considering that hundreds of these analytes are sampled in a MS scan. The
higher mass resolution provides therefore a mean to better distinguish between the
acquired signals. Furthermore, the gain of sensitivity in newer mass spectrometers
enables the monitoring of peptides present at very low concentrations which is for
example crucial in the analysis of rare biological elements such a post-translationally
modified peptides (see section 1.2.1). The implications of high mass resolution MS
instruments on proteomics approaches and in particular the software assisted quan-
tification of data generated by such mass spectrometry measurements are discussed
in section 1.4.5.

Figure 1.1: General setup of a mass spectrometer. Upper panel: In an MS scan,
analytes are fist ionized by the ionizer. Generated ions (in our case peptides) are then
separated by their molecular mass by the ion separator. The detector measures the
peptides ions and also monitors the intensity of the detected signal. Lower panel:
The acquisition of a MS/MS scan is initiated by the selection of a specific peptide ion
which fragments in the collision cell by collision activated dissociation. The peptide
ion decays into smaller fragments, which are again measured by the detector.
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1.3.1 Tandem mass spectrometry
In addition to the measurement of peptide masses as discussed in the previous sec-
tion, tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is used to reveal the amino acid sequence
and the protein belonging of a peptide ion (Figure 1.1, lower panel). In a first step,
the mass spectrometer isolates from the mixture of measured peptide ions in the ini-
tial MS scan (MS1 scan) all the ions of one peptide specie by its specific m/z value.
These ions are then transferred into the collision cell where they collide with gas
atoms (nitrogen, helium, or argon) to induce a fragmentation process of the peptide
molecules. This process is called collision induced decay (CID) where a peptide
preferentially breaks apart at its amino acid bonds so that smaller peptide fragments
are produced, which are actually sub structures of the original peptide sequence. The
mass and intensity of the generated MS/MS fragments are then monitored in the de-
tector to obtain a MS/MS spectrum.
A MS/MS spectrum represents a fingerprint of the specific peptide specie selected for
MS/MS analysis where the acquired spectrum is highly rich in information. Firstly,
the precise m/z value of the selected peptide ion (precursor mass) is know from
the MS1 scan and secondly the pattern of fragment masses and their corresponding
intensities is very specific for a distinct peptide sequence [92]. A huge collection
of computational methods have been developed to automatically correlate MS/MS
spectra to peptide sequences. There are numerous very interesting aspects associ-
ated to the assignment of MS/MS spectra, which would clearly exceed the scope of
this Ph.D. thesis. We will therefore only resume the main principles of how peptide
sequences are obtained from MS/MS spectra in the following section.

1.3.2 Assignment of MS/MS spectra by protein database
search

As previously mentioned, MS/MS spectra are defined by their precursor mass
and by the pattern of MS/MS fragments, where a mass and an intensity value is
attributed to each fragment. Since the proteomics community has nowadays access
to a large collection of protein sequence database, we can list all existing proteins
and their corresponding amino acid sequences for a certain organism. Due to
the fact that proteases used for the digestion of proteins (see section 1.3) follow
distinct rules in the generation of peptides, it is relatively simple to simulate this
process in silico and construct in a virtual digestion all possible peptides from the
known protein sequences of a certain organism. The measured precursor mass of a
MS/MS spectrum can then be directly correlated to the computed molecular mass
of theoretically peptide candidates (reviewed in Steen and Mann [142]). However,
there is a measurement error associated to the precursor mass and this mass value is
not precise enough to fish out from the large pool of theoretical peptide sequences
the correct candidate. Even in a hypothetical scenario where a precursor mass
would have been infinitely precise measured, the corresponding peptide could not
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be unambiguously identified due to the existence of other peptides composed of the
same atomic composition. In reality, the precursor mass selection of the theoretical
peptide candidates allows only narrowing down the search space to a few candidates
depending on the measurement error. Therefore, the information of the MS/MS
fragment pattern is crucial for finding the correct peptide candidate. Due to the fact
that also the CID process of a peptide follows a set of distinct rules, theoretical
MS/MS spectra are constructed for every peptide candidate. The theoretical MS/MS
spectra are then compared to the measured MS/MS spectrum by a correlation
algorithm to determine the most similar MS/MS spectrum of a peptide candidate
[161]. The workflow for the peptide assignment of MS/MS spectra is illustrated in
Figure 1.2.
There are nowadays a large number of computational tools available, which perform
the assignment of MS/MS spectra to peptide candidates using different algorithmic
approaches (reviewed in Nesvizhskii et al [105]). Besides de novo sequencing
approaches which attempt to extract a partial or full peptide sequence directly from
the MS/MS spectrum, the principles of these search tools are quite similar. A major
difference between the programs lays in their correlation function, which is used to
determine the spectral similarity of a theoretical and a measured MS/MS spectrum.
Basically, various algorithmic approaches of simple to high complexity have been
applied to the assessment of spectral similarities such as counting the number
of shared MS/MS fragments, dot product calculations, dynamic programming
implementations derived from pairwise proteins sequence alignments or concepts
adopted from graph theory. Another important difference comprises the scoring
schema implemented in the program. While some tools calculate program specific
scores to rank peptide candidates, other search engines compute an expectation value
reflecting the expected number of random peptide hits with scores equal or less to
the one observed. Clearly, expectation values is preferred to a scoring scale where
an arbitrary score threshold has to be defined to discriminate good from bad peptide
assignments.
A huge challenge in the assignment of MS/MS spectra are post translational modifi-
cations. As aforementioned, many proteins are decorated with PTMs and therefore
also the generated peptides contain these modifications. A PTM alters the precursor
mass of a peptide ion, which leads to the problem that the measured precursor
mass and the computed molecular mass of a theoretical peptide sequence do to not
correlate anymore. Thus, a much larger search space of theoretical peptide sequences
has to be considered due to the possibility that peptides can be modified by different
and multiple post translational modifications. Furthermore, PTMs change the pattern
of MS/MS fragments according to not yet understood rules and further complicating
the correlation of the measured and theoretical MS/MS spectrum [141]. While a
series of MS/MS search tools have been published to tackle this challenge, these
algorithms can not be applied in a fully unbiased manner and are often restricted
to consider a limited number of PTMs or allow searching against only a small
number of peptide sequences. In addition, the success in correlating the theoretical
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to the measured MS/MS spectra dependents on the quality of the measured MS/MS
spectrum. Therefore, the evaluation of MS/MS spectra obtained from peptide ions
present at low concentration or such that do not generate very efficient MS/MS
fragments lead to ambiguous or unsuccessful peptide assignments.

Figure 1.2: Assignment of a MS/MS spectrum to a peptide candidate. The work-
flow for the assignment of a MS/MS spectrum to a peptide sequence is illustrated.
In a first step, peptide sequences are extracted from a protein database by in silico
digestion. From the obtained peptides, potential candidates are selected by compar-
ing their molecular mass to the precursor mass of the MS/MS spectrum. Theoretical
MS/MS spectra are then generated and compared to the measured MS/MS spectrum.
Finally, a list of peptide candidates ranked by their spectral similarity is obtained.

1.3.3 Shotgun proteomics experiments
Biological samples typically consist of hundreds to thousands of proteins and a pro-
tein digestion of such a sample comprises therefore hundreds of thousands of peptide
elements, which need to be analyzed by the mass spectrometer. Clearly, all these
peptides elements can not be simultaneously analyzed in a single MS1 scan. It is
therefore crucial to separate the peptides prior to MS analysis and then sequentially
collect multiple MS1 scans. In particular, the measurement of complex peptide mix-
tures, obtained from protein digestion, by liquid chromatography coupled to online
mass spectrometry analysis (LC-MS) performs this tasks and represents a robust plat-
form to study a large number of peptide elements from a biological sample in an
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automated and high throughput mode [63]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the concept of LC-
MS where peptides are initially separated according to their hydrophobicity by liquid
chromatography (LC) and then directly injected into the mass spectrometer. The col-
lected data is represented in a 3 dimensional plot where each of the peptide measured
at the MS1 level is displayed at the xy coordinate given by its retention time in the
LC system (TR) and the measuredm/z value. The grayscale value corresponds to the
measured signal intensity that is related to the peptide concentration in the original
sample. While each peptide is measured on the MS1 level, typically 1-5 peptides
are selected from each MS1 scan for MS/MS analysis by the mass spectrometer (see
section 1.3.2). Consequently, a number of peptides identifications are obtained in the
course of an LC-MS experiment. This process is referred to as shotgun proteomics
in analogy to genomic DNA shotgun sequencing approaches (reviewed in Marcotte
[96]).
Considering the large number of MS/MS scans collected during a shotgun proteomics
experiment, it is not feasible to manually verify the computed peptide assignments.
Statistical methods for the estimation of false discovery rates and the discrimination
of true and false peptide hits are therefore very important in the analysis of such
huge MS/MS data sets. A popular method for the assessment of false positive rates
in the assignment of MS/MS spectra is to search the same MS/MS spectrum against
a database of random protein sequences (decoy database). Since one is expecting
to only obtain wrong peptide hits in the decoy database, these search results can be
compared to the search against the correct protein database (target database). Assum-
ing wrong peptide hits follow the same distribution for the target and decoy database,
the number of expected false hits can then be computed for each peptide assignment
score to estimate the local false discovery rate (reviewed in Käll et al [68]). An empir-
ical approach for the translation of search scores into probability values is addressed
by the program PeptideProphet [71]. PeptideProphet constructs from the distribution
of obtained database search scores a model for correct and incorrect peptide hits.
This is done by combining a set of search subscores obtained from a training data
set into a discriminant score, which distinguish true from false peptide assignments.
After a new database search, the computed discriminative scores from all peptide as-
signments are modeled by two distributions of true and false peptide assignments.
From these distributions, the probability that a given peptide assignment is correct is
computed and applied to the filtering of high probability peptide assignments.
While many peptides are identified in the course of a shotgun proteomics experiment,
there are many more peptides measured in a MS1 scan than as actually analyzed by
MS/MS. Therefore, it is not possible to identify all peptides directly by MS/MS in the
analysis of a complex peptide sample. A partial solution to this under sampling prob-
lem is to reduce the complexity of the peptide elements to be analyzed by prefrac-
tionation of the peptides in the original sample prior to LC-MS analysis. There are
multiple techniques which all follow the same principle to separate peptides accord-
ing to specific peptide properties (molecular mass, isoelectric point, hydrophobicity
etc.) and collect multiple fractions of lower sample complexity. Another strategy is to
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focus on the analysis of only a subset of peptides, for example peptides containing a
certain post-translational modification. For example, multiple isolation methods have
been developed to specifically enrich for phosphorylated and glycosylated peptides
or peptides containing specific amino acid residues [155]. Nevertheless, the auto-
mated selection of peptides for MS/MS analysis by the mass spectrometer is largely
biased to high abundant peptides and even by combining LC-MS with prefractiona-
tion or selective enrichment methods, it remains difficult to obtain successful peptide
identifications from peptides at lower concentrations.

Figure 1.3: Workflow and representation of an LC-MS experiment. A.) A peptide
mixture (not shown) is analyzed by LC-MS. First, the peptides are separated by liq-
uid chromatography where they are retained in the LC column according to their
hydrophobicity. The peptides then elute at a certain retention time (TR) from the
column and are directly injected into the mass spectrometer (MS). The mass spec-
trometer measures the mass to charge (m/z) and the intensity of the eluting peptides
in multiple MS1 scans. B.) The acquired LC-MS data is typically represented in a
3D plot where each measured peptide signal is plotted at its TR and m/z coordinate.
The grayscale color represents the measured peptide intensity.
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1.4 Computational approaches for the quantifi-
cation of LC-MS data

While we have discussed the main principles of how mass spectrometry is applied to
the high throughput detection of peptide elements in complex protein mixtures, the
quantitative aspects of shotgun proteomics approaches have not been addressed yet.
Clearly, biological experiments not only comprise the identification of the peptide
elements, but also at what abundance level these elements are present and how these
change across different measurements. Quantification of MS data involves a series
of calculation steps and can be performed on the MS1 or MS/MS level, while there
are even approaches combining results from both MS levels. Analyzing the huge
information hidden in these data layers, computational methodology comprises an
indispensable tool for the quantitative analysis of LC-MS data. This chapter intro-
duces the main quantification principles together with the associated software solu-
tions for the analysis of data generated by LC-MS measurements. Three conceptually
different methods to perform quantitative LC-MS experiments are presented. In the
first, quantification is achieved by spectral counting, in the second via differential
stable isotopic labeling and in the third, by using the ion current in label-free LC-MS
measurements. The discussion highlights advantages and challenges for each quan-
tification approach and is also available as a review paper in the Journal of Proteome
Research by Mueller et al [100].

1.4.1 Introduction to computational methods for the anal-
ysis of mass spectrometry data

With the availability of mass spectrometry methods to analyze complex biological
samples at a large-scale level arose a necessity for computational tools to analyze
and statistically evaluate data generated from LC-MS experiments, thus catalyzing a
new research direction in the field of bioinformatics. A sizable number of software
tools is now available that support various functionalities such as the preprocessing of
MS data (denoising, baseline correction, etc.), evaluation and assignment of MS/MS
spectra to peptide sequences, comparison and quantification of multiple LC-MS ex-
periments, as well as the integration of data generated by mass spectrometry with
other available biological data resources (microarray, yeast 2-hybrid etc.), respec-
tively. This chapter focuses on available computational strategies for the analysis of
quantitative proteomics data obtained from LC-MS measurements, which require the
sequential application of modules carrying out specific task on suitable data sets. As
is common to many research fields, software development is a dynamic process and
proceeds in conjunction with technical advances of analytical instruments. LC-MS
software tools are developed for specific generations or types of mass spectrometers
and may produce high quality results only with data generated by a limited number
of MS platforms. These utilized platforms consequently define the theoretical limits
of the computational LC-MS analysis (sensitivity and specificity) [35]. Therefore, it
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is often not trivial to choose an appropriate program suitable for the quantification
of data from a specific instrument. In addition to the limited applicability of a pro-
gram to different MS platforms, practical factors such as file compatibility, computa-
tional requirements, user-friendliness and data visualization, variations in the sample
preparation protocols, etc., are critical software aspects that factor into the choice of
a data analysis program [28]. A major advancement in file compatibility of LC-MS
data was made through the development of generic MS file formats for proteomics
data [112], which offer the possibility to import, archive and process LC-MS data
from most mass spectrometer types into instrument independent analysis platforms
[33, 71, 122]. Another important factor is the computation time required by the soft-
ware to process the data. Proteomics studies often span a large number of LC-MS
measurements and thus require considerable computational resources to complete
data analysis within a reasonable amount of time. While software solutions exist for
distributing computationally demanding tasks on multiple processors, it is desirable
to work with analysis routines that can be performed on a single personal computer
or are accessible as web-deployed applications. Finally, complementary to the au-
tomated processing of large data sets in high throughput mode, data visualization is
important to assess the quality of the individual processing steps carried out by the
software. Along with the evolution of MS instruments, different strategies have been
taken to perform quantitative proteomics experiments via mass spectrometry [111].
Rather than reviewing the large number of published reports on the subject, we group
the computational tools for better transparency along the three major experimental
strategies (Figure 1.4): i.) quantification based on spectral counting of fragment ion
spectra assigned to a particular peptide, ii.) quantification via differential stable iso-
tope labeling of peptides or proteins, and iii.) label-free quantification based on the
precursor ion signal intensities. In the following sections, the three strategies will be
generally outlined and the corresponding computational methods will be discussed
in detail. Finally, we will review existing platforms that integrate available software
tools and outline future directions and requirements for the development of LC-MS
quantification methodology.

1.4.2 Spectral counting of peptide assignments for semi-
quantitative analysis

The concept of semi-quantitative analysis was introduced for shotgun proteomics,
a method in which the instrument control system of the mass spectrometer au-
tonomously selects a subset of peptide precursor ions detected in a survey scan (MS1
scan) for collision induced fragmentation (CID) following predetermined rules (typ-
ically the 1-5 most intense precursor ions). The quantification strategy is based on
the hypothesis that the MS/MS sampling rate of a particular peptide, i.e. the number
of times a peptide precursor ion is selected for CID in a large data set, is directly
related to the abundance of a peptide represented by its precursor ion in the sam-
ple mixture. This approach, also termed spectral counting [91], therefore transforms
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Figure 1.4: Overview of quantification approaches in LC-MS based proteomic ex-
periments. Different strategies to quantitatively analyze data generate from LC-MS
experiments have been developed past the last two decades. Spectral counting com-
putes abundance values from the number of times a peptide was successfully identi-
fied by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) and compares these across experiments.
In contrast, methods based on differential stable isotope labeling analyzes peptides
from two samples X and Y in the same LC-MS run where peptide A and its heavy
isotope A∗ are detected by their characteristic mass difference ∆m/z. Label-free
quantification extracts peptide signals by tracking isotopic patterns along their chro-
matographic elution profile. The corresponding signal in the LC-MS run 2 is then
found by comparing the coordinates m/z, TR and z of the peptide.
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the frequency by which a peptide is identified into a measure for peptide abundance.
Spectral counts of peptides associated with a protein are then averaged into a protein
abundance index [29, 42, 65, 91]. Spectral counting approaches have most frequently
been used for the analysis of low to moderate mass resolution LC-MS data and serve
therefore as a convenient, fast and intuitive quantification strategy for the analysis
of data from for example QSTAR, LCQ Deca or LTQ ion trap instruments, specifi-
cally, since alternative approaches (see below) are not applicable to these data sets.
Software for automated quantification via spectral counting has been developed in
the form of modules in LIMS systems [3], programming scripts [65] and standalone
software packages [42, 109]. A problem of spectral counting methods is their depen-
dency on the quality of MS/MS peptide identifications, because errors in the assign-
ment of peptides propagate directly into protein abundance indexes. While methods
have been developed to calculate the likelihood of a MS/MS peptide assignments to
be correct [71], to our knowledge there is no such analogous strategy available for
the estimation of error rates of protein abundance indexes. Allet et al. weighted spec-
tral counts by the search score of the corresponding peptide assignment in order to
punish unreliable identifications and reduces the incorporation of false positive pep-
tide assignments into the calculation of protein abundance indexes [3]. While the
assembly of spectral counts of peptides into a proteins index is unproblematic for
peptides whose sequences belong to only one protein, it is difficult to resolve protein
belongings of peptides, which map to multiple protein sequences (as for example
for peptides from conserved protein regions). Statistical methods have been devel-
oped to determine the presence of proteins in LC-MS experiments [103] but spectral
counting approaches currently lack a robust model to resolve such ambiguities. An-
other critical point in spectral counting is how spectral counts are computed if only
a small number of peptide identifications are available. Reasons for a low number
of observations of a specific peptide are manifold and included low abundance of the
protein, protein of short sequence length, specific physiochemical properties that af-
fect peptide observability, erroneous peptide identification, complexity of the sample,
etc. Ishihama et al. addressed this problem by computing protein abundance indexes
from spectral counts where the spectral counts were not obtained in an absolute man-
ner but in respect to which peptides are theoretically observable from a given protein
[65]. However, the challenge still remains for the quantification of low abundance
proteins since the selection of precursor masses for MS/MS analysis in shotgun ex-
periments is skewed towards peptides of high abundance and the identification of low
abundant peptides is very irreproducible between LC-MS experiments [87, 101, 81].
Corresponding abundance indexes of such low abundant proteins are therefore unre-
liable since they are obtained from spectral counts of only a small number of peptide
identifications [29]. Therefore, protein abundance indexes can be very accurately
quantified for high abundance proteins, which are based on a large number of peptide
identifications but become very unreliably if only 1-3 peptides per protein are iden-
tified. A modified quantification strategy analyzes peptide abundance values from
extracted ion chromatograms (XIC) of identified peptides and partially circumvents
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the MS/MS undersampling problem [32, 58, 109, 152]. This has the advantage that
a peptide does not have to be successfully analyzed by tandem mass spectrometry in
every single LC-MS measurement but it is in principle sufficient to identify a peptide
only at least once within all LC-MS experiments. The mass to charge and retention
time of the MS/MS precursor ion is then used as a starting coordinate to extract the
XIC for this peptide in the remaining measurements. Old et al. introduced the user
friendly computer program Serac [109] for the analysis of LCQ Deca data. The pro-
gram recruits functionalities such as peak finding, extraction of XICs etc. from the
Xcalibur development kit and implements both spectral counting and peptide quan-
tification on the XIC level. Serac provides graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for data
exploration and the optimization of processing parameters. However, due to changes
in the underlying Xcalibur package, there is currently no stable software release of
Serac available. The C++ program Quoil was developed for the quantification of high
resolution FT-ICR data and includes additional down stream processing routines such
as intensity normalization across runs and statistical analysis [152].
A crucial factor for finding the correct XIC across all samples for a given peptide
identification is the reproducibility of the chromatography. Fluctuations in the LC
systems lead to retention time shifts of peptides so that the TR value of the XIC co-
ordinate alters from run to run. Higgs et al. developed a set of LC-MS processing
functionalities implemented in Perl and R scripts running on Sun Grid Engine En-
vironment, which correct chromatographic drifts between LC-MS runs [58]. The
software package extracts peptide XICs from .RAW files of LCQ MS data and is
available through the commercial service facility Monarchlifesciences.
In conclusion, quantification approaches which are fully (spectral counting) or par-
tially (XICs) based on peptide assignments represent valuable strategies for the anal-
ysis of low to moderate mass resolution LC-MS data. However, the available method-
ology is still in development and it is believed that these approaches will greatly ben-
efit from statistical models for the estimation of error rates in the computed results. In
addition, the quantification is challenged by the stochastic nature of the MS/MS sam-
pling process, which is particularly apparent for the analysis of low abundant peptide
whose MS/MS analysis is mostly over shadowed by peptides of higher abundance in
complex mixtures.

1.4.3 Relative quantification based on differential stable
isotope labeling

In the recent years, differential stable isotope labeling in combination with mass
spectrometry has become an extremely popular method for quantitative proteomics
(reviewed in Lill [88], Aebersold and Mann [2] and Yan et al [159]). Beside ab-
solute quantification of peptide concentrations where peptide elements of a sample
are compared against their spiked in isotopic labeled synthetic analogue [80], dif-
ferential isotopic labeling allows relative quantification of peptide intensity values
between multiple biological samples within a single LC-MS measurement. A variety
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of MS compatible labeling techniques are now available, which can be summarized
by isobaric and isotopic labeling strategies [2]. Figure 1.5 illustrates the workflow of
these two approaches. Isobaric labeling reagents, exemplified by the iTRAQ [26] la-
bel, are peptide tags, which produces in the CID spectrum specific fragment ions that
are used for quantification. Differentially labeled samples are combined and concur-
rently analyzed by shotgun LC-MS and peptide abundance values are compared via
the reported fragments in the MS/MS spectra. In contrast, isotopic labeling methods,
exemplified by the ICAT [54] reagent and the SILAC [110] protein labeling, gener-
ate pairs of peptides with characteristic mass differences introduced by the applied
label. Typically, the isotopic forms of a MS/MS identified peptide is detected by
its mass shift and identical elution profiles and are used to compute a peptide ratio
between the ”heavy” labeled peptide from stimulated cells to the ”light” peptide ver-
sion of normally grown cells (Figure 1.5). Common to both labeling strategies is that
after the detection of reported fragments (isobaric) or isotopic pairs (isotopic), pep-
tide ratios between the different labeling channels are computed and integrated into
protein ratios. The obtained protein ratios are then statistically evaluated to quantify
the significance of their fold changes. Stable differential labeling offers the unique
possibility to measure in parallel multiple specimens. This excludes sources of noise
introduced by separate measurements due to quantitative differences between LC-MS
runs and allows the highly accurate quantification of multiple samples within a single
measurement [57, 73].

Isobaric labeling of peptides

The novel 8-plex iTRAQ labeling allows the simultaneous quantification of eight bi-
ological samples [26]. The isobaric reagent reacts with primary amino groups and
produces in the MS/MS fragmentation spectrum 8 different unique reporter groups,
one per reagent flavor, at 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119 and 121 m/z. iTRAQ
labeling does not increase the sample complexity because the reagent is based, and
relies, compared to isotopic labeling, on a fully MS/MS dependent workflow. There-
fore, only peptides are quantified that were subjected to CID fragmentation and could
be successfully assigned to a peptide sequence.

Isotopic labeling approaches

There are three general categories of isotopic labeling techniques for relative
quantification experiments in proteomics; chemical tagging of peptides and proteins,
introduction of stable isotopes into peptides during enzymatic digestion and incor-
poration of labels into living cells through their metabolic cycle. The choice of the
labeling approach is highly dependent on the biological application. In the following,
we will summarize the principles of currently available isotopic strategies and then
briefly discuss computational aspects associated to these quantification approaches:
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Figure 1.5: Quantification by differential labeling. The quantification principles of
isobaric and isotopic labeling are schematically illustrated. Isobaric labeling gener-
ates in the MS/MS spectra different reporter ions that are used to calculate peptide
abundance values between different samples. Isotopic approaches differentially la-
bel peptides or proteins from 2 samples to produce isotopic pairs of characteristic
mass shifts. Common to both is the downstream processing where peptide ratios are
computed, assembled into protein ratios and then statistically assessed to evaluate the
significance of detected fold changes.
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i. Chemical tagging of peptides and proteins: the introduction of stable iso-
tope signatures into peptides via chemical tagging of functional groups of amino
acids, exemplified by the Isotope Coded Affinity Tag (ICAT) [54], pioneered the
field of mass spectrometry based quantitative proteomics. In the ICAT technique,
two biological samples are labeled on the peptide or protein level using chemically
identical but isotopicaly different reagents that specifically target cysteine groups.
The labeled peptides differ in their molecular weight by 8 mass units, in newer ver-
sions by 9 mass units. After the labeling step, samples are combined and subjected
to mass spectrometric analysis. More recently, a number of variants of this concept
have been developed in which sets of reagents that differ in specificity, structure,
mass difference and number of isotopic forms [22, 134, 154, 164]. All those labeling
techniques have in common that they generate complex sample mixture, which
consist of pairs of chemically identical peptides of different mass. The elements
of these pairs are then detected in the precursor ion mass spectrum and the signal
intensity is used to compute the relative abundance of the respective analyte in either
sample.

ii. Incorporation of stable isotopes into the amino acid sequence: besides the
chemical tagging of peptides or proteins, the replacement of atomic elements in
the peptide primary structure by incorporating isotopic analogs via enzymatic
reaction is a popular method in proteomic studies. 18O labeling is based on the
incorporation of heavy oxygen into the C-termini of peptides during tryptic digestion
of proteins [143, 160]. The major advantage of 18O labeling is that the method
is not limited to a specific sub population of peptides as it is the case for other
labeling strategies where often the analysis of a subproteome is targeted (i.e.
peptides containing a specific amino acid or post translational modification). How-
ever, 18O incorporation is often not specific to only the C-termini so that also other
residues in the peptide sequence are labeled, which may complicate the data analysis.

iii. Quantification by SILAC: in the recent years, stable isotope labeling with
amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) [110] has enjoyed great popularity (reviewed
in Ong et al [111]). Specifically, cell cultures are grown in media containing either
light 12C or heavy 13C labeled arginine and lysine to metabolically incorporate the
modified amino acids into proteins through the metabolic cycle. The generated
isotopic peptide pairs are then detected by mass shifts of multitudes of 6 mass units.
Since the label is added at a very early stage of the experiment, this technology
circumvents the introduction of additional error sources through extra experimental
sample processing steps. However, SILAC labeling is largely limited to biological
material that can be grown in culture and thus not generally applicable to tissues,
body fluids or clinical applications, reports of SILAC labeling in multi cellular
organism not withstanding [156]. Recently, metabolic conversion of the stable
isotope labeled peptide has also been reported, resulting in the added label in
unexpected amino acids [149].
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1.4.4 Computational aspects for the quantification of iso-
topic labeling experiments

The computational principles in the quantification of isotopic labeling experiments
are identical for the different strategies where the major difference between the uti-
lized labels lays in the mass shift of generate isotopic pairs of peptides. Specifi-
cally, the main computational workflow in the quantification process comprises the
extraction of isotopic peptide pairs by their characteristic mass shift, mostly based on
successful MS/MS peptide assignments, the computation of ratios between ion chro-
matograms of the extracted isotopic pairs and the statistical evaluation of the calcu-
lated results (see also Figure 1.5). Accordingly, most computational methodologies
implement these processing functions in a generic fashion and allow customizing the
isotopic mass shift in respect to the applied label in order to guarantee compatibility
of their workflow to other labeling techniques [14, 55, 87, 93, 101, 151]. Histori-
cally, however, software tools developed for the quantification of peptides generated
by a specific isotope labeling method were predominantly used in combination with
their original labeling technique. In summary, isotopic labeling strategies enable the
highly accurate quantification of LC-MS experiments since analysis is performed
on single LC-MS runs where peptide pairs can be very accurately detected by dis-
tinct mass shifts characteristic to the utilized label [6, 73]. The described labeling
strategies have in common that the combination of multiple, differentially labeled
samples increase drastically the complexity of the peptide elements, thus crowding
the mass spectra. This is particularly problematic for the identification of peptide
ions by MS/MS where only a limited number of peptide signals can be subject to
CID fragmentation in the course of a LC-MS experiment. The selection of precur-
sor ions is biased towards high intensity peptide signals and leads to a prominent
CID undersampling of low abundance peptides. This limits the range of isobaric
and isotopic labeling techniques since the computation of peptide/protein ratios is
based exclusively on peptides, which were successfully identified by MS/MS. Fur-
thermore, labeling strategies require additional sample processing steps in the exper-
imental workflow and the analysis of multiple samples becomes complicated if the
sample size is bigger than 2 (8 in case of iTRAQ).

1.4.5 Label-free quantification of multi dimensional LC-MS
data

With the evolution of mass spectrometers towards high mass precision instruments,
label-free quantification of LC-MS data has become a very appealing approach for
the quantitative analysis of biological samples. Typically, peptide signals are detected
at the MS1 level and distinguished from chemical noise through their characteristic
isotopic pattern. These patterns are then tracked across the retention time dimen-
sion and used to reconstruct a chromatographic elution profile of the monoisotopic
peptide mass. The total ion current of the peptide signal is then integrated and used
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as a quantitative measurement of the original peptide concentration (Figure 1.4, see
label-free quantification). In principle, every peptide signal within the sensitivity
range of the MS analyzer can be extracted and incorporated into the quantification
process independent of MS/MS acquisition (reviewed in Listgarten and Emili [90]).
This leads to an increased dynamic range of the peptide detection and largely reduces
the under sampling problem common to the previously described MS/MS based ap-
proaches. Label-free strategies were in most cases applied to data acquired on mass
spectrometers equipped with new generation of time-of-flight, Fourier transform-ion
cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) or OrbiTrap mass analyzers. Measurements on these
MS platforms reach very high resolution power and mass precision in the low parts
per million mass unit range. This facilitates the extraction of peptide signals for
specific analytes on the MS1 level and thus uncouples the quantification from the
identification process (reviewed in Domon and Aebersold [35]).
In contrast to differentially labeling, every biological specimen needs to be measured
separately in a label-free experiment (see Figure 1.4). The extracted peptide signals
are then mapped across few or multiple LC-MS measurements using their coordi-
nates on the mass to charge and retention time dimension [166]. The efficiency of
the peptide tracking depends on the available mass resolution of the utilized mass
spectrometer. Data from high mass precision instruments greatly facilitate this pro-
cess and increase the certainty of matching correct peptide signals across runs [101].
In addition to the m/z dimension, the TR coordinate is used to map corresponding
peptides between runs. Therefore, the consistency of the retention time values over
different LC-MS runs is a crucial factor and has led to the development of various
alignment methods to correct chromatographic fluctuations (reviewed in Hilario et al
[59]). Finally, as suggested for microarray data [120], sophisticated normalization
methods are important to removing systematic artifacts in the peptide intensity val-
ues between LC-MS measurements. Applying a label-free quantification strategy in
combination with downstream intensity normalization, Callister et al. [23] and others
demonstrated that the intensity of extracted peptide signals scales linearly with their
molecular concentration across a dynamic range of three to four orders of magnitude.
High mass accuracy MS instruments in combination with sophisticated computa-
tional methods therefore offer a platform for the automated label-free quantification
of complex biological mixtures without the requirement of MS/MS information. Fur-
thermore, newer hybrid mass spectrometers like the FT-LTQ and LTQ OrbiTrap offer
the possibility to acquire MS/MS peptide identifications in parallel to the high mass
precision measurement of peptides on the MS1 level. This raises the computational
challenge for the processing and integration of these two sources of information and
has lead to the development of novel promising quantification strategies [67, 97, 125].
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1.5 Motivation of my Ph.D. thesis
The motivation of this Ph.D. work was to construct a robust and flexible compu-
tational platform for the comprehensive, high throughput and automated analysis
of multiple LC-MS measurements. The essential requirements for such a system
are the integration of a combined identification and quantification workflow for the
characterization of peptide elements in complex biological samples. Another very
important functionality is to address the tracking of detected peptide signals across
different specimen in order generate peptide abundance profiles. The system is ide-
ally based on an alternative peptide identification approach such as MS1 dependent
quantification of peptides, which circumvents the sampling bias of tandem mass
spectrometry towards high abundant peptides. Peptide signals are therefore directly
detected in a fully MS/MS independent manner on the MS1 level. This in-depth
detection and integration of peptide signals from LC-MS measurements will provide
a method for the comprehensive analysis of peptides even in the lower concentration
range. Furthermore, the functionality of the system includes the processing of
large data sets as are typically acquired in the course of mass spectrometry based
proteomics experiments. In order to guarantee the extendibility of the framework,
the implementation of computational methods should be in a modular fashion to
allow the generic application to different biological questions, experimental designs
and different types of MS instruments. Importantly, the aim of this Ph.D. thesis
was also to develop a flexible data structure where extracted and aligned peptide
signals are archived and made accessible to subsequent post-processing routines.
From the biological point of view, the potential of the developed methodology is
demonstrated in its integration into different experimental workflows addressing
essential questions in the field of systems biology. These questions include the
extensive and in-depth characterization of complex protein mixtures, the quantitative
assessment of the connectivities between the detected proteins in the sample as well
as a detailed analysis of the modification state and concentration changes of proteins
detected in the course of an LC-MS experiment.

Ultimately, the system demonstrates its modularity and generic applicability in
the analysis of multi dimensional proteomics experiments. It therefore represents a
data quantification and exploration framework, which allows its flexible integration
into different application scenarios, either on the experimental, MS-technical or
biological level.
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2.2 Summary
Label free quantification of resolution liquid chromatography mass spectrometry data
has emerged as a promising technology for proteome analysis. Computational meth-
ods are required for the accurate extraction of peptide signals from LC-MS data and
the tracking of these features across the measurements of different samples. In this
capture, the open source software tool, SuperHirn, is present that comprises a set of
modules to process LC-MS data acquired on a high resolution mass spectrometer.
The program includes newly developed functionalities to analyze LC-MS data such
as feature extraction and quantification, LC-MS similarity analysis, LC-MS align-
ment of multiple data sets, and intensity normalization. These program routines ex-
tract profiles of measured features and comprise tools for clustering and classification
analysis of the profiles. SuperHirn was applied in a MS1 based profiling approach
to a benchmark LC-MS data set of complex protein mixtures with defined concen-
tration changes. We show that the program automatically detects profiling trends in
an unsupervised manner and is able to associate proteins to their correct theoretical
dilution profile.
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2.3 Introduction
The accurate identification and quantification of proteins in complex biological mix-
tures is fundamental for molecular systems biology approaches. Liquid chromatog-
raphy coupled to mass spectrometry in combination with shotgun tandem mass spec-
trometry yields the molecular composition of complex peptide mixtures generated
from protein digests (reviewed in Aebersold and Mann [2]). However, only a small
subset of peptide features present in the sample are selected for fragmentation anal-
ysis leading to a systematic undersampling of peptide identifications in conventional
shotgun LC-MS experiments [87]. This effect is caused by various factors such as
ion selection bias of the mass spectrometer towards high abundance peptides, co-
eluting precursor peptides, and differences in peptide fragmentation efficiency result-
ing in low quality MS/MS spectra [104]. Therefore, quantitative analysis of peptide
abundance values based exclusively on peptides identified by their fragmentation ion
spectra is poorly reproducible and often spans a narrow dynamic range.
An alternative to a MS/MS based approach is the analysis of peptide ion currents di-
rectly at the MS1 level that allows mapping of extracted peptide features across LC-
MS experiments. For this purpose, feature extraction routines detect peptide signals
in noisy background and compute the ion counts of selected peptides (SIC) with-
out relaying on MS/MS peptide identification information. Even though the com-
parison of absolute SIC values is complicated by experimental variation, the appli-
cation of peptide signal intensity normalization methods allows restoring the linear
correlation between the original peptide concentration and the measured signal inten-
sity [23]. These properties offer an alternative to costly isotopic labeling strategies
where chemically modified peptides are compared within the same LC-MS experi-
ment [54, 110, 127, 134]. While quantification based on stable isotope labeling seems
to be more accurate [153], it involves more extensive sample processing if more than
2 (or 4 in the case of iTRAQ [127]) samples are compared [98].
Various retention time normalization methods [41, 119] have been developed to cor-
rect chromatographic variability between LC-MS experiments and permit the use of
the retention time dimension as an additional constraint in the assessment of peptide
similarity. High mass precision mass spectrometers in combination with effective
intensity and retention time normalization methods offer therefore the possibility to
unambiguously map peptides across different LC-MS patterns without the use of
MS/MS information [67]. Existing software suites combine these functionalities and
have been used in comparative studies to identify differentially expressed features
between 2 or more sample states [6, 76, 87]. On the other hand, protein profiling
has shown to be a powerful method for the classification of proteins according to
their concentration profiles across biological samples. While Anderson et al. applied
clustering of MS/MS identified peptide profiles from centrifugation fractions in com-
bination with localization information to identify components of the centrosome [4],
there is currently no freely available software that implements a combined MS1 and
MS/MS based profiling and profile processing method.
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We present a novel software package, SuperHirn, for the label-free quantitative analy-
sis of data generated by a Fourier-Transform Electrospray Ionization mass spectrom-
eter. SuperHirn is a platform for LC-MS data processing comprising various newly
developed and adopted functionalities to detect and track features in LC-MS patterns,
combine these by a multiple LC-MS alignment process into a MasterMap, normal-
ize feature intensities across samples and analyze feature profile trends by clustering
analysis. This profiling approach was applied to extract the main profiling trends
from a benchmark data set of 6 standard proteins in a complex sample background.
Subsequently, the obtained profile clusters are used to identify peptides and proteins
with a statistically significant correlation to the theoretical protein concentrations.

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 Sample preparation
The tryptic digests of the 6 standard non human proteins Horse Myoglobin (Swis-
sprot identifier MYG HORSE), Bovine Carbonic Anhydrase (Swissprot identi-
fier CAH2 BOVIN), Horse Cytochrome C (Swissprot identifier CYC HORSE),
Chicken Lysozyme (Swissprot identifier LYSC CHICK), Yeast Alcohol Dehydroge-
nase (Swissprot identifier ADH1 YEAST), and Rabbit Aldolase A (Swissprot identi-
fier ALDOA RABIT) were purchased from Michrom Bioresources Inc and 500 pmols
of each protein sample was resuspended in 40µl 0.4% formic acid. The background
sample was prepared by protein digestion of 80µl aliquots of bulk serum (Sigma-
Aldrich Chemie GmBH, Buchs, Switzerland) and subsequent selective enrichment
of N-glycosylated peptides [162, 163]. Aliquots were vacuum dried, resuspended
in 20µl of 5% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid and pooled. Subsequently, one vol-
ume (2µl) of standard protein dilution was mixed with four volumes (8µl) of the
N-glycosylated peptides and 10 volumes (20µl) of 5% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid
solution.

2.4.2 LC-MS analysis
LC-MS analysis of the dilution samples was performed on a Thermo Fourier
Transformed-LTQ mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron, San Jose, CA), which was
connected to an electrospray ionizer. The Agilent chromatographic separation system
1100 (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) was utilized for peptide separa-
tion, where the LC system was connected to a 10.5cm fused silica emitter of 150µm
inner diameter (BGB Analytik, Bckten, Switzerland). The columns were packed in-
house with Magic C18 AQ 5µm resin (Michrom BioResources, Auburn, CA, USA).
The Agilent auto sampler was utilized to load samples at a temperature of 6C. A lin-
ear gradient from 95% solvent A (0.15% formic acid) to 30% solvent B (2% water
in acetonitril, 0.15% formic acid) was utilized for peptide separation over 30 minutes
at a constant flow rate of 1.2µl/min. After every sample injection, 200 fmol of the
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standard peptide (Glu1)-Firbrinopeptide B (#F3261, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmBH,
Buchs, Switzerland) were injected in the LC-system to prevent cross contamination
and to monitor the performance of the LC system and the mass spectrometer.
The data acquisition mode was set to obtain MS1 scans at a resolution of 100.000
FWHM (at 400 m/z) followed by MS/MS scans in the linear ion trap of the three
most intense MS1-peaks (total cycle time was approximately 1s). Only signals ex-
ceeding 150 counts were chosen for MS/MS-analysis and then dynamically excluded
from triggering MS/MS-scans for 15s. The MS was set to accumulate 106 ions for
MS1-scans over no more than 500ms and 104 ions over a maximum of 250 ms for
MS/MS-scans. To increase the efficiency of MS/MS attempts, the charge state screen-
ing modus of the mass spectrometer was enabled to exclude unassigned or singly
charges ions.

2.4.3 MS/MS peptide assignments
Obtained MS/MS scans were searched against a human IPI protein database (v.3.15)
containing the protein sequences of the 6 standard proteins. The SORCERER-
SEQUEST (TM) v3.0.3 search algorithm run on the SageN Sorcerer (Thermo Elec-
tron, San Jose, CA, USA) was used as a search engine. In silico trypsin digestion
was performed after lysine and arginine (unless followed by proline) tolerating two
missed cleavages in fully tryptic peptides. Database search parameters were set for
carboxyamidomethylation (+57.021464 Da) of cysteine residues as a fixed modifi-
cation. Search results were evaluated with the Trans Proteomic Pipeline using the
Peptide Prophet (v3.0) [71].

2.4.4 Program implementation
The software SuperHirn is programmed in C++ and the source code together with
detailed documentation material is freely available on:

http://tools.proteomecenter.org/SuperHirn.php

SuperHirn was tested on Linux and OSX platforms and its workflow is illustrated
in Figure 2.1. A MS1 feature extraction routine is performed on the input LC-MS
raw data and MS/MS peptide identifications from a database search are associated
with detected MS1 features (Fig.2.1a). A LC-MS similarity score is then computed
for every pair of LC-MS runs by LC-MS alignment (Fig.2.1b) and LC-MS similarity
analysis (Fig.2.1c). The similarity analysis is used to construct an alignment topol-
ogy (Fig.2.1d), which determines the order in which LC-MS runs are combined in
the multiple LC-MS alignment (Fig.2.1e). The constructed MasterMap represents a
framework for downstream data analysis (Fig.2.1f). Throughout the whole analysis
process as illustrated in Figure 2.1, intermediate results such as a the list of detected
MS1 features, LC-MS similarity scores, the constructed MasterMap etc. are stored
in XML formatted text files. Specifically, SuperHirn is compatible to preprocessed

http://tools.proteomecenter.org/SuperHirn.php
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LC-MS data from other software tools via the newly developed Annotated Putative
Peptide Markup Language (APML) XML format. APML allows to combine func-
tionalities of different LC-MS analysis suites and to exchange processed data between
different tools. Please visit http://tools.proteomecenter.org/Corra/corra.php for more
information regarding the schema and documentation of APML [20].

Figure 2.1: Schematical overview of the program workflow. LC-MS data is pre-
processed to extract MS1 features, which are then combined with available MS/MS
peptide identifications (a). In order to create an alignment topology, LC-MS align-
ment (b) and LC-MS similarity analysis (c) are performed for every LC-MS pair. The
obtained alignment topology (d) guides the multiple LC-MS alignment to construct
the MasterMap (e). Downstream data analysis is then preformed on this MasterMap
(f). Preprocessed data is stored in XML files based on the Annotated Putative Peptide
Markup Language (APML).
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2.4.5 Data preprocessing
Data preprocessing consists of the extraction of MS1 features from mzXML [112]
formatted LC-MS raw data and the annotation of detected MS1 features with MS/MS
peptide identifications in pepXML format [70]. While all program routines (Figure
1.b-f) are developed in a generic mode to work with data acquired from different types
of mass spectrometers, we present here a feature extraction routine developed for high
precision mass spectroscopy data as obtained from a Thermo Fourier-Transformed
LTQ mass spectrometer (FT-LTQ).
The feature detection algorithm extracts peptide signals in high mass-accuracy MS1
scans by a two dimensional filter in the mass to charge and retention time dimen-
sion. In the m/z dimension, it centroids raw peak data and reduces m/z signals of
a MS1 scan to the corresponding mono isotopic masses, along with the charge state
(z) and an integrated intensity value of the detected monoisotopic peak. Finding the
monoisotopic peaks and charge states can be formulated as a pattern matching task
[51], where the measured signals are compared to isotopic templates. Here we used
a refined method, which allows a fast calculation of the monoisotopic masses and
which also works for overlapping isotopic patterns. The intensity of a monoisotopic
peak is then defined as the total intensity of the fitted isotopic pattern.
The second filter is applied along the TR dimension and clusters monoisotopic masses
of the same charge state and m/z value using a m/z tolerance (m/z) of 0.005 Da. Such
monoisotopic clusters represent MS1 features defined by m/z, TR and z [89] and
are used to compute feature parameters such as retention time of peak apex/start/end,
total feature area (V ) etc. MS/MS peptide identifications in pepXML format [70]
are then related to their corresponding MS1 feature by retention time, charge state
and the theoretical mass of the peptide sequence. The theoretical mass was preferred
to the measured precursor mass to avoid calculation errors of the mass spectrometer
operating software in the calculation of the monoisotopic precursor mass. Initially,
a MS/MS peptide identification is assigned to a MS1 feature if its m/z and TR dif-
ference falls within the m/z and TR tolerance window. In cases where more than
one peptide identification passes this filtering, the peptide identification with small-
est m/z and TR difference is selected. In general, over 95% of all high probability
MS/MS peptide identifications (peptide prophet probability> 0.9 [71]) were matched
to a MS1 feature, while 10% of all detected MS1 features were identified by MS/MS.

2.4.6 Retention time normalization by LC-MS alignment
Fluctuations in the LC separation between different LC-MS experiments often lead
to a low TR reproducibility and complicate the usage of the retention time dimension
for the tracking of peptide features. SuperHirn utilizes a modified C++ implementa-
tion of the Accurate Mass Retention Time Pairs method (AMRT)[138] to normalize
TR across LC-MS runs. Initially, all common MS1 features (FCommon) of two LC-MS
runs A and B are identified within a wide m/z and TR tolerance window Wm/z,TR

)
(∆m/z = 0.05Da and ∆TR = 5min). The retention time differences TDiffR,Obs of
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FCommon (Figure 2.2, dark gray dots) follow a trend reflecting the retention time fluc-
tuations between LC-MS run A and B. The robust smoothing method LOWESS [27]
was applied to fit a model ∆TDiffR,Pred(TR) into the observed retention time differ-
ences TDiffR,Obs. Problematic for the AMRT method are peptides that elute over a
wide retention time range and lead to several distinct MS1 feature signals. The coun-
terpart feature in the other LC-MS pattern is therefore matched to several of these
features causing multiple TDiffR,Obs and a disturbed model of the TR-shift (Figure
2.2, dashed line). Filtering out TDiffR,Obs values originating from such multiple MS1
features matches (Figure 2.2, light gray dots) leads to an improved ∆TDiffR,Pred(TR)

(Figure 2.2, dashed line).
The implementation of AMRT alignment method was modified to perform the pre-
viously described fitting procedure in an iterative manner. Using a sliding window,
the local mean of the deviations of TDiffR,Obs from TDiffR,Pred at a given TR is com-
puted separately for TDiffR,Obs smaller/bigger than TDiffR,Pred. These mean deviations
EDiff(TR),UP and EDiff(TR),DOWN are used as a cutoff to select TDiffR,Obs for the
next fitting iteration. This procedure is repeated as long as TDiffR,Obs are larger than
a tolerance value ∆TR of 0.5min (Figure 2.2, solid line). Applying the TDiffR,Obs fil-
ter and iterative LC-MS alignment leads to an improved correction of retention time
values between common MS1 features.

2.4.7 Assessment of LC-MS similarity
In order to assess the similarity of two LC-MS runs, we developed a novel strategy to
assigns LC-MS similarity scores SSIM to pairs of LC-MS runs. The LC-MS similar-
ity scoring schema is based on the overlap of MS1 features and the reproducibility of
their intensities values. Two LC-MS runs are initially subjected to LC-MS alignment
and the common features are extracted by comparing theirm/z, TR and z coordinates
(∆m/z = 0.01Da and ∆TR = 0.5min). A first assessment of LC-MS similarity is the
calculation of a feature overlap score SOverlap according to Formula 2.1 (NA,B

Common

number of common features, NLCMSA/B features in LC-MS run A and B, respec-
tively). For the evaluation of peak area reproducibility, common MS1 features are
ranked according to their intensity V separately for each LC-MS run and the robust
Spearman correlation coefficient [130] is utilized to compute the intensity score SINT

(Formula 2.2, RA/B,x: intensity rank of common feature x in LC-MS run A and B,
respectively ). SOverlap and SINT are combined into a final LC-MS similarity score
SSIM (Formula 2.3), which is close to 0 for unrelated runs and approximates 1.0 for
highly similar LC-MS runs.

SOverlap =
2 · NA,B

common

(NLCMS A +NLCMS B)
(2.1)

SINT =

∑Fcommon
x=1 (RA,x −RB,x)(RB,x −RB,x)√∑Fcommon

x=1 (RA,x −RB,x)2
√∑Fcommon

x=1 (RB,x −RB,x)2
(2.2)
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Figure 2.2: Retention time normalization by LC-MS alignment. Retention time shifts
of common features are plotted according to their retention time (dark gray dots) and
used to build a model of the retention time shift (dashed line). Removing observed
shifts from MS1 features matching to multiple common features (light gray dots)
leads to a better model (dashed line). This procedure is performed iteratively to
further improve the quality of the model (solid line).

SSIM = SOverlap · SINT (2.3)

2.4.8 Multi dimensional LC-MS alignment
SuperHirn implements a new multiple LC-MS alignment strategy, which is per-
formed in a fully automated manner without the requirement to define a reference
LC-MS run. The computational steps of the alignment process can be grouped into
the construction of an alignment topology and the actual multiple alignment process.
Analogous to progressive sequence alignment methods (reviewed in Philips [115]),
the program SuperHirn constructs an hierarchical alignment topology based on the
similarity of LC-MS runs defining the order in which the individual LC-MS pairs
are combined into a MasterMap. For every possible pair of LC-MS runs, a LC-MS
similarity score SSIM is computed and stored in a matrix. The constructed matrix
is subjected to a Unweighted Pair Group Method using Arithmetic Mean [140] hier-
archical clustering, where the inverse of the computed SSIM is used as inter-cluster
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distance. Hierarchical clustering transforms the matrix into a binary tree structure
(alignment topology). Using a LC-MS similarity based alignment topology, LC-MS
runs of poor quality in a data set are automatically grouped into distance branches of
the tree structure and are aligned if not excluded at all by the user in a late iteration
of the alignment process. Therefore, this strategy represents also a robust method for
the alignment of data set containing LC-MS runs of low quality.
The LC-MS runs are combined during the multi dimensional LC-MS alignment into
a general repository designated MasterMap, which stores all aligned MS1 features
together with their corresponding MS/MS identifications and intensity profiles. Su-
perHirn sequentially searches the two most similar LC-MS runs in the alignment
topology and replaces them by a newly merged LC-MS run. This procedure is re-
peated until only one run remains in the alignment topology. The LC-MS merging
process starts with the alignment of a LC-MS pair to remove retention time fluc-
tuations. Subsequently, common MS1 features are searched in the counterpart run
within a user defined ∆m/z and ∆TR tolerance window (∆m/z = 0.01Da and ∆TR

= 0.5min). In a second step, ambiguities of features, which map to more than one
counterpart feature are resolved by selecting the counterpart feature which displays
the smallest difference in the m/z and TR dimension. Common MS1 features are
associated to their counterpart as a whole C++ object so that no information of the
original feature is lost. MS1 features, which are not present in both runs, are simply
represented as a new instance in the merged LC-MS run. A major benefit of the MS1
feature mapping across LC-MS runs is the possibility to exchange MS/MS informa-
tion between common features (MS/MS continuation). SuperHirn transfers MS/MS
information from one aligned feature to another if the latter has not been already
identified by a high quality peptide assignment (peptide prophet probability > 0.9).

2.4.9 MS1 feature intensity normalization
Experimental artifacts such as differences in the loading volumes between samples
or peptide ionization variations decouple feature intensities from the original peptide
concentrations. Therefore, absolute feature intensity values V need to be normalized
between acquired LC-MS runs to ensure an accurate label free quantification [23].
SuperHirn uses a modified version of the central tendency normalization method
[120], which was originally developed for MicroArray data. The method extracts
from the MasterMap MS1 features, which were mapped across all LC-MS runs 1 n,
and calculates for every aligned feature the average feature intensity VAv. For every
LC-MS run j, the ratio between the intensity of feature i aligned across all n runs
and VAv is calculated and averaged over all aligned features. The procedure is then
repeated for each run 1 n yielding LC-MS specific intensity correction factor. In
general, the early and late eluting phase in the chromatography is dominated by noise
signals due to the initial equilibration of the LC column and the final washing at the
end of the chromatography. Therefore, the normalization procedure is performed lo-
cally on retention time segments using a sliding TR-window to reduce the effect of
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noisy signals from the early and late eluting LC phase on the normalization of other
retention time segments.
Since in some cases (for example fractionation experiments) the number of detected
MS1 features matched across all LC-MS can be small, this normalization procedure
would be biased to only a small subset of features. Therefore, the normalization pro-
cedure of SuperHirn is performed in an iterative manner starting with MS1 features
aligned across the most similar LC-MS runs in the alignment topology and then con-
tinuously renormalizes the runs of two branches (i, j) in the tree structure. At every
iteration step, a LC segment specific normalization coefficient is computed from fea-
tures mapped across all N runs of two branches (i, j). To allow some tolerance for
features mapped only across some of the runs in one branch, the ratio r of how many
times a feature was mapped to the maximal number of possible matches across the
runs in a branch is used as a user defined threshold (here r = 1.0). The weighted
average feature intensity VAv is then computed for an aligned feature according to
formula 2.4 where Ni and Nj are the number of times a feature was mapped across
the LC-MS runs of branches i and j, respectively. The ratio of the average intensity of
mapped features in branch i and j to VAv yields then the segment specific normaliza-
tion coefficient for all features within the LC-MS runs of branch i and j, respectively.
This ensures that LC-MS runs with low similarity or small feature overlap to other
LC-MS run will not disrupt the normalization process even if the number of aligned
MS1 features across all runs is small.

VAv =
1

Ni +Nj

· Ni ·
∑Ni

k=1 Vk

Nj ·
∑Nj

k=1 Vk

(2.4)

2.4.10 Protein profiling analysis
The constructed MasterMap with normalized feature intensity values serves as
a starting point for the profiling analysis. The profiling comprises a series of
computational steps, which are grouped and explained in details in the following
three sections; (i) the construction of MS1 feature profiles, (ii) the detection of
naturally occurring profiles trends by K-means clustering and (iii) the evaluation
of constructed peptide and protein profiles to theoretical abundance profiles. All
three steps are specifically performed on the MS1 level and only the construction of
protein profiles requires high quality MS/MS information. The theoretical profile of
interested will be referred in the text as target profile. While in this study the target
profiles are obtained from the protein dilution schema, in general enzymatic activity
profiles, concentration profiles of markers etc. can be used as target profiles.

i. Construction of feature profiles: Feature profiles are built from the normalized
intensities V of aligned MS1 features. These profiles are further normalized by the
sum of all intensities within a profile to obtain values scaled between 0 and 1. A
special case are missing data points in a feature profile, which can be caused by sev-
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eral factors (true absence of a peptide in the biological sample, missed detected MS1
feature, incorrect feature alignment etc.). While it is a common strategy to replace
missing profiling data points using interpolation methods, this leads to systematic er-
rors when features are truly missing or their intensities show large variations between
neighboring LC-MS runs. In this profiling analysis, missing profile points are set to
zero values and no profile smoothing method is applied. To assess the profile similar-
ity of a pair of MS1 features (i, j), a profile score (SProfile) based on the Manhattan
distance [8] is calculated. SProfile is computed from the sum of differences between
the normalized profile values Ii,n and Ij,n over all profile points divided by the profile
length (NLCMS) (Formula 2.5). The profile score is confined between 0 and 1 where
a high profile correlation is reflected in a SProfile close to zero.

SProfile =
1

NLCMS

NLCMS∑
n=1

| Ii,n − Ij,n | (2.5)

ii. K-means clustering of MS1 feature profiles: The popular K-means clustering
method [94] is used to group every constructed feature profile. The K-means
algorithm was chosen due to its transparency, ease of implementation and its
computational complexity O(NElements · KClusters) allowing its application to large
datasets (reviewed in Xu and Wunsch [157]). The starting KClusters cluster centers
are randomly chosen from the input features profiles and the clustering cycle is
repeated until all cluster centers K reach convergence or a maximal number of
iterations is achieved (NIteration = 500). Each built cluster is stored and subsequently
used for targeted profiling analysis. A crucial factor in K-means clustering is the
number of start cluster centers KClusters. We chose the Gap statistic to estimate the
optimal number of clusters in the input profiling data [158].

iii. Evaluation of profile correlation to the target profile: Initially, MS1 fea-
tures with identical neutral molecular mass and present in different charge states are
grouped together to build deconvoluted peptides. Consequently, a deconvoluted pep-
tide represents a set of MS1 features which originate from the same peptide but are
present in different charge states. The peptide sequence and the protein belonging of
deconvoluted peptides is subsequently inferred from its associated features contain-
ing high quality MS/MS information (peptide prophet probability> 0.9). The protein
identifier is then used to catalogue deconvoluted peptides into their corresponding
proteins. For this analysis, only deconvoluted peptides with a peptide sequence map-
ping to exactly one protein, are included in subsequent protein profiling analysis.
Protein consensus profiles are built by robustly averaging over normalized MS1 fea-
ture profiles of all deconvoluted peptides associated to a given protein [4]. After the
construction of a protein consensus profile, the protein belonging of a deconvoluted
peptide is assessed by its profile correlation to the protein consensus profile. Profile
scores between a deconvoluted peptide and protein consensus profile are computed as
previously described and the Dixon outlier detection routine (α = 0.05) [34] is used to
discard outliers. The protein consensus profile is then recalculated and the procedure
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is repeated until no more outliers are remaining.
To evaluate the correlation between deconvoluted peptide and the target profile, pro-
file scores between deconvoluted peptides and the target profile are calculated to build
a distribution of scores. This distribution is then modeled by a mixture of two Gaus-
sian curves which are used to compute a profile probability (PPepProfile) of a true
correlation (+) between the deconvoluted peptide profile and the target profile (For-
mula 2.6, p(+/−) are the a priori probabilities and p(SPep| + /−) the conditional
probabilities).

P Pep
Profile =

p(SPep. | +) · p(+)

p(SPep. | +) · p(+) + p(SPep. | −) · p(−)
(2.6)

The parameters of the 2 Gaussian distributions are found by means of the Expec-
tation Maximization (EM) procedure [56]. Protein profile probabilities (PProtProfile)
are then calculated from obtained peptide profile probabilities according to Formula
2.7. PProtProfile defines the probability that at least one of the deconvoluted peptide
profiles of a protein shows a true correlation to the target profile [103]. Subsequently,
proteins are ranked by their profile probability reflecting their correlation to the target
profile.

P Prot
Profile = 1 − ΠNb.peptides

i=1 (1 − P Pep i
Profile) (2.7)

2.5 Results

2.5.1 A defined profiling benchmark data set
We used a dilution mixture of 6 non human purified proteins to evaluate the per-
formance of SuperHirn. This data set consists of two fold dilution series of the six
proteins Myoglobin, Carbonic Anhydrase, Cytochrome C, Lysozyme, Alcohol De-
hydrogenase and Aldolase A spiked into a complex sample background of human
peptides isolated by solid-phase N-glycocapture from serum. The dilutions were
designed and performed according to statistical principles [99] spanning a dynamic
range of 2 orders of magnitude from 25 to 800 fmol injected (Table 2.1). Each dilu-
tion step was analyzed in triplicates on a FT-LTQ instrument and obtained MS/MS
scans were searched against the human sequence database containing the 6 non hu-
man proteins of the sample.

2.5.2 Construction of the MasterMap
The acquired 18 LC-MS runs were subjected to the MS1 feature extraction routine
and in average 15887 ± 213 MS1 features were detected per LC-MS run, 432 of
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Table 2.1: Dilution outline of standard proteins in the benchmark data set. The di-
lution schema of the six purified proteins Horse Myoglobin, Bovine Carbonic An-
hydrase, Horse Cytochrome C, Chicken Lysozyme, Yeast Alcohol Dehydrogenase
and Rabbit Aldolase A across sample 1-6 (S1-6) is shown. Number indicated protein
concentration injected (fmol).

Protein name Fmol of Protein injected per sample
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Myoglobin 800 25 50 100 200 400
Carbonic Anhydrase 400 800 25 50 100 200

Cytochrome C 200 400 800 25 50 100
Lysozyme 100 200 400 800 25 50

Alcohol Dehydrogenase 50 100 200 400 800 25
Adolase A 25 50 100 200 400 800

which were assigned to MS/MS peptide identifications. A subsequent similarity anal-
ysis of the preprocessed LC-MS runs showed a consistently high level of data repro-
ducibility. A MasterMap was then created from the 6 dilution steps for every replicate
set and MS1 feature intensities were normalized as previously described. SuperHirn
computation was performed on a AMD Opteron Processor 250 (4GB RAM, 1GB
disk). The feature extraction routine required around 1min CPU time per replicate
set (6 LC-MS runs), while the construction of the MasterMap required 34min CPU
time. All raw mzXML files, MS/MS peptide identifications, individual preprocessed
LC-MS runs and constructed MasterMaps are available on the SuperHirn website.
The mass accuracy (∆m/z) of the MS instrument is a crucial factor for the map-
ping of MS1 features during the multiple LC-MS alignment process. We therefore
estimated the probability of falsely aligning dissimilar MS1 features as a function of
∆m/z. Retention time values of MS1 features were shifted artificially by 3 min. sep-
arately for every dilution step and the multiple LC-MS alignment was carried out by
using a narrow TR-window (∆TR = 0.5 min). Therefore, no true common MS1 fea-
tures between 2 LC-MS runs can be found since the artificially introduced TR shift
exceeds the TR tolerance and extracted common MS1 features are due to random
matches. The procedure was repeated for several ∆m/z of 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1,
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Da and the obtained distributions of the feature counts were almost
binomial. The likelihood p of wrongly matching MS1 features strongly depends on
the mass accuracy and is small for the utilized high mass to charge tolerance (∆m/z
= 0.01 Da, p= 0.029).
As discussed by Li et al [87], the peptides identified by MS/MS are a random draw
of a small subset of the total list of peptide present in the sample (MS/MS under sam-
pling). High abundance peptides dominate the MS/MS analysis whereas identified
peptides at low abundance are under represented. To increase the peptide informa-
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tion content, MS/MS continuation utilizes MS/MS information, which is present in
one LC-MS run to annotate the corresponding features in the other runs. All 18 LC-
MS runs of the benchmark profiling data set were combined twice into a MasterMap
using either the conventional shotgun MS/MS assignment or the MS/MS continu-
ation method. Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of identified MS1 features in the
MasterMap in relation to the number of times they were detected in every individual
LC-MS run. Clearly, only a small fraction of MS1 features are identified indepen-
dently in every LC-MS run by conventional shotgun sequencing. This observation il-
lustrates the low reproducibility of MS/MS sampling in shotgun mode, which makes
it difficult to compare different LC-MS runs on the MS/MS level only. In contrast,
the mapping of peptides on the MS1 level significantly increases the coverage of pep-
tide identifications. In addition, the same analysis was performed for high abundance
MS1 features where the difference between conventional shotgun sequencing and
MS/MS continuation is much less dominant. This reflects the MS/MS selection bias
towards high abundance peptides, which effectively leads to a compressed dynamic
range of identified peptides.

Figure 2.3: MS/MS shotgun sequencing versus MS/MS continuation. The distribu-
tion of feature counts in all 18 runs is shown for all (solid gray line) and only high
abundance features (dark dashed line). The same analysis is performed using MS/MS
continuation for all (solid dark line) or high abundance features (gray dashed line).
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2.5.3 Unsupervised MS1 feature profiling
In many proteomic experiments protein concentration changes need to be measured
across different samples of complex biological background. Applications of this type
of experiment span a wide range from the reconstruction of protein profiles across
protein fractionations to the analysis of protein expression in time course studies. We
used SuperHirn to extract protein profiles from the MasterMap of the profiling data
set, where only those profiles were considered, which were detected in at least 4 of
the 6 runs. Since the expected profiles in the dilution mixtures have one or two points
of low intensities, this filtering step was introduced to extract profiles or reasonable
quality. The gap statistics analysis estimated that 12 cluster were required for the
K-means clustering.
Figure 2.4 shows the consensus profiles of the obtained 12 K-means clusters together
with the corresponding 6 theoretical dilution profiles (dashed lines). While 6 clus-
ters were built around a constant profile with little change between the LC-MS runs
or a constant profile with missing values (light gray lines), the remaining 6 clusters
(solid lines) correlate well with their target profiles of the dilution schema. The re-
producibility of the experimentally created protein profiles demonstrate that K-means
clustering analysis represents a valuable tool to automatically detect the main profil-
ing trends in a LC-MS experiment in a unsupervised manner. Further examination
of the constructed K-means clustering structure showed that all identified feature of
the 6 dilution proteins were correctly grouped into the cluster of their corresponding
target profile.

2.5.4 What is the best candidate protein?
We developed a statistical method to assign high correlation protein profiles to a
given target profile. While it would be possible to simply rank protein profiles by
their profile score to a target profile, this strategy would require the definition of an
optimal score threshold to discriminate between truly and randomly matching pro-
files, a value that would largely depend on the experimental conditions. In contrast,
we chose a method in which a given score was transformed into a probability that the
assignment of a score to a class is correct, a solution that has already been described
for other proteomic applications [71, 103]. The statistical method is here exempli-
fied for the target profile of the dilution schema of Aldolase A. Initially, MS1 features
contained in the cluster, which correlates best to the target profile of Aldolase A, were
assembled into deconvoluted peptides as described before. Figure 2.5 shows the dis-
tribution of profile scores obtained by correlating the target profile with the profiles of
all constructed deconvoluted peptides (Figure 2.5, gray histogram). A clear partition
of the histogram into two subdistributions is observed; scores with low values reflect
the population of high correlation profiles and the right side of the histogram defines
the population of low similarity scores. The shape of these bimodal distributions dif-
fer from experiment to experiment, and in order to adapt the calculations to the data,
a 2-component Gaussian model was fitted to the data and peptide profile probabili-
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Figure 2.4: K-means clustering of MS1 feature profiles. The consensus profiles of the
12 K-means clusters are shown. Theoretical dilution profiles (dashed lines) and the
best fitting cluster profiles (solid lines) are highlighted, while other obtained cluster
profiles are depicted in gray.

ties were calculated. Deconvoluted peptides containing identified MS1 features were
then assembled into proteins and profile correlation was used to remove deconvoluted
peptides with low profile similarity to the protein consensus profile. Protein profile
probabilities were then calculated and used to selected protein candidates.

2.5.5 Summary of target protein profiling
This statistical test was used to extract a list of high correlation protein candidates
for each target profile 1-6. Candidate proteins were required to have a protein pro-
file probability higher than 0.5. Table 2.2 shows the assigned target profile for every
obtained protein, their average profile probabilities, the average number of identified
MS1 features and in how many replicates a protein has been assigned to the correct
target profile. As can be seen, for every target profile the correct standard protein was
detected at a high profile probability consistently in all replicates. The reproducibility
is also reflected in the number of identified MS1 features per proteins, which does not
fluctuate across replicate samples. Only for the Carbonic Anhydrase a lower profile
probability of 0.699 with a higher standard deviation than for the other proteins was
obtained. This was caused by a low profile probability in one replicate set where the
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Figure 2.5: Evaluation of MS1 feature profile correlation to the target profile. His-
togram of profile scores from charge state deconvoluted MS1 features to a given target
profile (bars) and the fitted 2 component Gaussian model of true (gray line) and false
profile correlations scores (dark line) are shown.

EM modeling produced overlapping Gaussian distributions. In addition the Bovine
Superoxid Dismutase (IPI00218733, target profile 2, p= 0.499) was detected with a
good correlation to its target profile indicating that this protein is a likely contamina-
tion of the original Carbonic Anhydrase protein sample. However, it was identified
by only one MS1 feature and not seen across all replicates.
Figure 2.6 shows the averaged protein profiles of all identified proteins with pro-
file probability > 0.5 (see Table 2.2). The small standard deviations of the profiles
demonstrate that there is a high reproducibility across the replicates. While the target
profiles correlate well with the averaged protein profiles of Myoglobin, Carbonic An-
hydrase, Alcohol Dehyrogenase and Aldolase A, the protein profiles of Cytochrome
C and Lysozyme deviates a bit stronger from the expected abundances (Figure 2.6).
The profile of Cytochrome C for example is very reproducible over replicates but
shows at low concentrations (LC-MS run 1 and 2) a significant deviation from the
expected abundance value and due to profile normalization this results also in an
increased response at the high concentrations (LC-MS run 3).

2.6 Discussion
The presented software SuperHirn unifies various functionalities for the processing
of mass spectrometric data and constitutes a novel platform for the label free quan-
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Figure 2.6: Averaged protein profiles of protein candidates. Consensus profiles of
the detected proteins Myoglobin, Carbonic Anhydrase, Cytochrome C, Lysozyme,
Alcohol Dehydrogenase, Aldolase A, IPI00218733 with profile probability > 0.5
are plotted (solid lines) together with their target profiles (dashed lines). Error bars
represent standard errors over the three replicate sets.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the targeted protein profiling experiment. For every target
profile assigned protein(s) with a profile probability above a threshold of 0.5 are
shown. Averaged values and standard deviations are calculated for each protein over
the 3 replicate sets of the dilution experiment. TA: assigned target profile, PB: protein
profile probability, CC: number of identified MS1 features per protein, CD: in how
many replicates the protein has been detected.

Protein name TA PB CC CD
Myoglobin 1 1.000 ± 0.000 8.00 ± 2.16 3

Carbonic Anhydrase 2 0.699 ± 0.47 6.67 ± 0.94 3
IPI00218733 2 0.499 ± 0.49 1.00 ± 0.00 2

Cytochrome C 3 1.000 ± 0.000 14.00 ± 0.82 3
Lysozyme 4 1.000 ± 0.000 6.33 ± 0.47 3

Alcohol Dehydrogenase 5 1.000 ± 0.000 6.67 ± 0.94 3
Aldolase A 6 0.997 ± 0.004 14.33 ± 2.49 3

tification of multi dimensional LC-MS data. The concept of LC-MS similarities is
implemented into the presented multiple LC-MS alignment strategy to automatically
combine LC-MS runs into a MasterMap, which serves then as a framework for fur-
ther downstream data analysis. While LC-MS similarity scores were here utilized
to construct an alignment topology, this functionality comprises more potential for
data quality assessment; low quality LC-MS runs with poor similarity scores can
be detected by simple clustering methods and excluded from further data analysis.
The present methodology was applied to a specially designed benchmark data and
demonstrated that the continuation of MS/MS information across aligned MS1 fea-
tures, which is feasible in high mass accuracy LC-MS data, largely increases the
reproducibility of identified features in LC-MS maps. K-means clustering analysis
was performed on the benchmark data and all six protein dilution trends were auto-
matically detected. Unsupervised profiling analysis is a valuable tool for scenarios,
where no a priori knowledge about protein concentration changes is available and
data analysis is performed in discovery mode. For example, clustering analysis of
protein expression in time course experiments detects groups of MS1 features, which
have a similar concentration change (data not shown) without the requirement of
MS/MS information. These concentration changes are reflected in the profiles of
the constructed K-means clusters and represent automatically detected target profiles
for subsequent targeted peptide/protein profiling. In further downstream analysis,
the detected feature groups can then be complemented by GO annotations or other
genomic data to link protein expression to protein function. Many proteomics exper-
iments focus on specific groups of proteins that change their abundance in response
to experimental perturbations in a predefined way. Using the presented benchmark
data set, we showed that the proteins could be unambiguously attributed to their di-
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lution profiles using a probabilistic scoring method. By combining MS1 profiling
analysis with targeted MS/MS sequencing, non-identified MS1 features with high
correlation to a target profile represent candidates for subsequent targeted MS1 fea-
tures annotation efforts. We demonstrated the methodology to map MS1 features
across LC-MS runs in a multiple LC-MS alignment process. However, the align-
ment module of SuperHirn is directly applicable to a higher level meta alignment
where MasterMaps from different experiments are combined, which offers the pos-
sibility to merge LC-MS data from different experiments and compare the aligned
MS1 features of the MasterMaps. While the presented LC-MS data was here utilized
to demonstrate the outlined profiling approach, we believe it represented in addition
a valuable evaluation data set to assess and compare the performance of different
LC-MS quantification programs.
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From news and views: Kühner, S and Gavin AC, Nat Biotechnol, 25(3):298-300, 2007 [79]
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3.2 Summary
Biological systems are controlled by protein complexes that associate into dynamic
protein interaction networks. We describe a strategy that analyzes protein complexes
through the integration of label-free, quantitative mass spectrometry and computa-
tional analysis. By evaluating peptide intensity profiles throughout the sequential
dilution of samples, the MasterMap system identifies specific interaction partners,
detects changes in the composition of protein complexes and reveals variations in the
phosphorylation states of components of protein complexes. We use the complexes
containing the human forkhead transcription factor FoxO3A to demonstrate the va-
lidity and performance of this technology. Our analysis identifies previously known
and unknown interactions of FoxO3A with 14-3-3 proteins, in addition to identifying
FoxO3A phosphorylation sites and detecting reduced 14-3-3 binding following inhi-
bition of phosphoinositide-3 kinase. By improving specificity and sensitivity of in-
teraction networks, assessing post-translational modifications and providing dynamic
interaction profiles, the MasterMap system addresses several limitations of current
approaches for protein complexes.
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3.3 Introduction
Most biological processes are controlled by dynamic molecular networks of enor-
mous complexity. Several methods for the analysis of protein complexes and pro-
tein interactions have been developed, and some have been applied in large-scale
studies [21, 40, 45, 44, 61, 66, 78, 146]. Among these, analysis of affinity-purified
protein complexes by liquid chromatography mass spectroscopy has been particu-
larly attractive, because, in principle, all the components even of large complexes
can be identified in a single experimen [150]. However, these methods have at least
three limitations. First, the false-positive error rates are generally large and can be
reliably estimated only at the level of a whole data set in large-scale protein inter-
action experiments, where the reproducibility is typically only 70% [44]. Second,
although their structures and compositions change dynamically as a function of cel-
lular conditions, protein complexes and networks are represented as static entities.
Third, usually no information about the state of post-translational modifications is
collected, even though they frequently modulate the compositions and the subcellu-
lar locations of complexes. Quantitative MS approaches based on isotope labeling
[54, 107, 110, 127, 134], along with appropriate control experiments, can distin-
guish background contaminants in protein complex purifications from true interac-
tors [9, 60, 121] and identify changes in the compositions of protein complexes [15].
Specifically, in vivo labeling is expensive and cannot be applied for the analysis of
tissue samples from animals or patients. Furthermore, the quantification of peptide
ratios is limited to peptides carrying the isotope tag and depends on their successful
identification by tandem mass spectroscopy. An alternative approach is to use label-
free quantification of peptide signals, which are identified in different samples based
on their MS1 ion currents [23, 87, 138]. For instance, peptide profiles from centrifu-
gation fractions were used in combination with localization information to identify
components of the centrosome [4].
We present an integrated computational and mass spectrometric strategy for the anal-
ysis of protein complexes from co-immunoprecipitations (Co-IP), which combines
the generation of highly accurate LC-MS patterns using a linear ion-trap Fourier
transform mass spectrometer and algorithms to detect and map features across dif-
ferent LC-MS runs. This information is then unified in a MasterMap, from which
MS1 features with quantitative or qualitative differences are selected for subsequent
targeted MS/MS experiments. We use the MasterMap concept to address three major
technical issues in the systematic analysis of protein interaction networks: increase
of specificity and sensitivity, quantification of protein interaction dynamics and iden-
tification of sites of protein phosphorylation.
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 A strategy for the dissection of protein-protein inter-
actions

We chose as a model human complexes containing FoxO3A, a member of the fork-
head domain transcription factor family that is regulated by signals such as insulin,
stress response and nutrient availability [18]. Responsiveness to any of these signals
is mediated by post-translational modifications of FoxO3A and its association with
other proteins.
To study FoxO3A protein interactions, we performed standard Co-IP experiments
from cell extracts using hemagglutinin (HA) epitopetagged FoxO3A as the bait pro-
tein. MS1 signals from several LC-MS experiments were integrated into a Mas-
terMap. To identify specific interaction partners of FoxO3A, we compared the bait
sample to a Co-IP sample prepared in parallel with extracts from a control cell line
(Fig. 3.1a). Relative peptide amounts were quantified based on the linear properties
of the mass spectrometer over a wide dynamic range. Intensity ratios fail to separate
bait-specific interaction partners from background samples because ratios cannot be
interpreted when a signal is detected in only one sample. To circumvent this prob-
lem the bait sample was sequentially diluted into the control sample. Consequently,
FoxO3A and its specific interaction partners were progressively enriched, whereas
the concentrations of contaminant proteins present in both samples remained con-
stant in all four dilution steps.
Each dilution sample was analyzed by LC-MS and the SuperHirn software devel-
oped in-house was used to extract protein profiles by MS1 feature profiling and clas-
sify them into profile groups by K-means clustering analysis. Figure 3.1a (panel iv)
illustrates the expected abundance profiles of interaction partners and contaminant
proteins. Whereas the abundance of FoxO3A and its interaction partners increases,
the levels of contaminants remain constant. As discussed below, essentially the same
process can be used to detect changes in the composition of protein complexes asso-
ciated with different cellular states (Fig. 3.1b).

3.4.2 Interaction of FoxO3A with members of the 14-3-3
family

As expected, the profile group closest to the theoretical dilution profile contained
the peptides from the FoxO3A bait protein. This cluster defines the target cluster
and supposedly contains peptides from proteins that purify specifically with the bait.
Peptides were assembled into proteins based on high confidence MS/MS identifica-
tions (peptide prophet probability [71] > 0.9) and protein profiles were constructed.
The protein profiles are clearly distinguishable as either enriched or constant, thereby
facilitating the identification of potential binding partners of FoxO3A through the
strong correlation of their profiles with the target cluster profile (Fig. 3.2a). Accord-
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ingly, a histogram of the profile scores reveals two populations of contaminates and
potential specific interactors, which were modeled by Gaussian mixtures for statis-
tical evaluation of the correlation between the protein profiles and the target cluster
profile (Fig. 3.2b).
Table 3.2 lists the proteins that were identified by a high protein profile correlation
to the target cluster profile (profile probability > 0.9) and therefore represent likely
FoxO3A interaction partners. FoxO3A is distinctly identified by numerous peptide
hits and six different subforms (β/α, γ, ε, η, τ , ζ/δ) of the 14-3-3 protein family are
listed as FoxO3A interaction partners on the basis of their high profile probability.
This observation confirms the generally accepted notion that 14-3-3 proteins regulate
FoxO3A activity [148] and extends the list of 14-3-3 proteins that bind to FoxO3A.
Only 14-3-3 ζ/δ was previously reported to bind FoxO3A [16]. These results were
confirmed in a replicate experiment with post-lysis cross-linking.

Table 3.1: Identified interaction partners of FoxO3A. Protein profiles were scored
according to similarity to the target cluster profile. Assigned profile probability values
reflect the likelihood for a true similarity with the target cluster profile. A cut-off of
p > 0.9 was used as significance threshold. Proteins without unique peptides were
removed. aNumber of MS1 features. bNumber of identified charge state deconvoluted
peptides. cIncrease in MS1 features by inclusion list and LTQ data. dIncrease in
charge state deconvoluted peptides by PMM.

Number of members M Profile evaluation
IPI identifier Protein description Ma Mb Mc Md score probability

FCS IPI00012856 FoxO3A 27 13 +1 +11 4.42 · 10-3 1.00000
IPI00216318 14-3-3 β/α 5 1 +1 +5 5.09 · 10-3 1.00000
IPI00000816 14-3-3 ε 13 5 +2 +7 7.78 · 10-3 1.00000
IPI00018146 14-3-3 τ 4 4 - +4 9.48 · 10-3 1.00000
IPI00216319 14-3-3 η 6 4 - +2 1.07 · 10-2 1.00000
IPI00021263 14-3-3 ζ/δ 8 1 +3 +4 1.25 · 10-2 0.99995
IPI00220642 14-3-3 γ 5 3 - +2 2.16 · 10-2 0.99924

LY IPI00220642 14-3-3 γ 1 1 - +1 6.98 · 10-2 1.00000
IPI00012856 FoxO3A 15 10 +2 +5 7.43 · 10-2 0.99907
IPI00021263 14-3-3 ζ/δ 2 2 +1 +2 8.56 · 10-2 0.99690

3.4.3 Quantification of growth state-dependent protein-
interactions

The protein-interaction pattern described above was derived under growth-promoting
conditions in the presence of fetal calf serum (FCS condition). To reveal growth state-
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specific changes in the interaction pattern of FoxO3A, we repeated the experiment for
cells subjected to growth inhibition by serum starvation plus inhibition of PI3K with
the drug Ly294002 [17] (LY condition). Immunofluorescence microscopy confirmed
that our cell line responded to PI3K inhibition by substantial translocation of FoxO3A
into the nucleus as described previously [16] (Fig. 3.3a).
Compared to the growth-promoting condition, fewer members of the 14-3-3 family
were identified as binding partners (Table 2.4.1). Of the previously identified six
14-3-3 members, only the proteins 14-3-3 γ and ζ/δ were unambiguously detected
as FoxO3A interaction partners when PI3K was inhibited. The reduced appearance
of 14-3-3 interactions with FoxO3A following PI3K inactivation is consistent with
previous results obtained using Co-IP western blotting [17].
Although it is tempting to infer changes in protein-protein interactions from the com-
parison of the list of peptides identified by MS/MS, these data may not correctly
indicate the true quantitative nature of the underlying interaction dynamics. Sam-
pling of precursor ions for fragmentation has low reproducibility and depends on
both the amount and complexity of the sample, as well as the ion intensity distribu-
tions. We therefore quantified changes in the identified FoxO3A interaction partners
between the FCS and LY growth conditions at the MS1 level. Again, samples of
FoxO3A-FCS and FoxO3A-LY were mixed to obtain profiles that could be checked
for consistency. As binding partners could possibly show an increasing or decreasing
profile, depending on their response to growth factor signaling, we used a symmet-
rical mixing scheme (Fig. 3.3b). As profiles of proteins present in both samples
(e.g., FoxO3A itself, contaminants and interaction partners insensitive to signaling
changes) are flat, differentially enriched proteins can be easily discriminated owing
to the effects of sample dilution on the degree of enrichment (Fig. 3.1d).

3.4.4 MS1 feature profiling for targeted peptide annotation
The MasterMap is based on the alignment of MS1 features detected in multiple LC-
MS runs. High confidence MS/MS information acquired during the LC-MS runs is
used in the final data-processing steps where peptides are assembled into proteins.
Therefore, quantification of peptide signals at the MS1 level enables the classifica-
tion of features into enriched peptides or unspecific binders, even in the absence of
MS/MS information. This unique property of the MasterMap was used to increase
peptide identification coverage and to detect post-translationally modified peptide
variants. MS1 features encoded in the MasterMap are categorized by profile cluster-
ing into specific or contaminant proteins and peptide annotation efforts are focused
on the list of MS1 features displaying a high correlation to the target cluster profile
(Fig. 3.4a). In addition to the conventional integration of MS/MS scans from the per-
formed LC-MS runs, three strategies were used to annotate the list of enriched MS1
features: targeted peptide sequencing using mass to charge inclusion lists, peptide
mass mapping (PMM) and integration of MS/MS identifications from LC-MS/MS
data sets acquired using other mass spectrometers.
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Table 3.2: A dilution mix was created from Co-IP samples collected under LY and
FCS conditions and protein profiles of previously identified FoxO3A interactors were
extracted. Dilution factorcorrected ratios were calculated between the two Co-IP ex-
periments LY and FCS normalized to the abundance of the bait FoxO3A. The exper-
iment was repeated for samples treated with DSP cross linker. Error values indicate
s.e.m. All reported ratios are significantly different from 1 (z-test, one-sided, P <
1%)

Enrichment Factor
TNN DSP

IPI identifier protein description LY/FCS LY/FCS
IPI00012856 FoxO3A 1.0 ± 0.23 1.00 ± 0.16
IPI00216318 14-3-3 β/α 0.19 ± 0.05 0.55 ± 0.12
IPI00021263 14-3-3 ζ/δ 0.46 ± 0.19 0.53 ± 0.08
IPI00220642 14-3-3 γ 0.39 0.10 0.63 ± 0.13
IPI00216319 14-3-3 η 0.41 ± 0.17 0.43 ± 0.09
IPI00000816 14-3-3 ε 0.40 ± 0.15 0.55 ± 0.11
IPI00018146 14-3-3 τ 0.26 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.10
IPI00554737 PP2A 65 kDa, subunit Aα - 2.04 ± 0.28
IPI00008380 PP2A catalytic subunit α - 1.73 ± 0.16
IPI00556528 PP2A 56 kDa, subunit Bε 1.33 ± 0.07

In the inclusion list approach, the peptide identities of the selected MS1 features
were assessed by targeted MS/MS sequencing in additional LC-MS runs. In parallel,
we measured aliquots of the samples on a Thermo linear ion trap (LTQ) mass spec-
trometer, which is optimized for acquiring large numbers of MS/MS scans at high
sensitivity. Obtained high confidence MS/MS identifications (peptide prophet prob-
ability > 0.9) were assigned to MS1 features stored in the MasterMap using their
theoretically calculated molecular peptide mass.
Overall, the extended MS1 feature annotation approach increased the number of
assigned MS1 features per protein, thus improving the protein sequence coverage.
Moreover, the detection of additional proteotypic peptides increased the confidence
with which specific protein isoforms, for example, 14-3-3 family members, could be
distinguished.
Figure 3.4b shows the effect of the additional identifications of clustered MS1 fea-
tures exemplified for the 14-3-3 family in a single experiment. It also illustrates the
challenge of inferring the presence of proteins by conventional MS/MS information
only [102, 103]. Peptides that connect to two or more proteins are nonproteotypic
peptides, which do not unambiguously identify a single protein. Whereas 14-3-3
ζ/δ, β/α, τ were directly identified by MS/MS in the initial LC-MS runs, 14-3-3
γ and η were only detected in this specific experiment by combining identifications
from inclusion list experiments, LTQ data and PMM analysis.
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Overall, the extended MS1 annotation efforts by targeted sequencing, the integration
of MS/MS information from LTQ runs and PMM substantially improved the peptide
and protein information content in the MasterMap. The principle of selecting fea-
ture candidates is generic and could be based on other criteria such as differential
feature intensities in comparative studies or features pairs with specific m/z shifts
corresponding to post-translational modifications or isotopically labeled peptides.

3.4.5 Signaling-dependent changes of FoxO3A phospho-
rylation

Similarly to the quantification of protein interaction changes between the LY and FCS
conditions, we analyzed the FoxO3A phosphorylation pattern by calculating enrich-
ment ratios for every phosphorylated peptide and its unmodified counterpart detected
in the MasterMap. Phosphorylation sites were confirmed by MASCOT searches
[113] of tandem mass spectra and by the occurrence of mass shifts between MS1
features characteristic for phosphorylation (MR = 79.966 or 159.932 Da) between
MS1 features.
Overall, eight unique FoxO3A phosphorylation sites were detected (Fig. 3.5). Be-
sides the known protein kinase B (PKB) target site S253, seven additional phosphory-
lation sites were identified, of which five had been previously described in the context
of stress-dependent FoxO3A regulation [18]. Phosphorylation of S75 and S280 was
not described previously. In general, the peptide enrichment ratios are based on ob-
servations of single peptides in, at most, two charge states, which does not permit
statistical analysis. Nonetheless, inspection of the dilution profile of S253 showed
that this peptide was present only in the FCS condition in contrast to its unmodified
counterpart (LY/FCS ratio = 0.63). S253 has been reported to be phosphorylated by
PKB [16, 77], which is consistent with the calculated enrichment factor that we have
measured under growth-stimulating conditions.

3.5 Discussion
We developed a mass spectrometric and computational method in which simple one-
step Co-IPs are used to determine specific interaction partners of protein complexes
under varying cellular states. This method is based on the alignment of LC-MS
patterns from control and bait Co-IP’s followed by clustering of artificially created
peptide dilution profiles. Differentiation between bait-specific interaction partners
and unspecific background proteins is indispensable for the assembly of high-quality
protein interaction networks from Co-IP data. Filtering based on MS/MS identifi-
cations alone has been proposed as a quantitative measure (spectral counting [91])
and MS/MS-based filtering has been applied in a large-scale protein interaction study
where statistical analysis can be applied to a large number of MS measurements [46].
However, this approach is not reliable when dealing with a small number of samples.
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Figure 3.4: Extended annotation of MS1 features and peptide-to-protein associations.
(a) MS1 features in the MasterMap are subject to quantification (here, K-means pro-
file clustering). Accordingly, a list of enriched features are associated to MS/MS
scans acquired during the LC-MS runs (i) or further annotated by m/z inclusions
lists, MS/MS data from other MS instruments and peptide mass mapping (ii). MS1
feature annotations are stored in the MasterMap and used for peptide or protein anal-
ysis. (b) The problem of confirming the presence of a protein by MS/MS information
is illustrated for a single cross-linking experiment under LY-conditions. Peptides
(small diamonds) and proteins (rectangles) are represented as nodes in a Cytoscape
[137] network structure, where edges reflect the association of peptide to a protein.
Peptides that are connected to a protein with a single spoke are proteotypic peptides
associated with a single protein isoform. Peptides that connect more than one protein
node cannot differentiate between two or more proteins. Different levels of peptide
identifications are obtained either by MS/MS scans (gray diamonds) or inclusions
lists/PMM (dark diamonds). Although the presence of 14-3-3 (gray rectangles) can-
not be confirmed unambiguously, the other proteins (dark rectangles) are detected by
proteotypic peptides.
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Figure 3.5: Mapping of phosphorylation sites in FoxO3A. Phosphopeptides of
FoxO3A identified by tandem mass spectrometry in random sequencing mode and
targeted MS/MS of candidate peptides with characteristic mass shifts. The site S75
and S280 have not been described before. Blow-up shows the fragmentation pattern
(MS/MS spectrum) of a S253 phosphopeptide, which can be phosphorylated by PKB.
The y-ion series is shown on the reversed sequence. Stars indicate ions with neutral
loss of 98 Da. FH, forkhead domain.
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The main reason for this is MS/MS undersampling of the MS1 features. Although
isotopic labeling of bait and control proteins, for example with ICAT [54] or iTRAQ
[127], resolves some of these issues [53], the strategy still depends upon successful
MS/MS identification and quantification of peptides in a sample. As a MasterMap
contains all extracted MS1 features that are above the sensitivity threshold of the
mass spectrometer together with their intensity profiles, our approach has the po-
tential to assess protein interactions more comprehensively. Dilution profiling cir-
cumvents the known problem associated with the definition of MS ion current ratios
between two samples when a feature is only detected in one sample. In these cases,
it is not possible to decide whether a peptide is really not present at detectable levels
in a sample or whether the feature extraction algorithm failed. Using the dilution ap-
proach, absence of a peptide in one sample generates a very specific dilution profile,
whereas a failure in feature picking results in an inconsistent profile that can easily
be identified. The specific shape of the dilution profile is valid for a wide range of
peptide intensities. Quantified MS1 features in a MasterMap can be annotated using
bioinformatics methods such as PMM or post-translational modification prediction
to confirm the presence of specific peptides. Interesting candidate MS1 features can
then be subjected to targeted MS/MS analysis in another experiment. Some aspects
of this approach are similar to the accurate mass-and-time tag method, where MS1
signals are compared to a database of identified peptides using their accurate masses
and normalized retention times [139].
Our approach enabled us to clearly recapitulate the known interaction between
Foxo3A and 14-3-3 protein ζ/δ [16] and to further show that the 14-3-3 protein fam-
ily members ( β/α, γ, τ , ε, τ ) are specifically associated with FoxO3A when PI3K
signaling is active. Upon PI3K inhibition, FoxO3A moves into the nucleus - a process
that correlates with lower levels of associated 14-3-3 ζ/δ [17]. This decrease in 14-
3-3 ζ/δ association following PI3K inhibition was monitored quantitatively with our
MS1 profiling approach. In addition, this strategy also revealed that not only 14-3-3
ζ/δ, but also the other identified 14-3-3 family members, dissociates from FoxO3A
when FoxO3A moves to the nucleus after PI3K inhibition. This suggests that at least
six of the seven known members of the human 14-3-3 family may contribute to nu-
clear shuttling of FoxO3A.
The same experimental data sets were simultaneously analyzed for both quantitative
changes in the abundances of interacting proteins as well as changes in the post-
translational modifications of the identified proteins. We identified several known
and previously unknown phosphorylation sites by scanning the MasterMap for pep-
tide pairs that showed mass shifts indicative of phosphorylation (Fig. 3.5). Quantita-
tive analysis further revealed a positive correlation between increased FoxO3A S253
phosphorylation and increased 14-3-3 binding to FoxO3A under conditions when
PKB is active. This is consistent with a mechanism whereby 14-3-3 association is
regulated by PKB-dependent phosphorylation of S253.
Although this approach was applied to analyze specific protein complexes, even
greater potential for the MasterMap concept lies in extending it to Co-IP experiments
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with multiple bait proteins. As this approach requires only low-effort, one-step pu-
rifications without labeling, it can be reliably performed with high-throughput. Mas-
terMaps from many experiments, for example with baits chosen from a specific sig-
naling pathway under varying signaling states, could be aligned and merged, thereby
revealing higher-order protein-enrichment profiles. The presence and variations of
the interaction partners of each bait would be represented in a high-dimensional Mas-
terMap. Moreover, this map could serve as a repository that allows comparison of
interaction studies between laboratories performed by different MS instruments. Be-
sides the need for a common data representation format to store and exchange Mas-
terMaps between different data preprocessing software, the retention time dimension
could be coded by selected standard peptides or additives to the chromatography
buffers, thereby allowing real-time monitoring of the solvent gradients [25].
In conclusion, we demonstrate that our approach improves specificity and sensitivity
in the identification of protein-protein interactions compared with conventional Co-
IP MS/MS-based analysis. Furthermore, the analysis of protein interactions can be
extended to quantitatively map changes in protein interaction networks. The example
involving FoxO3A demonstrates the usefulness of a simultaneous analysis of protein-
interaction and post-translational modifications using the MasterMap approach to re-
solve regulatory relationships within protein interaction networks.

3.6 Methods

3.6.1 MasterMap by multiple LC-MS alignment
Data analysis was performed by the program SuperHirn, which is publicly available
on http://tools.proteomecenter.org/SuperHirn.php. The website contains also a de-
tailed manual providing an introduction to the program usage. SuperHirn is written
in C++ and is accessed via a command line interface. The program is structured
into a set of modules, which contain the different LC-MS processing functionalities
(LC-MS preprocessing, pairwise and multiple LC-MS alignment, feature intensity
normalization, among others) and are sequentially executed during the analysis of a
LC-MS experiment. The modular usage for this LC-MS data analysis was divided
into two major parts; multiple alignment of acquired LC-MS runs into a MasterMap
and clustering analysis of MS1 feature profiles. LC-MS runs were preprocessed by
a feature detection routine to extract peptide features from FT-LTQ instrument data,
where MS1 signals of peptide features were separated from chemical noise or exper-
imental artifacts by their isotopic distribution in the m/z dimension, and their LC
elution profile in the retention time dimension. Subsequently, peptide assignments of
MS/MS spectra were combined with their corresponding MS1 features by the charge
state, m/z of the precursor ion and the retention time of the MS/MS scan.
After preprocessing of the LC-MS runs, pairwise comparisons of LC-MS runs were
performed to compute an alignment structure according to which the LC-MS runs
were combined into a MasterMap by a multiple LC-MS alignment. SuperHirn se-
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quentially aligned two LC-MS runs and created a new merged LC-MS run. In every
merging process, the retention time of the LC-MS pair was normalized by a LC-MS
alignment routine and common features were matched using the m/z, TR and z di-
mension at a user-defined tolerance level (∆TR = 0.5 min, ∆m/z = 0.01Da). This
process was repeated until all LC-MS runs were combined into the MasterMap. Even
though SuperHirn is a generic tool to process a wide range of MS data from different
MS instruments, the availability of FT high-mass precision facilitated peak matching
and improved the quality of LC-MS merging. The mass tolerance for feature match-
ing (∆m/z = 0.01Da) was chosen large enough to map almost all equal features and
small enough to avoid too many false positives. At the end of the multiple alignment
process, a MasterMap was created, which unified the whole input data and repre-
sented a universal and compact data repository for further quantitative analysis.
Before clustering analysis, abundance values of peptide features were normalized to
reduce systematic artifacts originating from various sources as, for example, differ-
ent LC injection concentrations, LC carryover and variability in ionization efficiency
[23]. MS1 feature intensity normalization was performed segment-wise using a slid-
ing window along the TR dimension. For every retention time segment, peptide fea-
tures within a TR segment and common to all LC-MS runs were extracted and their
mean abundance values VAv were computed. The ratio of each LC-MS runspecific
peptide abundance value to its corresponding VAv was then determined and averaged
over all common peptides features to yield a TR segmentspecific normalization coef-
ficient for every LC-MS run.

3.6.2 Peptide profiling and K-means clustering
At this stage, the complete set of LC-MS data was archived in a preprocessed format
in the MasterMap from which MS1 feature profiles were directly extracted. Missing
data points in the profile were interpolated if a neighboring point was available on
both sides of the missing value. To construct significant profiles, we limited profiling
analysis to matched MS1 features, which had been detected at least in three LC-MS
runs. Although the selection of the dilution scheme is generic, we tested different di-
lution outlines to obtain a dilution schema with four dilution steps that optimized the
separation of contaminant proteins and bait-specific proteins (data not shown). Based
on this pre-study, we decided to apply a rather conservative dilution of 10% and 20%
bait/control mixing ratio that enabled a clear distinction between contaminants and
specific interaction partners.
MS1 features were divided into naturally occurring profile groups according to their
profile similarity by K-means clustering [36]. Cluster analysis was initiated with
a predetermined number of k cluster centers (here k = 10), which were built from
profiles of randomly selected features profiles. The iteration was repeated until all
cluster profiles converged (C = 10−15) or a maximal number of iteration was reached
(max = 105). A critical factor in the comparison of MS1 feature profiles is the defi-
nition of profile similarity. For K-means clustering, feature profiles were normalized
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according to Formula 3.1 and profile similarity PSi,j was defined by the averaged
Manhattan distance between a pair of features (i, j) (Formula 3.2).

ẏn =
yn∑NLC/MS

n=1 yn

(3.1)

PSi,j =
1

NLC/MS

NLC/MS∑
n=1

| ẏi,n − ẏj,n | (3.2)

Profile normalization was required to uncouple similarity scores from intensity vari-
ations and allowed the clustering algorithm to group MS1 features according to their
profile trends. Therefore, different peptide ionization properties or the initial pro-
tein concentrations did not dominate the calculation of similarity scores and rendered
the clustering robust for true feature profiling quantification. The constructed cluster
structure reduced the information of extracted peptide features profiles to a number
of centroids, which reflected the major peptide abundance changes over the different
LC-MS runs. Subsequent data analysis was then targeted on one or several feature
subgroup(s) of interest characterized by their corresponding cluster profile(s).

3.6.3 Targeted protein profiling and confidence assess-
ment

According to the experimental outline, targeted protein analysis was performed on
MS1 feature members of the selected profile groups, which showed the highest sim-
ilarity to the theoretical enrichment trend (target profile). Subsequently, SuperHirn
reorganized MS1 features into peptides and proteins. First, charge state deconvo-
lution was performed by grouping MS1 features according to their neutral molecu-
lar mass into decharged peptides, where additionally MS1 features containing post-
translational modifications (here phosphorylation) were detected by defined molecu-
lar mass differences to their nonmodified counterpart. Integrating available informa-
tion from MS/MS analysis, the subset of constructed peptides containing MS1 fea-
tures with high confidence MS/MS identifications [148] (peptide prophet probability
> 0.9) were reorganized into proteins. Protein consensus profiles were then com-
puted by averaging over the features members of all peptides of a protein. Protein
profile similarity scores PSProteinX to the theoretical enrichment trend were deter-
mined as previously described (Formula 3.2).
Profile similarity assessment by computed PSProteinX enabled evaluation of which
protein consensus profiles followed closely the theoretical enrichment trend and rep-
resented candidates for interaction partners of the bait protein. However, as described
for other proteomics data [103], the challenge remains to evaluate high-scoring inter-
action candidates and to determine whether their score reflects a true similarity to the
target profile. The ProfileProphet module of SuperHirn performed a mixture anal-
ysis of obtained similarity scores and transformed protein profile scores into proba-
bility values of true similarity p(+|PSProteinX) to the theoretical enrichment trend.
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The distribution of correct and false scores was modeled by two Gaussian distribu-
tions and their mean and s.d. were determined by an expectation maximization algo-
rithm [56]. The probability p(+|PSProteinX) of a true profile similarity given a score
PSProteinX was defined in formula 3.3 using Bayes’ law, where p(PSProteinX |+)
and p(PSProteinX |−) were computed from the modeled Gaussian distributions, and
p(+) and p(−), respectively, were calculated from the mixture probability of true
and false profile similarities. ProfileProphet probabilities enabled assessment of the
significance of profile similarity scores and statistical evaluation of target profile sim-
ilarities of potential bait interactors.

p(+ | PSProteinX) =
p(PSProteinX | +) p(+)

p(PSProteinX | +) p(+) + p(PSProteinX | −) p(−)
(3.3)

3.6.4 Peptide mass mapping
An in-house software using the InSilicoSpectro [30] perl library was used to compare
peptides with theoretical masses of in silico protein digests (m/z = 7 p.p.m., tryptic
digestion allowing one missed cleavage, methionine oxidation was considered only
if both oxidized und unmodified peptide masses were detected). Predicted retention
times of theoretical protein digest (using the Petritis algorithm in InSilicoSpectro
[30]) had to match the experimental retention time of the measured peptides (remov-
ing about one-third of the peptides). For the cross-linked samples, TR could not
be predicted due to cross-linker modification of the peptides and no retention time
filtering was applied. Even with the high-accuracy mass measurements used, mass
matching is prone to false positives owing to the large number of features detected
and the number of matched features can serve only as an indication, especially if this
number is <4.

3.6.5 Cell lines and transfections
HEK 293 cells were grown in DMEM medium (4.5 g/l glucose, 50 µg penicillin/ml,
50 µg/ml streptomycin, 10% FCS). To establish control cells and cells stably express-
ing human hemagglutin tagged FoxO3A, we transfected HEK 293 cells with either
pcDNA3 or pcDNA3-HA-FoxO3A, using the Fugene transfection reagent (Roche).
We added G418 to the medium (1 mg/ml) 48 h after transfection and stably trans-
fected cell pools were obtained after 5 weeks of G418 selection. Expression of HA-
FoxO3A in G418-resistant pools was confirmed by western blot analysis, using the
monoclonal anti-HA antibody HA-11 (Covance).

3.6.6 Immunofluorescence microscopy
Cell pools stably expressing HA-FoxO3A seeded on glass cover slips were either
grown in DMEM containing 10% FCS or were serum-starved overnight and treated
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with 20 µM LY294002 inhibitor (Invitrogen) for 1 h. Cells were washed once in
PBS before fixation for 15 min in 3.7% paraformaldehyde/PBS. Fixed cells were
washed 3 with PBS and treated for 5 min with 0.5% Triton/PBS. Following three
washes with PBS, cells were incubated with a 1:10 dilution of a monoclonal antibody
12CA5 tissue culture supernatant for 1 h at 23 C. Cells were washed 3 with PBS
and stained with a 1:200 dilution of an anti-mouse-Alexa488 secondary antibody
(Molecular Probes) and DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole). Finally, cells were
washed 3 with PBS, mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) and images of
confocal sections were obtained on a LeicaSP2 AOBS confocal microscope.

3.6.7 Immunoprecipitation
HA-FoxO3A-expressing HEK293 cells and control HEK293 cells were grown in 15-
cm dishes in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FCS in the presence of an-
tibiotics (50 µg penicillin/ml, 50 µg/ml streptomycin; Gibco). Each cell line was
split into two groups. One group was grown as before in 10% FCS (FoxO3A-FCS
and control-FCS). The other group (FoxO3A-LY and Control-LY) was serum-starved
overnight and treated for 1 h with LY294002 inhibitor (20 µM final concentration)
before harvesting the cells. Ten dishes per group (3 ·108 cells) were harvested, rinsed
once with PBS and lysed in 10 ml of ice-cold TNN-HS (Tris NaCl Nonidet P-40 High
Salt) buffer (0.5% NP-40, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM
NaF, 1.5 mM Na3VO4, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM PMSF, 1 protease inhibitor tablet mix
(Roche) per 50 ml). Cells were lysed 10 min. on ice with ten strokes using a tight-
fitting Dounce homogenizer.
Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation. The cleared extracts were pre-
cleared with 50 l ProteinA-Sepharose (Amersham) for 1 h. After removal of
ProteinA-Sepharose 50 µl of anti HA-(12CA5) monoclonal antibodies covalently
coupled to ProteinA-Sepharose was added to each of the extracts and incubated for 4
h with gentle rocking at 4 ◦C. Immunoprecipitates were washed 3 with ten bead vol-
umes of the lysis buffer on spin columns (Biorad) and twice with ten-bead volumes
of the corresponding lysis buffer without protease inhibitor and without detergent.
Proteins were eluted from the beads with three bead volumes of 0.2 M glycine buffer
(pH 2.3) and neutralized subsequently with 100 mM NH4HCO3. Cystine bonds and
DSP-linked peptides were reduced in 5 mM TCEP for 30 min. at 37 ◦C and alky-
lated in 10 mM iodocetamide for 30 min. at 23 ◦C, respectively. The samples were
digested overnight with 1 µg trypsin (Promega) each. Peptides were purified with ul-
tramicro spin columns (Harvard Apparatus), according to the manufacturers protocol,
and redissolved in 0.1% formic acid for injection into the mass spectrometer.

3.6.8 LC-MS analysis
LC-MS analysis of Co-IP samples was performed on a FT-LTQ instrument, which
was connected to an electrospray ionizer. The Agilent chromatographic separation
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system 1100 (Agilent Technologies) was used for peptide separation. The LC sys-
tem was connected to a 10.5-cm fused silica emitter of 150 m inner diameter (BGB
Analytik) and was packed by in-house Magic C18 AQ 5 m resin (Michrom BioRe-
sources). The Agilent auto sampler was used to load samples at a temperature of
6 ◦C. Subsequently, the sample was separated during 70 min with a linear gradient
of a 540% acetonitrile/water mixture, containing 0.1% formic acid, at a flow rate of
1.2 l/min. After every LC-MS analysis, the LC system was washed with 50% trifluo-
roethanol to prevent cross-contamination between the different analyzed samples and
a LC-MS run of a 200 fmol GluFib standard protein sample was acquired to monitor
the chromatographic performance.
The data acquisition mode was set to obtain MS1 scans at a resolution of 100,000
full width at half maximum (at m/z 400), where each MS1 scan was followed by
three MS/MS scans in the linear ion trap (overall cycle time of 1s.). To increase
the efficiency of MS/MS attempts, the charged state screening modus of the FT-MS
was used to exclude unassigned or singly charges ions. For every MS1 scan, data
dependent acquisition was performed on the three most intense ions if the ion count
exceeded a threshold of 200 ion counts.

3.6.9 MS/MS peptide assignments
Acquired MS/MS scans were searched against the human International Protein Index
(IPI) protein database (v.3.15) using the SORCERER-SEQUEST (TM) v3.0.3 search
algorithm, which was run on the SageN Sorcerer (Thermo Electron). In silico trypsin
digestion was performed after lysine and arginine (unless followed by proline) tol-
erating two missed cleavages in fully tryptic peptides. Database search parameters
were set to allow phosphorylation (+79.9663 Da) of serine, threonine and tyrosine
as a variable modification and carboxyamidomethylation (+57.021464 Da) of cys-
teine residues as fixed modification. For the searches of DSP cross-linked samples
an additional variable modification of lysine residues (+145.01975) from the car-
boxyamidomethylated cleaved DSP cross-linker was considered. Search results were
evaluated on the Trans Proteomic Pipeline [70] using Peptide Prophet (v3.0) [71].
To specifically identify phospho-peptides, we searched MS/M spectra with the MAS-
COT search engine [113] against the human IPI database version 1.5, which considers
neutral phosphate loss fragments. Searches were performed on fully tryptic peptides
allowing for two missed cleavages. Carboxiamidomethylated cysteines were set as
a fixed modification and phosphorylation of serine, threonine and tyrosine were set
as variable modifications. The fragment mass tolerance was set to 0.5 Da, precursor
mass tolerance to 10 p.p.m. The instrument type was set as FT-LTQ.
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4.2 Summary
The ability to routinely analyze and quantitatively measure changes in protein phos-
phorylation on a proteome-wide scale is essential for biological and clinical research.
We assessed the ability of three common phosphopeptide isolation methods (phos-
phoramidate chemistry (PAC), immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC)
and titanium dioxide) to reproducibly, specifically and comprehensively isolate phos-
phopeptides from complex mixtures. Phosphopeptides were isolated from aliquots of
a tryptic digest of the cytosolic fraction of Drosophila melanogaster Kc167 cells and
analyzed by liquid chromatographyelectrospray ionization tandem mass spectrome-
try. Each method reproducibly isolated phosphopeptides. The methods, however,
differed in their specificity of isolation and, notably, in the set of phosphopeptides
isolated. The results suggest that the three methods detect different, partially over-
lapping segments of the phosphoproteome and that, at present, no single method is
sufficient for a comprehensive phosphoproteome analysis.
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4.3 Introduction
Among the several hundred known posttranslational modifications [43], protein phos-
phorylation is particularly important because it is involved in the control of essentially
all biological process and thus, in many diseases. Multiple techniques for deter-
mining the phosphorylation state of single, isolated proteins have been developed
and successfully applied [1, 64]. In contrast, the analysis, particularly if quantitative
[10, 50, 52, 129, 144, 165], of protein phosphorylation on a proteome-wide scale still
poses substantial challenges with respect to the selective isolation of phosphopep-
tides, their mass spectrometric analysis and the interpretation of the generated data
[1, 123, 165]. These challenges are rooted in the frequently low abundance and sub-
stoichiometric phosphorylation-site occupancy [1] of phosphoproteins and the unique
chemistry of each type of phosphorylated amino acid [1, 123].
A necessary prerequisite for any quantitative phosphoproteome analysis is the iso-
lation of either phosphoproteins or phosphopeptides. An ideal method would be
unbiased and isolate all phosphorylated peptides in a sample with high repro-
ducibility and specificity. Despite substantial progress in the development of meth-
ods for the selective isolation of phosphoproteins [5, 49, 69] and phosphopeptides
[50, 75, 86, 128, 144, 165], a technique with these ideal properties has yet to be de-
veloped.
The methods commonly used for the selective isolation of phosphopeptides can be
grouped into chemical and affinity-based methods.
One chemical method involves the beta-elimination of the phosphate group from
phosphoserine and phosphothreonine. The resulting double bond can react with var-
ious nucleophilic functional groups, which then allows for the isolation of the phos-
phopeptides [50, 75, 108].
A second chemical method allows for the selection of serine-, threonine- and
tyrosine-phosphorylated peptides [165]. The phosphopeptides are coupled to a solid-
phase support using phosphoramidate chemistry (PAC). Non-phosphopeptides are
removed by washing, and the phosphopeptides are selectively released and depro-
tected under acidic conditions. Recently, we markedly simplified and optimized the
method, thereby increasing its yield, using an amino-derivatized dendrimer [144] or
controlled pore glass derivatized with maleimide [13] for phosphopeptide isolation.
Notably, in the PAC-based methods, the phosphate group remains attached to the
peptide after isolation, thus facilitating the identification of the site(s) of phosphory-
lation.
The affinity-based methods for phosphopeptide isolation include IMAC using Ga(III)
[117], Fe(III) [5, 86, 117] or other metal ions, and the use of resins containing tita-
nium dioxide (TiO2) [85, 116] or other metal oxides such as zirconium dioxide [82].
Numerous studies using these resins and showing various degrees of specificity for
the isolation of phosphopeptides have recently been published [24, 39, 85, 106, 116].
Over the last several years, considerable efforts have been expended to develop meth-
ods for the isolation of phosphopeptides. So far, however, no phosphoproteome has
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been mapped to completion. Hence, it is still not known whether the phosphopep-
tides isolated by any of the existing methods actually reflect the cellular phospho-
proteome. We therefore investigated the capacity of three popular phosphopeptide
isolation methods to comprehensively analyze a phosphoproteome by applying them
to aliquots of a tryptic digest of the cytosolic fraction of D. melanogaster Kc167 cells.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Experimental strategy
The goal of this study was to determine the capacity of the commonly used phos-
phopeptide isolation methods PAC, IMAC and TiO2, followed by mass spectromet-
ric analysis of the isolated analytes, to comprehensively analyze phosphoproteomes.
This task was complicated by several factors. First, to date, no phosphoproteome has
been completely mapped, so we lacked a ’gold standard’ for benchmarking. Second,
the performance of a proteomics method for complex samples cannot be easily ex-
trapolated from test samples of low complexity. Finally, the comparison of proteomic
datasets generated by liquid chromatographytandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS) is
notoriously unreliable because typically only a small fraction of the peptides present
are sampled and identified in each analysis [38]. Differences in such datasets could
therefore either represent true differences in the sample composition or be the result
of a differential sampling of the peptide population by the mass spectrometer.
We designed the following strategy to address these issues (Fig. 4.1). First, liquid
chromatographymass spectrometry patterns of the peptides isolated by each method
were visualized and compared, thus avoiding the problem of LC-MS/MS undersam-
pling. Both similarity and overlap scores were used to quantify the reproducibility
of patterns generated within a method and the differences in patterns between meth-
ods. Second, LC-MS/MS data were used to estimate the fraction of phosphorylated
peptides in the pool of isolated peptides and to identify the (phospho)peptides. This
analysis strategy was applied to a digest of the cytosolic proteome of D. melanogaster
Kc167 cells. The peptides were split into 12 aliquots, each containing 1.5 mg of total
peptide, and the samples were subjected to PAC, IMAC and two variants of TiO2
(pTiO2 using phthalic acid (M.R. Larsen, IMSC 2006, MoOr-18, 2006) and dhb-
TiO2 using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid [85] to quench unspecific binding), resulting
in three independent isolations per method. All 12 isolates were then subjected twice
to LC-MS and LC-MS/MS analysis. In addition, three replicate peptide patterns of
the starting peptide sample were generated.

4.4.2 Pattern reproducibility within isolation methods
In the first analysis step, we determined intensity and retention time reproducibil-
ity of overlapping MS1 features between any two LC-MS runs to assess the pattern
similarity within each phosphopeptide isolation method. In the generated similarity
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Figure 4.1: Strategy used to analyze the reproducibility, overlap and specificity of the
different phosphopeptide isolation methods.
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matrix (Fig. 4.2a), scores were visualized with a color scale. The patterns within all
isolation methods showed a nearly equal, high degree of similarity, indicating that
each method reproducibly isolated a peptide population from the starting material.
PAC showed an internal similarity of 96.2% (average of 5,314 overlapping features
(OF)), dhbTiO2 of 95.7% (7,472 OF), pTiO2 of 95.6% (6,429 OF) and IMAC of
93.9% (6,891 OF).
An analogous picture developed when we determined the overlap of MS1 features
between any two LC-MS runs (Fig. 4.2b). Among repeat isolates for each method
pattern, overlap was high, ranging from an average of 80% for PAC (average of 6,643
features per run (FPR)), 76% for pTiO2 (8,459 FPR), 74% for IMAC (9,312 FPR),
74% for dhbTiO2 (10,097 FPR) and 85% for the starting sample (13,817 FPR). The
high overlap within the isolates of one method was also apparent when the base peak
chromatograms from repeat isolates within a method were compared (Fig. 4.3a). Fi-
nally, we determined the number of identical MS1 features over all LC-MS runs that
were derived from one phosphopeptide isolation method (Table 4.1). Here, 4,004
MS1 features were matched in the six PAC LC-MS runs, 4,899 MS1 features in the
six IMAC LC-MS runs, 4,605 MS1 features in the six pTiO2 LC-MS runs and 5,145
features in the six dhbTiO2 LC-MS runs. Overall, these data show that each method
reproducibly isolated a subset of (phospho)peptides from a complex mixture.

4.4.3 Pattern reproducibility between isolation methods
In the second analysis step, we compared the LC-MS patterns between the phos-
phopeptide isolation methods to quantify the percentage of similarity and overlap
between two LC-MS runs.
For the features that overlap between PAC, IMAC and pTiO2, similarity ranging
from 50% to 80% was observed (Fig. 4.2a). Compared to the overlap of MS1 fea-
tures detected within a method, the overlap between methods was low, at 35%. This
observation was further supported by comparing the base peak chromatograms of the
starting sample and the various isolates (Fig. 4.3b), which clearly differed with re-
spect to the peak distribution. Finally, the overlap between the MS1 features detected
in the isolates and those detected in the starting material was very low. For IMAC,
PAC and pTiO2, <500 features out of >19,000 were matched.
Overall, we concluded from the comparison and analysis of the MS1 maps that each
method reproducibly isolated a specific (phospho)peptide population and that the iso-
lates from the methods showed little pattern overlap either among themselves or with
the starting material. Finally, these results suggest that none of the investigated meth-
ods is sufficient, by itself, for a comprehensive phosphoproteome analysis.

4.4.4 Specificity of isolation methods
As none of the isolation methods used can be expected to be absolutely specific, the
poor overlap of peptide patterns between isolation methods could be the result of non-
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of LC-MS base peak chromatograms for isolation products
from the investigated methods. (a) Base peak chromatograms were very similar for
isolates made with the same method, in this case PAC. (b) In contrast, base peak chro-
matograms from the starting peptide sample on which the isolation was performed
(α) and from isolates of the phosphopeptide isolation methods IMAC (β), pTiO2 (χ),
PAC (σ) and dhbTiO2 (ε) were different from each other.
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phosphopeptides being isolated along with a constant population of phosphopeptides.
We therefore determined each method’s specificity for phosphopeptide enrichment
using two indicators: first, the fraction of MS/MS spectra in each measurement that
showed a dominant neutral loss [13, 106] of 98 Da as a clear indication for the pres-
ence of either a phosphoserine or phosphothreonine in the peptide, and second, the
number of non-phosphopeptides identified in the isolates of each method (Table 4.1).
For IMAC, only eight non-phosphopeptides were identified in all six LC-MS/MS ex-
periments. Additionally, 79% of all MS/MS spectra showed a neutral loss compared
to 9% of the starting material, in which 1,583 non-phosphopeptides were identified.
Of the peptides isolated by PAC, 72% of all MS/MS spectra showed a dominant neu-
tral loss, and 34 non-phosphopeptides were identified. In the case of pTiO2, 63% of
MS/MS spectra showed a dominant neutral loss, and 96 non-phosphopeptides were
identified. Overall, these numbers suggest that IMAC, PAC and pTiO2 have high
specificity. Finally, when dhbTiO2 was used to isolate phosphopeptides, 36% of all
MS/MS spectra showed a neutral loss, and 360 non-phosphopeptides were identified,
indicating that the nature of the quenching agent markedly affects the performance
of the TiO2 method.
From these data, we concluded that the poor overlap of patterns between the methods
described above cannot be explained by the presence of non-phosphopeptides. The
data therefore suggest that each method indeed isolated a different set of phospho-
peptides; thus, none of the methods, even though highly reproducible themselves, is
able to comprehensively analyze a phosphoproteome.

4.4.5 Overlap between the methods on the MS/MS level
On the basis of the phosphopeptide identifications obtained, we investigated the over-
lap of the identified phosphorylation sites between each of the methods. Overall,
887 unique phosphorylation sites were identified (already considering the overlap
between the methods). As summarized in Table 4.1, 555 phosphorylation sites were
identified in the IMAC samples, 535 in the PAC samples, 366 in the pTiO2 samples
and 156 in the dhbTiO2 samples. No sites were identified from the pre-enrichment
samples. The overlap (Fig. 4.4) at the level of identified phosphorylation sites
strengthens the previous findings from the MS1 analysis: only 34% of the identified
phosphorylation sites were identical between PAC and IMAC, 33% between PAC and
pTiO2 and 35% between IMAC and pTiO2. Finally, 95% of all phosphorylation sites
identified from the dhbTiO2 samples were also identified from the pTiO2 samples,
suggesting that different quenching agents affect specificity but not phosphopeptide
selectivity. Our conclusions made on the MS/MS level support the findings made on
the MS level, namely that the overlap of isolated phosphopeptides between the PAC,
IMAC and TiO2 methods is generally low.
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Figure 4.4: Overlap between phosphopeptide isolation methods on the level of iden-
tified phosphorylation sites. dhbTiO2 is not shown, as 95% of the phosphopeptides
identified from the dhbTiO2 samples were also identified in the pTiO2 samples.

4.4.6 Molecular mass distribution of the identified pep-
tides

We next investigated the molecular mass distribution of the phosphopeptides iden-
tified by each method (Fig. 4.5b). We found that all identified phosphopeptides,
independent of the isolation method used, had on average a higher molecular mass
than did the peptides identified from the starting material or derived from the protein
database (NCI database Drosophila; 3 August, 2005).
.

4.4.7 Amino acid distribution of isolated phosphopeptides
We next compared the amino acid distribution of the identified phosphopeptides (Fig.
4.6) to the amino acid distribution of peptides identified from the starting material and
the protein database. For all methods investigated, we observed a bias toward serine
and proline. For the TiO2-based phosphopeptide isolation methods, we also observed
a bias toward the acidic amino acids aspartate and glutamine. Finally, all peptides an-
alyzed had a much higher percentage of aspartate and glutamine compared to what
would be expected from the protein database.
Collectively, the results show that PAC has a tendency to isolate singly phosphory-
lated peptides with a molecular mass from 1,000 to 2,500 Da, that IMAC follows
similar tendencies but has a slightly stronger bias toward multiply phosphorylated
peptides and that both pTiO2 and dhbTiO2 tend to isolate singly phosphorylated,
acidic peptides. These results emphasized that each method isolated a distinct set of
phosphopeptides from a tryptic digest of the cytosolic proteome of D. melanogaster
Kc167 cells.
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Figure 4.5: Characteristics of phosphopeptides identified from PAC, IMAC and TiO2
isolates. (a) Distribution of the average number of phosphorylation sites per peptide.
IMAC isolated a slightly higher fraction of doubly phosphorylated peptides, whereas
PAC, pTiO2 and dhbTiO2 mostly isolated singly phosphorylated peptides. (b) Dis-
tribution of the molecular mass of the (phospho)peptides isolated with each method.
All methods isolated phosphopeptides with a shift toward higher masses compared
to the identified peptides of the starting material. As a comparison, peptides derived
from a tryptic digest of the protein database are shown. Error bars indicate root mean
square deviations (smallest n = 156 for dhbTiO2).
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Figure 4.6: Amino acid composition of the identified (phospho)peptides. Amino
acid composition of the identified (phospho)peptides of the starting material and after
the isolation step with each phosphopeptide isolation method. As a comparison, the
amino acid composition for D. melanogaster peptides derived from a tryptic digest of
the protein database is shown.

4.5 Discussion
The potential of different phosphopeptide isolation methods to reproducibly, specifi-
cally and comprehensively isolate phosphopeptides from a complex peptide sample
had never been previously evaluated. Furthermore, it was not known whether the
isolates resulting from any of the existing phosphopeptide isolation methods reflect
the total cellular phosphoproteome. As these questions are of major interest for both
biological and medical research, we designed an experimental strategy based on
the comparison of LC-MS runs to assess the reproducibility and specificity of the
phosphopeptide isolation methods PAC, IMAC and two variants of TiO2, and asked
whether they are able to comprehensively analyze phosphoproteomes.
We showed that each method indeed isolated phosphopeptides reproducibly in
independent experiments and that these phosphopeptides were, for the most part,
undetectable before their enrichment. Notably, each method isolated different,
partially overlapping segments of the phosphoproteome, implying that none of the
methods by itself is currently able to comprehensively analyze a phosphoproteome.

Reproducibility of the phosphopeptide isolation methods
The first notable finding we made from the analysis of the LC-MS patterns was
that the overlap between replicate injections of the same isolate was nearly equal
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to the overlap of independent isolates produced by the same method (Fig. 4.2b).
This shows that all of the methods investigated are well suited for experiments in
which the reproducible isolation of (phospho)peptides is crucial. The internal pattern
similarity values were also very high (Fig.4.2a), indicating that each method also
repetitively isolated the same amount of a particular peptide. These findings, together
with the MS1 feature overlap evidenced over all isolates measured of a particular
method (Table 4.1), indicate that all of the methods are suitable for quantitative
phosphoproteomics.
In contrast, the actual overlap between the isolates of IMAC, PAC and pTiO2, where
mostly phosphopeptides were isolated, was generally low. We can exclude the
possibility that the overlap between the methods seemed low because of chemical
noise created through the methylation of the peptides or some other artifact, as
the MS1-level overlap between samples derived from IMAC and TiO2 without
any methylation was also low. Another possible explanation for the low overlap
between the methods is the presence of non-phosphopeptides within a common
matrix of phosphopeptides. However, for PAC, IMAC and pTiO2, where mostly
phosphopeptides were isolated, copurified non-phosphopeptides cannot explain the
low degree of overlap. One plausible explanation is that the differences are rooted in
the isolation concepts (affinity compared to covalent linkage) used. However, this
would not fully explain the differences found between IMAC and pTiO2. Further
studies must therefore be conducted to conclusively explain why each method
isolates a different set of phosphopeptides.
Finally, the small degree of overlap between the various isolates and the starting pep-
tide sample on which the methods were used clearly shows that shotgun proteomic
experiments without phosphopeptide enrichment lead to only limited success in the
identification of phosphopeptides.

Specificity of the methods
To analyze the specificity of the methods, we used two measures that exploit MS/MS
data. The first measure was based on the percentage of neutral losses (98 Da) de-
tected in the MS/MS spectra generated on the isolates of a particular phosphopeptide
isolation method. For this measure, we assumed that phosphotyrosine-containing
peptides, which hardly show this neutral loss, can be neglected, because less than 1%
[95] of all phosphopeptides isolated with a general phosphopeptide isolation method
are expected to contain a phosphorylated tyrosine residue. The second measure used
was the total number of identified non-phosphopeptides. Based on these measures,
IMAC, PAC and, to a slightly lower extent, pTiO2 were very specific. Notably, we
also found that for both IMAC and pTiO2, the peptide-to-resin ratio was crucial to
achieve a high specificity and that this parameter could be the reason for the ongoing
debate about the specificity of both methods.
Finally, we also investigated the influence of methylation before and after phospho-
peptide isolation using IMAC. By analyzing the overlap of the LC-MS runs, we
found that a different set of phosphopeptides was isolated depending on the stage
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at which the methylation was applied. Nevertheless, we found only a moderate
increase in specificity for phosphopeptides as a consequence of pre-column methyl
esterification. The number of identified phosphopeptides increased from 193 to
199, the number of identified non-phosphopeptides dropped from 66 to 34 and the
number of all MS/MS spectra showing a neutral loss increased from 66% to 80%.

Phosphopeptide characteristics
By analyzing properties common to the identified (phospho)peptides selected by
each method, we expected to gain insights into the mechanisms underlying each
isolation method. We found that both TiO2-based methods investigated had a ten-
dency to isolate acidic peptides, even though the loading and washing buffers used
are supposed to strongly reduce this effect. The bias of identified phosphopeptides
toward serine is not surprising, as 84% of phosphopeptides are phosphorylated on
this particular amino acid. The bias toward proline was also to be expected, as many
identified peptides are phosphorylated by proline-directed kinases [135].
When investigating the molecular mass distribution, we found a strong difference in
molecular mass distribution between all isolated phosphopeptides and the peptides
identified from the starting material or an in silico digest of the protein database.
This can be explained by the fact that the identified phosphopeptides had, on
average, more missed cleavage sites (ranging from 34% for PAC to 48% for IMAC)
than did the starting material (8%) [132]. Another reason is that small hydrophilic
phosphopeptides are not retained on reverse-phase material [84], which was used for
the purification of the peptides.
In the case of the number of phosphorylated amino acids per peptide, a slight
tendency of IMAC to isolate more doubly phosphorylated peptides was observed,
similar to other large datasets on protein phosphorylation produced by IMAC
[39, 106]. This behavior can be explained by the peptide-to-resin ratio, which
influences the amount of isolated, doubly phosphorylated peptides as the additional
phosphate group increases the affinity to the resin. In case of PAC, a second
phosphorylated residue would not increase the affinity of the phosphopeptide to the
resin, as the isolation is based on covalent linkage.
As every phosphopeptide isolation method has its own bias, we do not know what the
real distribution over the proteome actually is. A phosphoproteome must therefore
be mapped to completion using all available methods before we can determine which
method gives the most faithful representation of a phosphoproteome.

4.6 Methods

4.6.1 Cell culture, lysis and protein digestion
D. melanogaster Kc167 cells were grown in Schneiders Drosophila medium (Invitro-
gen, Auckland, New Zealand) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 U peni-
cillin (Invitrogen, Auckland, New Zealand) and 100 µg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen,
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Auckland, New Zealand) in an incubator at 25 ◦C. 109 cells were washed twice with
ice cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and were resuspended in ice cold lysis buffer
containing 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl, 0.5 mM dithiothre-
itol (DTT) and a protease inhibitor mix (Roche, Basel, Switzerland). In order to
preserve the protein phosphorylation, several phosphatase inhibitors were added to
a final concentration of 20 nM calyculin A, 200 nM okadaic acid, 4.8 µm cyperme-
thrin (all bought from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), 2 mM vanadate, 10 mM
sodium pyrophosphate, 10 mM NaF and 5 mM EDTA. After 10 min incubation on
ice, cells were lysed by douncing. Cell debris and nuclei were removed by centrifuga-
tion for 10 min at 4 ◦C using 5,500 xg. Then the cytoplasmic and membrane fraction
were separated by ultracentrifugation at 100,000 xg for 60 min at 4 ◦C. The protein of
the cytosolic fraction (supernatant) was subjected to acetone precipitation. The pro-
tein pellets were resolubilized in 3 mM EDTA, 20 mM TrisHCl pH 8.3 and 8 M urea.
The disulfide bonds of the proteins were reduced with tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
(TCEP) at a final concentration of 12.5 mM at 37 ◦C for 1 h. The produced free thiols
were alkylated with 40 mM iodoacetamide at room temperature for 1 h. The solution
was diluted with 20 mM TrisHCl (pH 8.3) to a final concentration of 1.0 M urea and
digested with sequencing-grade modified trypsin (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin) at
20 µg per mg of protein overnight at 37 ◦C. Peptides were desalted on a C18 Sep-
Pak cartridge (Waters, Milford, Massachusetts) and dried in a speedvac. For every
isolation experiment 1.5 mg peptide was used as starting material.

4.6.2 Phosphopeptide isolation
Isolation of phosphopeptides using phosphoramidate chemistry: 1.5 mg dry peptide
was reconstituted in 700 µL of methanolic HCl which was prepared by adding 160
µL of acetyl chloride to 1 mL of anhydrous methanol. The methyl esterification
was allowed to proceed at 12 ◦C for 120 minutes. Solvent was quickly removed in
a speedvac, and peptide methyl esters were dissolved 40 µL methanol, 40 µL water
and 80 µL acetonitrile (ACN). Then 250 µL of the reaction solution containing 50
mM N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC), 100 mM imidazole,
pH 6.0, 100 mM 2-(N-Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) pH 5.8 and 2 M
cystamine were added. Then the pH of the solution was, if necessary, adjusted
to pH 5.6. The reaction was allowed to stand at room temperature with vigorous
shaking for 8 hrs and then the solution was loaded onto a C18 Sep-Pak cartridge.
The derivatized peptides were washed with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), and
then treated with 10 mM TCEP in 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) for 8 min
in order to produce free thiol groups. After washing with 0.1% TFA to remove
TCEP and phosphate buffer, peptides were eluted with 80% ACN, 0.1% TFA.
Phosphate buffer was added to adjust final pH to 6.0. Then ACN was partially
removed in the speedvac (final concentration of ACN was around 30-40%) and the
derivatized phosphopeptides were incubated with 5 mg maleimide functionalized-
glass beads for 1 h at pH 6.2 (Maleimide functionalized glass beads were prepared
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by 2 hrs reaction between 3 equivalents of 3-maleimidopropionic acid N-hydroxy
succinimide ester and 1 equivalent of aminopropyl controlled pore glass (CPG)
beads (Proligo Biochemie, Hamburg, Germany). Then the beads were washed
sequentially several times with 3 M NaCl, water, methanol and finally 80% ACN
to remove non-specifically bound peptides. In the last step, the beads were incu-
bated with 20% TFA, 30% ACN for 1 h to recover phosphopeptides. The recovered
sample was dried in the speedvac and reconstituted in 0.1% TFA for LC-MS analysis.

Isolation of phosphopeptides using IMAC: 1.5 mg dry peptide was reconsti-
tuted in 700 µL of methanolic HCl which was prepared by adding 160 µL of acetyl
chloride to 1 mL of anhydrous methanol. The methyl esterification was allowed to
proceed at 12 ◦C for 120 minutes. Then solvent was quickly removed in a Speedvac.
The dry, methylated peptides were reconstituted in 30 % ACN, 250 mM acetic acid
at pH 2.7 and mixed with 30 µl equilibrated PHOS-SelectTM gel (Sigma-Aldrich) in
a blocked mobicol spin column (MoBiTec, Gttingen, Germany). Then the pH of the
solution was, if necessary, adjusted to pH 2.65. This peptide solution was incubated
for 2 hrs with end-over-end rotation. Then the resin was washed two times with 250
mM acetic acid, 30 % ACN and once with ultra pure water. Finally phosphopeptides
were eluted once with 50 mM and once with 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 8.9 and
pH was quickly adjusted to 2.75 after elution. Finally the peptides were cleaned
with C18 ultra micro spin columns (Harvard Apparatus Ltd, Edenbridge, United
Kingdom).

Isolation of phosphopeptides using pTiO2: 1.5 mg of peptide was reconsti-
tuted in a solution containing 80 % ACN, 2.5 % TFA and was saturated with phthalic
acid. Then the peptide solution was added to 4 mg equilibrated TiO2 (GL Science,
Saitama, Japan) in a blocked mobicol spin column (MoBiTec, Gttingen, Germany)
and was incubated for 15 min with end-over-end rotation. The column was washed
two times with the saturated phthalic acid solution, two times with 80 % ACN, 0.1
% TFA and finally two times with 0.1 % TFA. The peptides were eluted with a 0.3
M NH4OH solution. If applicable, the recovered peptides were methylated at 12 ◦C
using a similar methanolic HCl to peptide ratio as used for the methylation prior
to the isolation of the phosphopeptides using IMAC and PAC. Then peptides were
dried and reconstituted in 0.1 % TFA before LC-MSn analysis as before.

Isolation of phosphopeptides using dhbTiO2: 1.5 mg of peptide was reconsti-
tuted in a solution containing 200 mg/ml 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (ABCR,
Karlsruhe, Germany), 80 % ACN, 2.5 % TFA. Then the peptide solution was added
to 4 mg equilibrated TiO2 (GL Science, Saitama, Japan) in a blocked mobicol spin
column (MoBiTec, Gttingen, Germany) and was incubated for 15 min with end-
over-end rotation. The column was washed two times with the 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic
acid solution, two times with 80 % ACN, 0.1 % TFA and finally two times with 0.1
% TFA. The peptides were eluted with a 0.3 M NH4OH solution. If applicable, the
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recovered peptides were methylated (as described for pTiO2), dried and reconstituted
in 0.1 % TFA before LC-MSn analysis as before.

4.6.3 Comparison of pTiO2 and IMAC without methyl es-
terification of starting peptide material and without
methyl esterification of product

Isolation of phosphopeptides using pTiO2: 1.5 mg of peptide was reconstituted
in a solution containing 80 % ACN, 2.5 % TFA and was saturated with phthalic
acid. Then the peptide solution was added to 4 mg equilibrated TiO2 (GL Science,
Saitama, Japan) in a blocked mobicol spin column (MoBiTec, Gttingen, Germany)
and was incubated for 15 min with end-over-end rotation. The column was washed
two times with the saturated phthalic acid solution, two times with 80 % ACN, 0.1 %
TFA and finally two times with 0.1 % TFA. The peptides were eluted with a 0.3 M
NH4OH solution. Then peptides were dried and reconstituted in 0.1 % TFA before
LC-MSn analysis as before

Isolation of phosphopeptides using IMAC: 1.5 mg was reconstituted in 30 %
ACN, 250 mM acetic acid at pH 2.7 and mixed with 30 µl equilibrated PHOS-
SelectTM gel (Sigma-Aldrich) in a blocked mobicol spin column (MoBiTec,
Gttingen, Germany). Then the pH of the solution was, if necessary, adjusted to pH
2.65. This peptide solution was incubated for 2 hrs with end-over-end rotation. Then
the resin was washed two times with 250 mM acetic acid, 30 % ACN and once
with ultra pure water. Finally phosphopeptides were eluted once with 50 mM and
one with 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 8.9. pH was adjusted to 2.75 after elution.
Finally the peptides were cleaned with C18 ultra micro spin columns (Harvard
Apparatus Ltd, Edenbridge, United Kingdom).

4.6.4 MS analysis
Samples were analyzed on a hybrid LTQ-FTICR mass spectrometer (Thermo, San
Jose, CA) interfaced with a nanoelectrospray ion source. Chromatographic separa-
tion of peptides was achieved on an Agilent Series 1100 LC system (Agilent Tech-
nologies, Waldbronn, Germany), equipped with a 11 cm fused silica emitter, 150 µm
inner diameter (BGB Analytik, Bckten, Switzerland), packed in-house with a Magic
C18 AQ 5 µm resin (Michrom BioResources, Auburn, CA, USA). Peptides were
loaded from a cooled (4C) Agilent auto sampler and separated with a linear gradient
of ACN/water, containing 0.15 % formic acid, with a flow rate of 1.2 µl/min. Peptide
mixtures were separated with a gradient from 2 to 30 % ACN in 90 minutes. Three
MS/MS spectra were acquired in the linear ion trap per each FT-MS scan, the latter
acquired at 100,000 FWHM nominal resolution settings with an overall cycle time of
approximately 1 second. Charge state screening was employed to select for ions with
at least two charges and rejecting ions with undetermined charge state. For each pep-
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tide sample a standard data dependent acquisition (DDA) method on the three most
intense ions per MS1-scan was used and a threshold of 200 ion counts was used for
triggering an MS/MS attempt.
Between all LC-MS runs 200 fmol of [Glu]fibrinopeptide B (GluFib) (from 5-45 %
ACN in 25 min) were measured in order to monitor the column performance and
to confirm that no cross contamination between the LC-MS runs of the isolates oc-
curred. In order to achieve the highest reproducibility all samples were measured
using the same column.
With every phosphopeptide isolation method three independent isolations were per-
formed. Two LC-MS/MS runs were performed per isolation.

4.6.5 Data analysis
LC-MS pre-processing, alignment and similarity assessment was performed by the
novel program Superhirn [101], which is written in C++ and can be freely down-
loaded from its project homepage (http://tools.proteomecenter.org/SuperHirn.php).
Initially, Superhirn performs a peak detection routine on all input LC-MS runs, where
biological signals are separated from background noise. The features are separated
from the background noise through a filter which discards all features that do not
elute continuously over a minimal time interval. The features are then scored by the
product between the feature intensity and the quality of fit to the theoretical isotope
distribution pattern. For the analysis only features passing a low score threshold of
1,000 were considered for further analysis. Increasing the threshold yields features
with high quality but reduces the number of features detected. After filtering, the
MS1 features are defined by their charge state, mass to charge ratio and apex reten-
tion time. In all measurements, only MS1 features within the retention time range
of 30 to 102 min were analyzed because nearly all peptides eluted between this time
points of the ACN gradient. Following data pre-processing, retention time fluctu-
ations between two LC-MS runs were removed in an alignment step and LC-MS
similarity assessment was performed, which comprises the computation of a LC-MS
similarity score and the overlap of MS1 features. The similarity score reflects the re-
producibility of intensity and retention time values between common MS1 features,
where the overlap is the percentage of features found in both LC-MS runs. These two
steps are repeated for all possible pairs of LC-MS runs and similarity scores as well
as feature overlap are represented in a 2D color matrix (see figure 4.2a and b).
The MS/MS data were searched against the D. melanogaster NCI non redundant
database (NCI database drosophila (August 3rd, 2005); drosophila nci 20050803,
containing 38,872 proteins) using SORCERER-SEQUEST(TM) v3.0.3 which was
run on the SageN Sorcerer (Thermo Electron, San Jose, CA, USA). For the in silico
digest trypsin was defined as protease, cleaving after K and R (if followed by P the
cleavage was not allowed). Two missed cleavages and one non-tryptic terminus were
allowed for the peptides which had a maximum mass of 6,000 Da. The precursor ion
tolerance was set to 50 ppm and fragment ion tolerance was set to 0.5 Da. Before

http://tools.proteomecenter.org/SuperHirn.php
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searching the neutral loss peaks were removed and indicated as described previously
[13]. These data were also used to perform the neutral loss event analysis. Only
neutral losses with an intensity of at least 50% of the maximum peak intensity in a
DTA spectrum were considered. Furthermore a mass window of 3 Da was allowed
for the neutral loss ion. The 3 Da mass tolerance is a deconvoluted tolerance. As
implemented, the program will consider an actual mass tolerance of +/- 3.0 for singly
charged precursor ions, +/- 1.5 for doubly charged precursor ions, and +/- 1.0 for
triply charged precursor ions.
Then data were searched allowing phosphorylation (+79.9663 Da) of serine, thre-
onine and tyrosine as a variable modification and carboxyamidomethylation of cys-
teine (+57.0214 Da) residues as well as methylation (+14.0156 Da) of all carboxylate
groups as a static modification. In the end the search results were subjected to statis-
tical filtering using Peptide Prophet (V3.0) [71]. Peptides with a p value of equal or
bigger than 0.9, which in this case equals to a probability of 98 % of being correct,
were used for all further analysis.
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5.2 Summary
Proteins are very important components of biological systems and the integrated anal-
ysis of their function, dynamics and regulation is crucial for the understanding of
biological processes. Liquid chromatography coupled to online mass spectrometry
(LC-MS) represents nowadays an indispensable tool for the study of complex peptide
mixtures generated from protein digestion. Furthermore, the introduction of shotgun
proteomic approaches allows identifying peptide signals by tandem mass spectrome-
try (MS/MS) in the course of an LC-MS experiment. However, while classical shot-
gun proteomics approaches have proved to be very powerful in the high throughput
identification of peptides by MS/MS, the analysis of their post-translationally modi-
fied (PTM) variants is often overshadowed by the complexity of the analyzed sample.
Currently, there are only a limited number of methods to specifically isolate certain
types of modified peptides and without enrichment, these low abundance peptides are
extremely difficult to identify by MS/MS.
We present here a generic and MS/MS independent approach for the detection of
modified peptides and their subsequent targeted identification by tandem mass spec-
trometry. Accurate masses of measured peptides are extracted on the MS1 level and
assembled into pairs of peptide and corresponding post-translational modification
variant (PTM pair). The detection is based on the localization of PTM characteristic
patterns of mass and other shifts in the peptide properties. The presented frame-
work is exemplified by the prediction and subsequent targeted identification of pro-
tein phosphorylation sites. Phospho specific PTM pairs are detected independent
of MS/MS information and then subjected to targeted peptide sequencing to exten-
sively identify peptides and their phospho variants. The results show the specificity
of the presented workflow in targeting post-translationally modified peptides and the
increase in peptide identification coverage obtained by phospho directed targeted se-
quencing compared to conventional shotgun experiments.
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5.3 Introduction
Proteins are unique machineries in biological processes where their presence and
concentration level define the physiological state of a cellular system. Proteomics
experiments aim at the identification and quantification of all proteins present in a
biological sample. Specifically, liquid chromatography coupled to online mass spec-
troscopy (LC-MS) has proved to be a very successful tool for the proteomics analysis
of biological samples. Furthermore, tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) of selected
peptides enables the fragmentation of the peptide backbone and the generation of a
peptide specific fragmentation pattern (MS/MS spectrum). By computational means,
MS/MS spectra acquired in the course of an LC-MS experiment are then compared to
a protein sequence database to reveal the amino acid composition and protein belong-
ing of the peptide. Shotgun proteomics approaches allow therefore to automatically
identify peptides by high throughput MS/MS and to reconstruct the protein content
of complex biological samples (reviewed in Aebersold and Mann [2]).
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) of proteins constitute among other functions
important regulation of mechanisms in cellular process and their identification and
quantification is crucial for the understanding of biological systems. Despite the
importance of modified peptides, their high throughput identification remains still
challenging because only a limited number of enrichment technique exist for the se-
lective isolation of post-translationally modified peptides from complex biological
samples. While the identification of non modified peptides or peptides containing
simple, stable and static modifications, for example peptide modifications introduced
by the experimental workflow (methionine oxidations, alkylations of cysteine etc.),
is nowadays performed on a routine basis, it is very difficult to detect dynamically
regulated, more labile and thus less abundant post-translational modifications. Rea-
sons for this are manifold and include biological, technical as well as computational
aspects (reviewed by Witze et al [155]) Firstly, peptides containing PTMs are often
present at low concentrations and constitute very rare events. Consequently, they
are rather seldom automatically selected for MS/MS in the course of a shotgun pro-
teomics experiment [87, 101]. While it is in general more difficult to acquire MS/MS
spectra of reasonable quality from low abundant peptide signals, post-translational
modifications alter the physio-chemical properties of a peptide, which, for exam-
ple, influences the fragmentation efficiency of the peptide and might lead to MS/MS
spectra of lower signal intensity [104]. Therefore, it can be difficult to obtained high
quality fragmentation patterns from modified peptides unless the MS workflow is op-
timized or specific MS instruments are used [155]. Ultimately, the interpretation of
MS/MS spectra from modified peptides constitutes also a computational challenge.
In the case of non modified peptides, the peptide precursor mass serves as a highly
selective constraint to find the correct peptide candidate in a protein database. How-
ever, post-translational modifications change the molecular mass of a peptide and
thus relativizes this selection. Since there are currently more than 100 different pep-
tide modifications know [31], screening simultaneously for all possible PTM variants
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results in a combinatorial explosion of the search space and is simply not feasible.
Therefore, the identification of modified peptides is often limited by computational
and combinatorial constraints and requires a priori knowledge of either the modifica-
tion of interest or is only applicable to a small protein sequence search space.
In previous work we have introduced the computational concept of the MasterMap
for the comprehensive analysis of LC-MS measurements obtained from complex bio-
logical samples. The MasterMap constitutes a repository for extracted peptide signals
(MS1 features) collected during a number of LC-MS experiments where every MS1
feature is precisely described by computationally retrieved parameters (molecular
mass, charge state, retention time, LC-MS intensity profile etc.) [100]. The approach
is based on the AMT (Accurate Mass and Time Tag) [166] concept pioneered by
the group of Richard Smith which catalogues peptide signals by their accurate mass
and retention time coordinates. In addition to the parameters computed from data
acquired on the MS1 level, MS1 features in the MasterMap are further annotated by
MS/MS information (peptide sequence, name of the protein, confidence of the identi-
fication etc). The MasterMap therefore consists of a mix of MS1 only identified MS1
features and such that have been annotated by a MS/MS peptide assignment. While
the MasterMap concept has been successfully applied to the classification of MS1
feature intensity profiles [125] and other applications [12, 126, 133], an emerging ap-
proach in the post-shotgun proteomics area is the targeted MS/MS analysis of MS1
features archived in the MasterMap (reviewed in Mueller et al [100]). Initially, pep-
tide signals are detected on the MS1 level and stored in the MasterMap. The acquired
MS1 features in the MasterMap serve then as an identification map where MS/MS
acquisition in a subsequent LC-MS run is directed to the precise mass to charge and
retention time coordinates of the previously extracted features. This targeted work-
flow reduces the redundancy of conventional shotgun proteomics experiments and
leads to the identification of additional and specifically low abundance peptides (see
section 6.4 and ref. [133]).
While targeted MS/MS experiments circumvent previous MS/MS undersampling
problem and increase the identification of low abundant peptides in complex samples,
the approach blindly targets the assignment of any MS1 feature in the MasterMap
and does not provide a special focus to only a subset of the peptide signals. Often,
however, the biological question of a proteomics experiment is directed on a distinct
subset of peptides, for example peptides containing a specific post-translational mod-
ification. Here, we address two current challenges in the analysis of protein modifica-
tions by proteomics experiments. The presented approach is based on the MasterMap
and a novel strategy to detected PTM peptides on the MS1 level and addresses the
MS/MS undersampling of low abundance peptides associated to conventional shot-
gun proteomics experiments. The system is illustrated in the selective mapping of
phosphorylated peptides on the MS1 level. MS/MS sequencing efforts are subse-
quently focussed on the previously extracted phospho peptides signals and represent
a first step towards the PTM directed MS/MS sequencing compared to conventional
targeted MS/MS experiments. The results demonstrate that the PTM directed MS/MS
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sequencing is very specific in identifying the peptides of interested (here phospho
peptides and the corresponding non modified counterpart) and significantly increases
the number of identified phosphorylation sites. The illustrated framework therefore
serves as an efficient computational follow up approach to extend targeted sequencing
of MS1 features towards the subset of modified peptides of interest.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 A strategy for the detection of PTM pairs
We describe here a general strategy for the detection and the subsequent identifica-
tion of post-translationally modified peptides (Figure 5.4.1). Initially, peptides con-
taining a specific modification are enriched by an experimental procedure in order
to reduce the sample complexity and to accumulate the peptides of interest (here the
post-translationally modified peptides). In a second step, one batch of the sample is
subjected to a removal of the peptide modification of interest in order to produce the
non modified peptide counterpart. These two steps are optional and do not need to
be highly specific. However, they increase the efficiency of the approach by accu-
mulating peptides containing a specific modification, generating their non modified
counterpart and therefore improving the false positive discovery rate (see following
section 5.4.2). Subsequently, samples are measured by high mass accuracy LC-MS
and processed by the software SuperHirn [101]. SuperHirn extracts peptide signals
from the MS1 level (MS1 features) and aligns these across the LC-MS experiments
into the MasterMap.
The MasterMap serves now as a repository to located pairs of MS1 features (Root
feature) and their corresponding modified counterparts (PTM feature). A zoom into
the MasterMap illustrates schematically that the Root and its PTM feature (PTM pair)
are found by distinct shifts of the MS1 feature parameters. The illustrated PTM pair
is here detected by a specific shift in the mass to charge and the retention time dimen-
sion but also other shift parameters such as charge state, feature intensity profile etc.
can be integrated into the detection algorithm. The detected PTM pairs (Figure 5.4.1,
arrows) are then used for targeted MS/MS annotation by subsequent inclusion list
LC-MS runs and acquired MS/MS information is mapped back into the MasterMap
[133].

5.4.2 Estimating the delta-mass background distribution
High mass accuracy MS instruments allow to exactly detect peptides signals (MS1
features) at the MS1 level and thus to precisely locate between a pair of MS1 features
(PTM pair) a specific peptide mass difference (∆mass) corresponding to a peptide
modification in the 5-10 p.p.m. range. To investigate the selectivity of detecting PTM
pairs originating from the presence of post-translational modifications, a MasterMap
was generated from a yeast phospho peptide isolate. Unspecific PTM pairs were then
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Figure 5.1: A generic strategy for the detection of PTM pairs. The workflow for the
detection and identification of post-translationally modified peptides is illustrated.
Initially, peptides containing a post translational modification are enriched and their
non modified counterparts are generated. These two steps are optional but increase
the selectivity of the approach. Subsequently, the software SuperHirn [101] is used
to construct a MasterMap from the acquired LC-MS measurements. The MasterMap
serves as a platform to detect PTM pairs of MS1 feature (Root feature) and their
corresponding modified counterpart (PTM feature) by locating distinct mass and re-
tention times shifts. Identification of the extracted PTM pairs is then performed by
targeted MS/MS in additional inclusion list runs [134].
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searched in the mass range of 62.5 to 68.5 Da, which does not include any molecular
mass of currently reported protein modifications. The unspecific PTM pair search
was performed at at 0.01Da steps and using a retention times window (∆TR) of ±1
min. Figure 5.2(a) displays the number of obtained PTM pairs for every searched
∆mass and illustrates that basically any mass difference can be detected in the Mas-
terMap, where the likelihood of finding these depends on the decimal places of the
searched ∆mass. The simulation therefore shows that there is an observable distri-
bution of background ∆masses, which are built up by clusters of mass differences
(∆mass clusters) centered at the integer values of the mass range (Figure 5.2(a)). A
similar ∆mass distribution was also obtained from a MasterMap generated from a
large pool of peptide identifications retrieved from the PeptideAtlas [74] (data not
shown). Since this distribution represents a constant source of false PTM pairs, we
will term it here the delta-mass background distribution. The magnitude of the delta-
mass background distribution (i.e. the number of hits one gets for a specific ∆mass)
scales with the number of MS1 features and the applied TR search window as illus-
trated in figure 5.2(a) (gray area), where searching the same MasterMap with ±5min
largely increases the number of false positive PTM pairs compared to the previous
search (Figure 5.2(a), dark area). Looking across a larger range of mass differences
from 25 to 500Da at an interval of 25 Da, the delta-mass background distribution is
still built up in a similar fashion by ∆mass clusters as shown in figure 5.2(b) for 7
selected clusters, each 100 Da apart.
In order to construct a model for the delta-mass background distribution, we used
gaussian distributions to describing the expected population of false positive PTM
pairs (FP PTM pairs) for a given ∆mass. The corresponding gaussian are defined by
µ and σ and were calculated for the selected ∆mass clusters using Expectation Max-
imization [56]. Figure 5.2(b) illustrated that these models describe well the under-
laying delta-mass background distribution. Interestingly, the ∆mass cluster centers
do not remain constant but move in a positive manner further away from the integer
values with higher mass differences. To include also the observed offset of the cluster
centers into the model, a linear correlation was used to describe the dependancy of
µ from ∆mass (R=0.987, see Figure 5.2(b) insert). A similar linear trend was also
observed between σ and ∆mass (data not shown). This effect is explained by the fact
that with higher mass difference less prominent atomic elements with larger decimal
values, such as sulfur (MR = 32.066) are more likely to contribute to the molecular
composition of a mass difference and shift therefore the cluster centers.
Summarizing the described observations, the delta-mass background distribution rep-
resents a source of false positive PTM pairs where FP PTM pairs tend to accumulate
for mass differences close to the centers of the ∆mass clusters. These FP PTM pairs
clearly challenge the detection of TP PTM pairs and estimating the rate of FP PTM
pairs is thus important. The described gaussians models therefore constitutes a valu-
able tool to compute the expected local FP PTM pair rates for a given ∆mass.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: Delta mass background distribution of peptide mass differences. (a) The
peptide mass differences form a characteristics distribution of regular clusters cen-
tered at the mass integer values [118]. The size of the clusters increases with a larger
search retention time window of ±5min (gray area) compared to a search window
of ±1min (dark area). (b) ∆Mass clusters across a wide mass difference range are
shown. The clusters can be model by gaussian distributions using Expectation Maxi-
mization [56] (dashed lines). The cluster centers shift with increasing mass difference
in a linear fashion (see insert)
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5.4.3 Detection of phosphorylation-specific PTM pairs
In the recent years, a series of valuable techniques have been established for the pro-
teomics analysis of peptides containing phosphorylations [11, 12, 13]. We therefore
chose phosphorylation as first application to demonstrate the PTM pair strategy due
to the existence of established experimental and computational tools for the enrich-
ment, identification and evaluation of phospho peptides.
An isolate of phosphorylated peptides was obtained from a yeast cell extract by phos-
pho enrichment using the IMAC enrichment protocol [86]. According to the outlined
strategy, a batch of isolated phospho peptides was subjected to dephosphorylation by
a mix of shrimp and calf intestine alkaline phosphatase to generated the non mod-
ified peptide variants [114]. The phospho and dephosphorylated sample were then
separately measured on a high mass resolution Fourier Transformed mass spectrom-
eter (FT-LTQ) and processed by SuperHirn to generate the MasterMap. Following,
the MasterMap was searched for PTM pairs by locating multitudes of mass shifts of
79.967 Da (up to three times) between all detected MS1 features using a mass preci-
sion of 0.01 Da. The retention shift constraint was not used and set to allow retention
time shifts in the range of -5.0 to 5.0 min. Since we were interested in a subsequent
MS/MS sequencing of the PTM pairs, only MS1 features in +2 and +3 charge state
were included into the detection of PTM pairs.
In total, 1315 PTM pairs were detected on the MS1 level consisting of the phos-
phorylated MS1 feature and its corresponding non modified counterpart (Table 5.1).
Compared to the MS/MS search results, this clearly illustrates that a throughly ana-
lyzed sample on the MS1 level reveals many more potential phosphorylated peptides
since filtering the MS/MS data using PhopshoGigolo [13] lead to the identification of
250 unique phopho peptides (Table 5.1).
In order to assess the identity of the extracted PTM pairs, selected MS/MS sequencing
was performed where both the Root and the PTM feature of each PTM pair was tar-
geted in a subsequent LC-MS run. To reduce the number of targeted MS/MS scans,
previously identified MS1 features (PeptideProphet probability [71] > 0.9) where
excluded from the targeted sequencing. The summary of the experiment is shown
in Table 5.1. The targeted annotation identified additional 204 phosphorylated and
305 non modified unique peptides. This almost lead to a duplication of the phospho
peptide coverage compared to the initial LC-MS/MS shotgun run.
In addition, the acquired MS/MS information allowed to determine the selectivity of
the Root / PTM feature prediction; in only 20 of 208 cases the Root was wrongly pre-
dicted, where out of 297 PTM predictions 18 were incorrect. The detection of PTM
pairs in this phospho experiment was therefore highly selective (with a FP rate of
less than 0.01 [37]) and only in a few cases the modification state of a MS1 features
was wrongly predicted. This demonstrates the usefulness of the presented strategy in
i.) the detection of potential PTM peptides, ii.) the efficient generation of inclusion
lists for the identification of modified peptides variants and iii.) the in-depth mapping
of phosphorylated peptides compared to conventional MS/MS shotgun proteomics
approaches.
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5.4.4 Theoretical assessment of detected phospho PTM
pairs

Besides the targeted identification of predicted phospho peptides, the extracted PTM
pairs also represent a platform to study characteristic differences of their properties
compared to FP PTM pairs. We illustrated this here for the mass to charge and the
retention time properties.

i. Mass to charge property: Analogously to section 5.4.2, mass differences
were extracted in the 80 Da region and plotted together with the computed gaussian
background model and the observed delta-mass background distribution at 78 Da
(Figure 5.3(a)). A clear peak at the ∆mass value of 79.965 Da corresponding to the
precise molecular mass of phosphorylation is observed. Due to the atomic mass of
phosphorous (MR = 30,9738 Da) in the phosphate group, the peak displays a very
characteristic offset of -0.035 Da from the center of the background cluster. The
width of the peak derives from the measurement error and reflects the previously
applied mass precision of 0.01 Da. This observation concludes that first, the applied
workflow highly improves the presence of phospho specific PTM pairs compared to
FP PTM pairs, secondly, that the gaussian model represents a mean to estimated the
expected FP PTM pairs and that the presence of a PTM specific peak could be used
as indicator for the the MS1 based unsupervised detection of peptide modifications.
The expected number of FP PTM pairs can now be computed by comparing the
background model to the observed PTM pairs in the mass tolerance window of
79.967±0.01 Da. The idea is illustrated in Figure 5.3(b) where the observed PTM
pairs in the region of 80±0.5 Da, the ∆mass tolerance window of 79.967±0.01 Da
and the gaussian model are shown. The number of false positive pairs is defined
by the intersection of the ∆mass tolerance window and the gaussian model and
corresponds to 276 expected FP PTM pairs. These results illustrated the importance
of enriching and artificially generating modification specific PTM pairs. Otherwise,
the search of TP PTM pairs is overwhelmed by the large number of unspecific
∆masses hidden in the MasterMap.

ii. Retention time dimension: While the extracted PTM pairs have been purely
detected by a specific mass shift, the phosphate group should also influence the
retention time of the PTM feature in a characteristic manner. The histogram of the
retention time shifts between all PTM features and their corresponding Roots is
shown in Figure 5.4. A clear trend of the retention time shifts between the modified
and the non modified is observed where phosphorylated peptides have an increased
retention time and elute later. The trend is even more prominent for multiply
phosphorylated peptides and was also confirmed for MS/MS validated PTM pairs
(data not shown). In contrast, the retention time shifts of the background PTM pairs
as here illustrated by a unspecific ∆mass search of 81.976 Da are equally spread
and no trend is apparent. The absence of a retention shift pattern is typical for FP
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Specific mass shift of phospho PTM pairs. (a) Searching for phospho
PTM pairs (gray area) compared to the measured (dark area) and modeled (solid line)
delta-mass background distribution shows the significant increase of mass differences
at 79.97 Da. (b) The determined model represents a way to estimate the false PTM
pairs by computing the intersection between the gaussian curve and the search region
defined be the precise mass difference of 79.97 Da and the assumed mass precision
(here 0.01 Da).
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PTM pairs since there is no relation between the Root and the PTM feature in these
pairs. Interestingly, the analysis of the retention time behavior between the phospho
peptides and their non modified counterparts contradicts the general belief that the
addition of the functional phospho group increases the hydrophilicity of the peptide
leading to shorter retention time in the chromatography.

The evaluation of the detected PTM pairs illustrated that the phospho PTM
pairs are not only defined by a very distinct mass difference, but that also their
retention time shifts follows a phosphorylation specific pattern. Including the ∆TR

trend into the PTM pair prediction algorithm could therefore render the MS1 based
detection of phosphorylation more precise by reducing the false positive discovery
rate.

Figure 5.4: Chromatographic behavior of phospho PTM pairs.The distribution of
retention time shifts of extracted phospho specific PTM pairs is shown. The x axis
represents the retention time difference of the phosphorylated peptides to its non
modified counterpart. As previously described by Steen et al [141], phosphorylation
increases the hydrophobicity of the peptide and leads to an prolonged retention time.

5.5 Discussion
We present here a novel approach for the detection of modified peptides in complex
mixtures using a combined experimental and computational approach. As an appli-
cation, we chose phosphorylation where we showed how the MS1 based detection
of phospho peptide signals helps in increasing the peptide identification rate com-
pared to conventional shotgun proteomics experiments. While in-depth mapping has
already been addressed by targeted MS/MS analysis (see section 6.4 and ref. [133]),
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the presented results illustrated the efficiency of the PTM pair workflow in directing
subsequent targeted MS/MS efforts towards the specific identification of phosphory-
lated peptides (and their non modified counterparts). The PTM pair strategy repre-
sents therefore a first computational tool to focus subsequent MS/MS experiments
to only a subset of peptides of interested where the application to phosphorylations
can certainly be adopted to many other post-translational modifications (acetylation,
methylation, O-linked β-N-acetylglucosamine etc.).
Previous efforts for the extensive mapping of post-translational modifications com-
prised multiple LC-MS analysis of a sample, extensive sample fractionation prior to
LC-MS analysis [47] and the application of exclusion lists to circumvent the repeated
analysis of the same peptides in shotgun experiments [136]. While these approaches
have been successful in identifying additional modified peptides, they involve more
experimental steps and also considerable amount of instrument time in analyzing
multiple times the same sample. The described PTM pair strategy bypasses such ad-
ditional efforts by an initial comprehensive mapping of all peptide signals measured
in a LC-MS run by the software SuperHirn. These signals are then integrated into the
MasterMap which serves as a map to locate potential PTMs. Theoretically, a single
subsequent LC-MS measurement is sufficient to obtain MS/MS spectra from all inter-
esting peptide ion precursors retrieved from the MasterMap. Practically, and as also
observed in our experiments where not all targeted precursor ions resulted in a valid
peptide assignment, only a subset of the acquired MS/MS spectra lead to successful
peptide identifications. This might be due to insufficient MS/MS spectrum quality
of low abundance PTM peptides but also due to an altered fragmentation pattern of
modified peptides [104].
Besides, another direct benefit of the MS1 based prediction of PTM pairs and their
subsequent MS/MS analysis is that we can include the specific PTM mass informa-
tion into MS/MS search and very strikingly compare the modified with the non mod-
ified peptide assignment. These additional constraints clearly strengthen the iden-
tification of the modified peptides. Potentially, the identification of PTM features
could even be directly derived by spectrum correlation between the MS/MS spectra
of the MS1 features in a PTM pair. As discussed in the introduction, applying such
constraints to the search of MS/MS spectra is important since blindly considering all
kinds of peptide modifications is computationally not feasible.
A substantial challenge in the MS1 based detection of peptide modifications repre-
sents the presence of the delta-mass background distribution, which provides a con-
stant source of FP PTM pairs. We have here addressed this problem by an initial
enrichment of phospho peptides to increase the hits of TP PTM pairs. Clearly, map-
ping PTM pairs without a previous isolation of the peptides of interest would lead
to a less specific MS/MS targeting of phospho peptides. However, besides the pre-
cise mass difference, other parameters can be include into the prediction algorithm
as illustrated with the phospho specific retention time shift. Importantly, this requires
that the influence of the modification on such a peptide parameter, i.e. how a peptide
property changes upon peptide modification, is precisely studied. For example, it
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was generally believed that phosphorylation reduces the hydrophobicity of peptides
[72, 73]. As opposed to these reports, our observation illustrate that phosphorylated
peptides elute later than their non modified variants, which can be explained by the
fact that negatively charged phospho groups compensate positively charged amino
acids and render the peptide less hydrophilic [141]. However, the incorporation of
more well studied peptide properties into the prediction algorithm will reduce the
false positive rate and might render the identification of PTMs feasible in even com-
plex biological samples without PTM enrichment.
In summary, the results illustrated how the PTM pair strategy can be applied in an un-
supervised manner to the MS/MS independent detection of modified peptide signals.
Estimating the delta-mass background distribution by the described gaussian models,
a wide range of mass difference corresponding to know protein modifications could
be screened for PTM mass characteristic peaks above the modeled background (see
Figure 5.3(a)). Such peaks indicate the presence of specific modifications and could
be used to automatically generate inclusion lists for the identification of peptides con-
taining these modifications. This would represent a first approach to generate specific
PTM fingerprints of proteomics samples and also allow to study the dynamics of these
fingerprints across different state of the cell or even between samples obtained from
different organisms.

5.6 Methods

5.6.1 Generation of the MasterMap
LC-MS data was processed by the novel program SuperHirn [101], which can be
downloaded free of charge from http://tools.proteomecenter.org/SuperHirn.php. In a
first step, SuperHirn extracts MS1 features from the individual LC-MS experiments
and combines these with available MS/MS peptide assignments via charge state,
precursor ion mass and retention time of the MS/MS scan. After preprocessing, the
individually extracted MS1 features are aligned across the different LC-MS runs to
generate a MasterMap. The MasterMap represents then a compact data repository for
post-processing steps such as here the detection of post-translational modifications.

5.6.2 Detection of PTM pairs
The detection of PTM pairs was performed by a novel Java program providing a
graphical user interface to interactively define PTMs, verify extracted PTM pairs and
map back acquired MS/MS information to the PTM pairs. The program imports MS1
features from the APML [20] formatted MasterMap generated by SuperHirn. PTMs
are then defined by its specific ∆m/z, ∆TR and other shift parameters (apex dif-
ference in the abundance profile, difference of the charge state etc.). The detection
algorithm iterates through the feature list and assembles MS1 features together with
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their modified counterpart by comparing the observed shift properties to the theoret-
ically defined ones. Furthermore, peptides of the same molecular mass but present
in different charge states are clustered as well. AMT coordinates [166] of extracted
PTM pairs can then be exported from the program to generate MS/MS inclusion lists
(see section 5.6.8). Acquired targeted MS/MS information is mapped back to the
MS1 features of extracted PTM pairs using the theoretical mass of identified peptides
and their acquisition scan number.

5.6.3 Yeast growth, whole cell extract and protein diges-
tion

Yeast wt Y7092 cells were grown overnight in 500 ml YPD fluid medium (10 g bacto
yeast extract and 20 g bacto peptone in 1L ddH2O) supplemented with glucose (2%).
The 500 ml culture was collected at an OD of 1.0, distributed in 50 ml falcon tubes
and centrifuged for 5 min at 4 ◦C and 4100 rpm (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5810R). The
supernatant was removed and the yeast pellet resuspended in 1 ml lysis buffer (20
mM Hepes pH 7.5, 2 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 100 mM KCl, 0.1% NP-40, 10
mM NaF, 0.25 mM NaOVO3, 50 mM β- glycerolphosphate, 2 mM DTT, 1 x Sigma
protease inhibitor). Subsequently the fractions were pooled in 15 ml Falcon tubes
and centrifuged for 5 min at 4 ◦C and 2500 rpm (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5810R).
After removal of the supernatant, the pellet was resuspended in equal volume of lysis
buffer, distributed equally in 2 ml Eppendorf tubes and 2 scopes (ca. 0.5 ml) of
glass beads (Biospec 11079105) were added. The suspension was put in a cold room
shaker (4 ◦C) for 10 min and then put on ice for 10 min. The last two steps were
repeated twice and the supernatant was removed after centrifugation for 10 min at 4
◦C and 14000 rpm (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5417R). The pellet was washed with lysis
buffer, centrifuged and the supernatant was collected.
The protein pellet was resolubilized in 0.1 M NH4HCO3 and 8 M urea. The disulfide
bonds of the proteins were reduced with tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) at
a final concentration of 12 mM at 37 ◦C for 1 h. Alkylatation was performed to
reduce the free thiol groups with 40 mM iodoacetamide at room temperature for 1
h. The solution was diluted with 20 mM TrisHCl (pH 8.5) to a final concentration of
1.0 M urea and digested with sequencing-grade modified trypsin (Promega) at 1/100
enzyme/substrate ratio (w/w) overnight at 37 ◦C. Afterwards the pH was adjusted
to 2.5 with formic acid, the peptides desalted on a C18 Sep-Pak cartridge (Waters)
according to the manufacture protocol and dried in a speedvac.

5.6.4 Phosphopeptide enrichment by IMAC
5 mg dry peptides were resuspended in 250 µl acetonitrile (30%) / acetic acid (250
mM) and mixed with 50 µl equilibrated PHOS-SelectTM Iron affinity gel (Sigma,
P9740) in a blocked mobicol spin column (MoBiTec). Then the pH of the solution
was, if necessary, adjusted to pH 2.65. This peptide solution was incubated for 30
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min with end-over-end rotation at 22 rpm. Afterwards the resin was washed two
times with 250 µl acetonitrile (30%) / acetic acid (250 mM) and once with ultra pure
water. Finally phospho peptides were eluted once with 50 mM and once with 100 mM
Na2HPO4 (pH 8.9) and the pH was quickly adjusted to 2.75 after elution. Finally the
peptides were cleaned with C18 ultra micro spin columns (Harvard Apparatus Ltd).

5.6.5 Dephosphorylation
Dephosphorylation was performed as described by Pflieger et al [114]. 10 µg phos-
phopeptides was dissolved in 3 µl 10 x Buffer for CIAP (Fermentas), 2 µl of Shrimp
Alkaline phosphatase (Promega, M820A), 2 µl of Calf Intestine Alkaline phosphatase
(Fermentas), 27 µl ddH2O and incubated overnight.

5.6.6 LC-MS analysis
The phospho samples were analyzed on a hybrid LTQ-FT mass spectrometer
(Thermo, San Jose, CA) interfaced with a nanoelectrospray ion source. Chromato-
graphic separation of peptides was achieved on an Eksigent (Dublin, California,
USA), equipped with a 11 cm fused silica emitter, 75 µm inner diameter (BGB An-
alytik, Bckten, Switzerland), packed in-house with a Magic C18 AQ 5 µm resin
(Michrom BioResources, Auburn, CA, USA). Peptides were loaded from a cooled
(4 ◦C) Agilent auto sampler and separated with a linear gradient of ACN/water, con-
taining 0.15 % formic acid, with a flow rate of 1.2 µl/min. The Peptide mixtures
were separated with a gradient from 2 to 30 % ACN in 60 minutes. Three MS/MS
spectra were acquired in the linear ion trap per each FT-MS scan, the latter acquired
at 100,000 FWHM nominal resolution settings with an overall cycle time of approx-
imately 1 second. Charge state screening was employed to select for ions with at
least two charges and rejecting ions with undetermined charge state. For each pep-
tide sample a standard data dependent acquisition (DDA) method on the three most
intense ions per MS1-scan was used and a threshold of 200 ion counts was used for
triggering an MS/MS attempt.
Between all LC-MS runs 200 fmol of [Glu]fibrinopeptide B (GluFib) (from 5-45 %
ACN in 25 min) were measured in order to monitor the column performance and
to confirm that no cross contamination between the LC-MS runs of the isolates oc-
curred. In order to achieve the highest reproducibility all samples were measured
using the same column.

5.6.7 MS/MS peptide assignments
Acquired MS/MS scans were searched against the human International Protein Index
(IPI) protein database (v.3.15) using the SORCERER-SEQUEST (TM) v3.0.3 search
algorithm, which was run on the SageN Sorcerer (Thermo Electron). In silico trypsin
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digestion was performed after lysine and arginine (unless followed by proline) tol-
erating two missed cleavages in fully tryptic peptides. Database search parameters
were set to allow phosphorylation (+79.9663 Da) of serine, threonine and tyrosine as
a variable modification and carboxyamidomethylation (+57.021464 Da) of cysteine
residues as fixed modification. Search results were evaluated on the Trans Proteomic
Pipeline (TPP)[70] using Peptide Prophet (v3.0).

5.6.8 Generation of inclusion list
The Inclusion List Builder software, which is available as a plug-in of the Prequips
platform (N. Gehlenborg et al., in preparation) was used to build an inclusion list. A
tab delimited table of mass to charge, retention time and charge state for each MS1
features was imported into the Inclusion List Builder. MS1 features within one time
segment having a delta mass within the tolerance of 10 ppm used for directed LC-
MS/MS were removed. The target masses are then assembled into retention time
segments by the software and exported as tables (.csv file format) that can be read by
the MS-instrument software.

5.6.9 Directed MS-sequencing of features
The generated inclusion list was imported into the global mass list parent ion table
of the MS operating software (XCalibur 2.0 SR 1, Thermo Electron, Bremen, Ger-
many). Parameter settings for targeted LC-MS/MS were kept similar as described for
in the LC-MS analysis section. However, the dynamic exclusion mass window was
narrowed to ±10 ppm for all directed analyses with enabled monoisotopic precursor
selection and ±5 ppm when this option was turned off. Additionally, the exclusion
time for each ion was reduced to 10 seconds to acquire more MS/MS scans for each
feature and also ion signals for which no charge could be assigned were allowed to
trigger MS/MS scans. For directed sequencing in preview off mode, this option was
disabled and the resolution of the MS1 scan in the ion cyclotron resonance cell re-
duced to 50,000. For sequencing low abundant features, the monoisotopic precursor
selection option was disabled and, to minimize unspecific sequencing, the threshold
required for triggering MS/MS events was raised from 150 to 3000.
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112 6.1. ANALYSIS OF CELL SURFACE PROTEOME CHANGES

6.1 Multiplex analysis of cell surface proteome
changes via label-free, quantitative mass
spectrometry

From: Schiess, R, Mueller, LN et al, submitted, 2008 [131]
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Authorship
This project represents a very prototypical application of SuperHirn and the
MasterMap concept to biological experiments where proteomics changes between
two sample states are quantified. My major contribution to this research work
comprised the development of a software for the quantification of MS1 features and
protein changes across different treatment groups. The computational offspring is a
platform-independent and free available Java program called JRatio, which allows
to interactively compute and explore protein changes retrieved from generated Mas-
terMaps. The project is a collaborative effort of Ralph Schiess, myself, Alexander
Schmidt, Markus Müller and Ruedi Aebersold. The manuscript describing this
approach and the generated results is currently under review in Molecular and
Cellular Proteomics (Schiess, R, Mueller, LN, et al, submitted [131]).

Abstract
We present a mass spectrometry-based strategy for the specific detection and label-
free quantification of cell surface proteome changes. The method is based on the
label-free quantification of peptide patterns acquired by high mass accuracy mass
spectrometry using new software tools, and the Cell Surface Capturing (CSC) tech-
nology that selectively enriches glycopeptides exposed to the cell exterior. The
method was applied to monitor dynamic protein changes in the cell surface glyco-
proteome of Drosophila melanogaster cells. The results led to the construction of
a cell surface glycoprotein atlas for Drosophila Kc167 cells consisting of 203 cell
surface glycoproteins and supported relative quantification of cell surface glycopro-
teins in four different cellular states. Furthermore, we specifically investigated cell
surface proteome changes upon prolonged insulin stimulation. The data revealed
insulin-dependent cell surface glycoprotein dynamics, including InR internalization,
and linked these changes to intracellular signaling networks.
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6.2 An integrated chemical, mass spectromet-
ric and computational strategy for (quanti-
tative) phosphoproteomics: application to
Drosophila melanogaster Kc167 cells

From: Bodenmiller, B, Mueller, LN et al, Mol Biosyst, 3(4):275-286, 2007 [13]
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Authorship
My contribution to this project was the development of the program PhosphoGigolo
for the assessment, validation and exploration of identified phosphorylation sites from
MS/MS and MS3 level data. The project resulted in an article published in Molecu-
lar Biosystems (Bodenmiller, B, Mueller, LN et al, Mol Biosyst, 3(4):275-286, 2007
[13]). The work is a collaborative effort of Bernd Bodenmiller, myself, Patrick Pedri-
oli, Delphine Pflieger, Martin Jünger, Jimmy Eng, Ruedi Aebersold and Andy Tao.

Abstract
Current methods for phosphoproteome analysis have several limitations. First, most
methods for phosphopeptide enrichment lack the specificity to truly purify phospho-
peptides. Second, fragmentation spectra of phosphopeptides, in particular those of
phosphoserine and phosphothreonine containing peptides, are often dominated by
the loss of the phosphate group(s) and therefore lack the information required to
identify the peptide sequence and the site of phosphorylation, and third, sequence
database search engines and statistical models for data validation are not optimized
for the specific fragmentation properties of phosphorylated peptides. Consequently,
phosphoproteomic data are characterized by large and unknown rates of false posi-
tive and false negative phosphorylation sites. Here we present an integrated chemical,
mass spectrometric and computational strategy to improve the efficiency, specificity
and confidence in the identification of phosphopeptides and their site(s) of phos-
phorylation. Phosphopeptides were isolated with high specificity through a simple
derivatization procedure based on phosphoramidate chemistry. Identification of phos-
phopeptides, their site(s) of phosphorylation and the corresponding phosphoproteins
was achieved by the optimization of the mass spectrometric data acquisition proce-
dure, the computational tools for database searching and the data post processing.
The strategy was applied to the mapping of phosphorylation sites of a purified tran-
scription factor, dFOXO and for the global analysis of protein phosphorylation of
Drosophila melanogaster Kc167 cells.
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6.3 Identification of cross-linked peptides from
large sequence databases

From: Rinner, O, Seebacher, J, Walzthoeni, T, Mueller, LN et al, Nat Methods,
5(4):315-318, 2008 [126]
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Authorship
This work represents another application of SuperHirn to proteomics LC-MS data
sets. My contribution was the integration of SuperHirn into a pipeline for the iden-
tification of cross-linked peptides. The work is published in Nature Methods where
only the abstract of the article is here presented (Rinner, O, Seebacher, J, Walzthoeni,
T, Mueller, LN et al, Nat Methods, 2008, 5(4):315-318, [126]).

Abstract
We describe a method to identify cross-linked peptides from complex samples and
large protein sequence databases by combining isotopically tagged cross-linkers,
chromatographic enrichment, targeted proteomics and a new search engine called
xQuest. This software reduces the search space by an upstream candidate-peptide
search before the recombination step. We showed that xQuest can identify cross-
linked peptides from a total Escherichia coli lysate with an unrestricted database
search.
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6.4 An integrated, directed mass spectromet-
ric approach for in-depth characterization of
complex peptide mixtures

From: Schmidt, A, Bodenmiller, B, Gehlborg, N, Mueller, LN et al, Mol Cell Proteomics,
accepted for publication, 2008 [133]
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Authorship
Targeted MS/MS sequencing of detected MS1 features stored in the MasterMap rep-
resents nowadays an important technique for the in-depth characterization of pro-
teomics samples. This project is published in Molecular and Cellular Proteomics
(Schmidt, A, Bodenmiller, B, Gehlborg, N, Mueller, LN et al, Mol Cell Proteomics,
accepted for publication, 2008 [133]) and is shared work of Alexander Schmidt,
Bernd Bodenmiller, Nils Gehlborg, myself, Markus Müller, Ruedi Aebersold and
Bruno Domon. My main contribution was the implementation of the MasterMap
approach into this targeted workflow and specifically the optimization of the MS1
feature extraction algorithm. The work represents another application of SuperHirn
and demonstrates the generic and global applicability of the MasterMap concept to
the analysis of proteomic experiments.

Abstract
Mass spectrometry in combination with liquid chromatography (LC-MS/MS) has
emerged as the method of choice for the identification and quantification of protein
sample mixtures. For very complex samples such as complete proteomes, the most
commonly used LC-MS/MS method, data dependent (DDA) precursor selection, is of
limited utility. The limited scan speed of current mass spectrometers, along with the
highly redundant selection of the most intense precursor ions generate a bias in the
pool of identified proteins towards those of higher abundance. We describe a directed
LC-MS/MS approach that alleviates the limitations of DDA precursor ion selection
by decoupling peak detection and sequencing of selected precursor ions. In the first
stage of the strategy, all detectable peptide ion signals are extracted from high resolu-
tion LC-MS feature maps or aligned sets of feature maps. The selected features or a
subset thereof are subsequently sequenced in sequential, non-redundant directed LC-
MS/MS experiments and the MS/MS data are mapped back to the original LC-MS
feature map in a fully automated manner. We show that the strategy, implemented on
a LTQ-FT MS platform, allowed the specific sequencing of 2,000 features per anal-
ysis and enabled the identification of more than 1,600 phosphorylation sites using
a single reversed phase separation dimension without the need for time consuming
pre-fraction steps. We also show that compared to conventional DDA LC-MS/MS
experiments, a substantially higher number of peptides could be detected and that
this increase is particularly pronounced for low intensity precursor ions.
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6.5 Corra: A LC-MS framework and computa-
tional tools for discovery and targeted mass
spectrometry-based proteomics.

From: Brusniak, M, Bodenmiller, B, Cooke, K, Campbell, D, Eddes, JS, Hollis, L, Letarte,
S, Mueller, LN, et al, in preparation [20]
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Authorship
The Corra project provides a platform for the integration of a set of published LC-MS
quantification tools [87, 101] as well as backend statistical analysis routines for the
processing of LC-MS measurements obtained from different MS instruments. Fur-
thermore, in the context of this work, the generic file standard APML was developed
for the exchange and storage of processed LC-MS data. I collaborated in this project
by merging initial XML based file formats from SuperHirn into the Annotated Pu-
tative Peptide Markup Language (APML) format, which was initially not designed
for the integration of aligned MS1 features and MS/MS information. In addition, my
contribution included the programming of the Corra graphical user interface for the
visualization of AMPL formatted LC-MS quantification results. A manuscript de-
scribing Corra is currently in preparation (Brusniak, M, Bodenmiller, B, Cooke, K,
Campbell, D, Eddes, JS, Hollis, L, Letarte, S, Mueller, LN, Sharama, V, Vitek, O,
Ning, Z, Aebersold, R, Watts, JD, in preparation [20]). The corra framework repre-
sents an intercontinental effort by researchers of the Institute of Molecular Systems
Biology in Zürich and the Institute of Systems Biology in Seattle.

Abstract
Quantitative proteomics holds great promise for identifying panels of proteins that
are differentially abundant between populations representing different physiological
or disease states. While many computational tools are now available for both isotopi-
cally labeled and label free LC-MS-based quantitative proteomics, they are not read-
ily comparable to each other in terms of functionality, user interfaces, and informa-
tion output, do not readily facilitate the needed sophisticated statistical analyses, and
frequently encounter problems, especially if large numbers of LC-MS runs are ana-
lyzed, in an unsupervised mode. Here we present Corra, a framework and computa-
tional tools for generation of LC-MS candidate feature lists for discovery-based, and
targeted mass spectrometry workflows. In Corra, we adapted pre-existing label free
LC-MS-based quantitative methods to allow for processing of large sample pools, in
a distributed batch system. We also adapted statistical methods, commonly used for
microarray data analysis, to statistically characterize the patterns of abundance of the
aligned features. The function of Corra is to provide a single, user-friendly, flexible
and fully customizable platform that enables quantitative LC-MS-based proteomic
workflows of any size. Corra guides the user seamlessly from MS data generation,
through data processing, visualization, and statistical analysis, to the identification
of differentially abundant candidate features for subsequent targeted identification by
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). We present two biological case studies to illus-
trate different aspects of Corra application. The first is a pilot biomarker discovery
study of glycoproteins isolated from human plasma samples relevant to type 2 dia-
betes. The second is part of a larger study to identify protein kinase targets in yeast
via phospho proteome profiling of kinase knockout strains.
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Chapter 7

Summary of results

The scope of the presented dissertation included the development of a novel compu-
tational framework for the in-depth extraction of peptide signals using information
from multiple MS scan levels and the integration of these signals across various
LC-MS data sets. Applying the depicted framework to a wide range of systems
biology experiments, we illustrated the advantages and benefits of the presented
computational methodology for the quantification of high mass accuracy LC-MS
data.

Chapter 2 describes the development of the novel software SuperHirn for the
quantification of high mass accuracy LC-MS data sets. SuperHirn extracts peptide
signals on the MS1 level and maps the detected MS1 features across multiple
measurements. Furthermore, the concept of the MasterMap is introduced, which
represents a data structure for the storage of aligned MS1 features and constitutes a
comprehensive and compact representation of proteomics elements extracted from
the acquired LC-MS data sets. The powerful integration of proteomics information
retrieved directly from the MS1 level was illustrated in an initially fully MS/MS
independent profiling experiment where detected peptide signals were classified
according to their abundance profiles. Clearly, this application highlights the great
potential that underlies the comprehensive MS1 based processing of mass spec-
trometry data compared to the anterior MS/MS focussed quantification in shotgun
proteomics strategies. Combining MS1 and MS/MS analysis results, the overlay of
obtained peptide assignments to extracted MS1 feature abundance profiles validated
the MasterMap approach by correctly classifying the reconstructed protein profiles
to their experimental dilution schema.
Summarizing the achievements and results from chapter 2, the developed com-
putational methodology represents an outstanding technology to comprehensively
map the proteomic elements in complex biological samples. While the MasterMap
approach is generically applicable to various experimental outlines as illustrated
throughout this dissertation, it is important to note that the performance of SuperHirn
and the quality of the generated MasterMaps depends on the mass accuracy of the
applied MS platform. High mass precision mass spectrometers are thus required
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to precisely extract peptide signals from MS1 scans and to guarantee the accurate
mapping of MS1 features across different LC-MS measurements. Conclusively, Su-
perHirn comprises an effective software tool to quantitatively analyze data generated
by high mass resolution MS instruments in a new powerful manner overcoming
previous problems such as the stochastic acquisition of MS/MS information and the
detection of low abundant peptide signals.

The quantitative analysis of protein-protein interactions retrieved from co-
immunoprecipitations experiments represented the first real life, biological
application of SuperHirn and the MasterMap approach. Chapter 3 describes the
novel aspects emerging from the availability of a quantitative and statistical based
method for the distinction of true protein interactions from unspecific binders. Mass
spectrometry based quantitative analysis of performed Co-IP experiments confirmed
and identified in an automated fashion previously known and novel protein inter-
actors of the transcription factor FoxO3A. Furthermore, the newly developed MS1
based profiling technology identified dynamic changes in the FoxO3A interactome
between different cellular states. This provided insights into the dynamic regulation
of FoxO3A by the family of 14-3-3 proteins and allowed to identify the association
of the phosphatase PP2A with FoxO3A under starvation and LY treatment. The
interaction between the transcription factor and PP2A constitutes from a biological
point of view a very exciting finding since for a long time researchers were in search
for a phosphatase involved in the dephosphorylation of FoxO3A, depriving it from
14-3-3 binding and enabling the translocation to its DNA binding site in the nucleus.
To strengthen this biologically highly relevant observation, we pioneered a novel
approach for the targeted MS/MS identification of precursor masses corresponding
to previously detected and quantified MS1 features. As further elaborated in chapter
5 and section 6.4, targeted MS/MS analysis offers deep insights into the proteomic
composition of complex samples and provided in the context of this project intrigu-
ingly perceptions into the mechanistic regulation of FoxO3A (see Figure 3.4).
Emerging from the presented results in chapter 3, the identification of protein
interactions was raised to a new analysis level through the integration of quantitative
as well as statistical methods into the described strategy. Based on this pilot study,
the quantitative approach for the dissection of protein complexes could be extended
to the identification of shared protein-protein interactions between different protein
complexes. In particular, the patterns of the MS1 features classified as protein
interactors could be compared across MasterMaps of different Co-IP experiments.
However, as discussed, the feasibility of such an approach includes robust normaliza-
tion methods to account for chromatographic and also feature intensity fluctuations
between the MasterMaps.

In chapter 4, we addressed challenges of current proteomics strategies in the
detection, identification and quantification of protein phosphorylations. In particular,
we investigated the comparison of available techniques for the specific enrichment of
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peptides containing phosphorylation sites. Applying SuperHirn and the MasterMap
concept to the evaluation of tested phospho enrichment methods, quantitative results
illustrated that a high reproducibility was achieved within the individual methods
by enriching the same set of MS1 features at highly similar intensity values across
different measurements or biological isolates. These results demonstrated that the
combination of phospho enrichment and subsequent LC-MS analysis followed
by SuperHirn analysis establishes a novel solid workflow to perform quantitative
analysis of the phosphoproteome. While highly reproducible LC-MS maps were
obtained within the same isolation technique, MS1 feature and MS/MS peptide
identification based results showed that major differences occur in respect to the
subsets of phospho peptides extracted by the utilized enrichment methods. The
conclusion is that none of the enrichment methods was able to isolate to whole set
of phospho peptides in the sample. This highlights the importance of the question
how experimental strategies for the analysis of the phospho proteome are designed
in order to ensure the comprehensive mapping of all phospho elements in complex
samples.
Definitively, the integration of the MS1 feature maps generated by SuperHirn and
the functionality to globally assess the similarity in terms of MS1 feature overlap as
well as intensity conservation (see Figure 4.2) established a progressive modality for
the comparison of complex biological samples analyzed by mass spectrometry. The
MS/MS based observations were therefore distinctly confirmed by the computed
LC-MS similarity scores leading to a highly meaningful and significant evaluation
and comparison of the different phospho enrichment techniques.

As described in the preceding chapters, the detection of peptide signals on the
MS1 level provides a much deeper insight into the proteomic composition of the
analyzed specimen. Based on this conclusion and the results from chapter 4 where
phosphorylated peptides were extensively mapped by extracted MS1 features, a
generic MS1 based strategy for the identification of translationally modified peptides
was presented in chapter 5. The strategy is based on the detection of PTM pairs
corresponding to a peptide and its modified form on the MS1 feature level and their
subsequent targeted MS/MS identification. The gain of phospho peptide identifica-
tions compared to classical shotgun proteomics was illustrated in the analysis of a
yeast phospho peptide sample. Furthermore, we showed that the extracted phospho
specific PTM pairs displayed characteristic patterns in their properties such as shifts
in their mass to charge or retention time values, which renders these pairs amenable
to MS/MS independent differentiation from unspecific FP PTM pairs.
The results described in chapter 5 represent a pilot application of the outlined
approach. The specificity in the identification of phospho peptides was artificially
increased due to the experimental strategy where the phospho PTM pairs were
generated by a combination of IMAC enrichment and subsequent dephosphory-
lation. These steps were required to overcome the hits of expected random mass
differences emerging from the delta-mass background distribution of the MasterMap
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(see section 5.4.2). This constant source of FP PTM pairs challenges the prediction
of correct pairs and currently renders the detection of true positive PTM pairs in
non enriched complex samples difficult. However, preliminary studies showed that
modified peptides could be specifically identified by the described PTM pair strategy
in non isolated low complexity samples (data not shown). These promising results
obviously encourage the extension of the PTM pair approach to the tracing of PTM
pairs in highly complex peptide mixtures. In addition, the PTM pair strategy could
serve as a first automated screening tool to detect groups of modified peptides in
LC-MS data sets. Considering the highly phospho typical mass difference peak
in Figure 5.3(a), the presented method could be adopted to the detection of such
peptide modification specific peaks, which significantly stick out of the delta-mass
background distribution model.

We summarize here also some of the collaboration projects from chapter 6.
Most of these projects comprised additional applications of SuperHirn and the Mas-
terMap concept to specific proteomics questions. For example, LC-MS quantification
by SuperHirn was integrated into a pipeline for the identification of cross-linked
peptides to retrieve highly important textural information for the modeling of protein
3D structures (see section 6.3). A very typical proteomics experiment is superficially
described in section 6.1. The results of this project impressively demonstrated that a
MasterMap generated from N-gylcopeptide enriched samples allowed to precisely
monitor previously know and newly detected changes of cell surface proteins upon
cell stimulation. The outline of this application reflects many biological experiments,
where proteomic changes between two sample states need to be specifically detected
and quantified. Currently, the probably most prominent representatives of such
experiments are Biomarker studies. Due to the general principles of the presented
cell surface study, we specially designed the new software package JRatio for the
quantification, evaluation and visualization of peptide and protein changes retrieved
from the MasterMap. Finally, the project mentioned in section 6.5 describes briefly
the novel Corra framework for the processing of different LC-MS data sets in
an inter-software fashion. This allows to unify the information from biological
experiments performed on different LC-MS platforms into one general workflow. In
addition, the Corra project initiated the development of the new file format AMPL
for the standardization of MasterMaps and other preprocessed LC-MS data.
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Conclusions

We describ in this Ph.D. thesis the implementation and application of a novel work-
flow for the quantitative analysis of data generated from LC-MS measurements. The
workflow relays on the program SuperHirn, which extracts and aligns MS1 peptide
signals across multiple LC-MS data sets. The MasterMap concept builds on the com-
prehensive MS1 based analysis by archiving the detected peptide signals and repre-
sents therefore a compact and readily screenable proteomics mirror of the processed
samples. The integration of MS/MS peptide assignments is supplementary provided
by the overlay of the MS/MS information on top of the acquired MS1 peptide pat-
terns.
Applying the SuperHirn proteomics toolbox to different biological questions, the
generic and modular applicability of the program was substantiated through its in-
tegration into different experimental designs. The applications described in this dis-
sertation included the quantitative analysis of protein interaction networks, the classi-
fication of protein concentration changes across multiple samples and the identifica-
tion and quantification of protein phosphorylation. The concept of SuperHirn and the
Mastermap hence meets the initially defined requirements (see section 1.5) as a MS1
centered, automated, generic and versatile computational framework. While the pro-
gram includes many important functionalities for the processing of proteomics data
(LC-MS similarity assessment, intensity normalization, MS1 feature profile cluster-
ing etc.), the key feature of SuperHirn is the comprehensive extraction of peptide
signals on the MS1 level, their tracking across multiple runs and the integration of
the aligned signals into the MasterMap.
On the basis of the MasterMap as a comprehensive collection of MS1 features, the
novel targeted Inclusion List approach was developed. The implementation of Inclu-
sion List serves now as a golden standard in the mass spectrometry based discovery
phase of biological samples and substitutes more and more conventional shotgun
proteomics experiments. Since the MasterMap reflects the MS1 related proteomic
composition of a complex peptide mixture, it constitutes a topological map to guide
MS/MS acquisition towards newly not yet identified peptides.
In the recent years, considerable efforts have been undertaken in the assembly of or-
ganism specific PeptideAtlases [19, 33, 74]. These PeptideAtlases are of great value
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since they constitute organisms specific repositories of peptides that have been pre-
viously observed and identified in LC-MS measurements. Extending this efforts to
the construction of a MS1FeatureAtlas is therefore very tempting but would also in-
clude major efforts in the evaluation and selection of MS1 features. While there are
powerful methods in assessing the quality of MS/MS spectra [104] and the likelihood
for the corresponding peptide assignments to be correct [71], there are currently no
such analogous tools applicable to a large set of extracted and aligned MS1 features.
However, apart from such challenges, a MS1FeatureAtlas would have several highly
relevant implications for future LC-MS experiments. Firstly, the atlas could be in
some way blasted against its corresponding PeptideAtlas in order to annotate detected
MS1 features with already collected and archieved peptide identifications. Secondly,
Inclusion Lists for targeted LC-MS experiments could be directly designed from the
MS1FeatureAtlas without a preceding measurement of the peptide signals. Eventu-
ally, the atlas would also contain a quantitative layer of information where intensity
values for a given MS1 feature are available from different LC-MS measurements of
various cellular states, treatment groups or sample conditions.
Definitely, the field of proteomics based systems biology is now also influenced by
other new promising techniques for the quantification of peptides. However, we be-
lieve that these new tools represent complementary strategies to the presented Mas-
terMap framework. Combing, for example, the MasterMap approach with Selected
Reaction Monitoring (SRM) [83] as one of the probably most prominent new in-
vention has proved to be a highly efficient and powerful approach. Summarizing,
the comprehensive MS1 based mapping and quantification of peptides represents a
generic and effective strategy and will also in future remain of high importance for
the analysis of complex biological mixtures. From a stochastic sampling of precursor
masses in shotgun proteomics, a switch to a targeted workflow where analysis efforts
are focussed on specific peptides of interest is happening. Therefore, the MasterMap
approach will change or to some extend has already changed the way of how mass
spectrometry based proteomics experiments are performed.
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